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New Co-InstitutionalHigh
Paramus School Will Open
In 1964 for 1,040 Students
NEWARK—Prior to his de-
parture for the Second Vati-
can Council, Archbishop Bo-
land announced that the new
co-institutional high school to
be erected in Paramus will
open in September, 1964.
The school is the sixth to
be announced under the Arch-
diocesan Development Cam-
paign. Schools are already
open in Roselle, Washington
Township, Scotch Plains and
Park Ridge and a fifth was
announced last week for Clark
Township. '
THE CAMPAIGN raised
approximately $3l million in
pledges and half of this has
now been redeemed. How-
ever, the overall cost of con-
struction of tie proposed
buildings—eight high schools,
four homes for the aged and
a philosophy house for the
seminary—will be in excess of
$35 million.
Regional meetings of the
continuing committees of all
the parishes in the archdio-
cese are being held each week
in October. Their purpose is to
stimulate the continuing com-
mittees to visit new parishion-
ers and reactivate slow ac-
counts.
THE PARAMUS school will
accommodate 1,040 students,
evenly divided among boys
and girls. There will be sep-
arste faculties for each, as in
the case of Union Catholic at
Scotch Plains, where Marist
Brothers teach the boys and
Sisters of St. Dominic the
girls. No faculty appointments
have been announced for the
new school.
The girls’ school will be on
the right side and the boys’
on the left. It is so designed
that it is divided throughout,
with a sliding wall partition
separating the two schools.
On the left of the main lob-
by will be an auditorium with
a capacity of 600, large stage
and dressing rooms. Also off
the lobby will be the general
offices.
The front portion of the
school will be two stories high
and will have six classrooms
and science room on the first
floor, with seven classrooms
on the second. In back will
be a one-story wing with sci-
ence rooms, typing room,
home economics rooms and
language lab. Next to this
wing will be the Sisters’ quar-
ters, with accommodations for
20 Sisters.
THE BOYS’ school will be
similar to the girls, except
that a large music room with
practice rdoms is located in
the front of the building. A
drafting room, shop room and
biology room will replace the
girls’ typing and home eco-
nomics rooms. Next to the
one-story wing will be the res-
idence for 20 Brothers.
The gymnasium is located
in this wing rising to a height
of two stories. Next to the
gym will be the two cafe-
terias. The gymnasium will
have a capacity of 900 and
can be divided into separate
boys’ and girls’ wings for
physical education classes.
On the second floor of the
front wing, there will be sep-
arate libraries for the two
schools, with a chapel be-
tween them, having a capac-
ity of 100.
THE EXTERIOR of the
building will be of a pinkish
color brick, with glazed stack-
ed brick of a different color
in the bays of each class-
room. The main focal point of
the building will be enhanced
with designed terracotta pan-
els separated with granite
face wall and various bronze
scenes.
A large covered walk will
be provided for students get-
ting on and off buses. There
win be a parking lot for 506
cars and a large athletic
field with a 440-yard track,
football and basebaU fields
located to the left of the boys'
section of the school.
There wUI be glazed tile
walls and terrazzo floors in
the corridors. Every class-
room wUI have tile walls
three feet from the floor with
acoustical tile ceilings. All
windows wUI be of the alumi-
num projected type.
PARAMUS SCHOOL-The new Catholic high school to be erected in Paramus is shown
in this drawing by architect M. George Vuinovich of Englewood Cliffs. Construction is
due to start next year, with the opening set for September, 1964. It is the sixth school
to be announced under the Archdiocesan Development Campaign.
In Newark
Consultors
Appointed
NEWARK Before leaving
for Rome last week, Arch-
bishop Boland announced seven
clergy appointments, includ-
ing three new archdiocesan
consultors.
The new consultors are
Msgr. John 0. Buchmann,
pastor of St. Leo’s, Irving-
ton; Msgr. Julian F. Szpil-
man, pastor of Our Lady of
Czestochowa, Harrison, and
Msgr. Joseph A. Shovlin, pas-
tor of St. Anne’s, Jersey City.
NAMED AS parish priest
consultors were Rev. John A.
Karolewskj, pastor of St.
Ann’s (Polish), Jersey City;
Rev. Michael A. Magnier, pas-
tor of St. Thomas the Apostle,
Bloomfield, and Rev. John P.
Weigand, pastor of St. Jo-
seph’s, West New York.
Msgr. William F. Furlong,
pastor of St. Mary's, Eliza-
beth, and former head of the
minor seminary at Seton Hall,
was named deputy for semi-
nary discipline.
Buckle Down,
Priests Told
MUENSTER, Germany
(NC)—Priests in the Mucn-
ster Diocese have to install
and use safety belts in
their cars, according to the
official diocesan journal.
Authorization for person-
al cars wiU not be given
from now on unless the
safety measure is follow-
ed, the journal said. Priests
arc also required to rec-
ommend the use of safety
belts to all laymen em-
ployed by the Church.
Indiana Survey Initiates
Nation-Wide School Study
NOTRE DAME, Ind. (NC)—
The first nation-wide study of
Catholic elementary and sec-
ondary schools has entered its
first major phase with the
mailing of questionnaires to
13,500 principals and 160,000
teachers.
William Conley, director of
the project, also announced
plans for a pilot study, as part
of the coast-to-coast survey, in
schools of the Fort Wayne-
South Bend Diocese.
THE THREE-YEAR study
national project Is financed by
a $350,000 grant from the Car-
negie Corporation of New
York. It is expected to provide
for the first time an accurate
profile of Catholic elementary
and secondary education in
the U. S. The survey is cen-
tered at the University of
Notre Dame where anew
computing center will be used
to process data.
The questionnaire sent to
principals seeks information in
several areas, Including ad-
ministrative organization,
class size, testing programs
and educational innovations.
A second questionnaire deals
with the professional prepara-
tion and experience of the
teachers themselves.
By next spring, Conley
said, his research team hopes
to have a factual picture of
Catholic education which will
be Informative to Catholics
and non-Catholics alike.
THE FIRST STEP in the
Fort Wayne-South Bend pilot
study will be a census of about
14 parishes.
Results of the census will
be checked against the total
population and the Catholic
population of the diocese. The
staff will determine the birth,
death and migration rates of
parish members. This will
make it possible to estimate
the demand for Catholic edu-
cation within the next few
years.
The pilot study will seek an-
swers to several questions in
the enrollment area: What
percentage of Catholic chil-
dren attend Catholic schools?
What percent drop out and at
what grades? How can the fu-
ture enrollment of elementary
and secondary schools bo esti-
mated? What would the
Church do if suddenly all
Catholic children attempted to
enroll in Catholic schools?
In the section of the pilot
study dealing with school
staffs, the researchers will ex-
amine the ratio of lay to reli-
gious teachers. Other subjects
to be investigated are class
size, the effect of largo classes
on a teacher’s efficiency over
an extended period, the train-
ing of lay and religious teach-
ers, and the appropriate func-
tions of the diocesan central
office staff.
On the Inside ...
WE’RE TAKING anew approach to
youth starting this week. See the
new features on Page 14
BISHOP McNULTY gives his views on
the Second Vatican Council on ... .Page 7
WHAT DOES THE CHURCH teach
about the morality of nuclear war?
See The Question Box Page 8
Church Fathers Gather
As Council Draws Near
An Advocate News Summary
ROME Bishops from all
corners of the world are ar-
riving in Rome in steadily in-
creasing numbers as prepara-
tions for the Second Vatican
Council, begun nearly three
years ago, enter their final
week.
The council—the most mo-
mentous gathering Christian-
ity has known in this century
and one certain to rank
among the major events in
the history of the Church—will
open with solemn ceremonies
Thursday, Oct. 11.
Other Stories, Pago 2
POPE JOHN XXIII wiU
preside over the council Fa-
thers—some 2,500 Cardinals,
Archbishops and Bishops—as
they deliberate matters which
are bound to have a critical
and far-reaching effect on
people of aU religions
throughout the world.
In major council-connected
news this week:
• Pope John caUed for
diligence and prayer on the
part of aU those connected
with the council, and for ac-
curacy on the part of journal-
ists reporting it. The Pope also
made a 400-mile railroad trip
to pray for the success of the
council at two famed Italian
shrines.
• A report released by
the- council press office indi-
cated the council Fathers will
have a heavy work schedule.
• The Pontiff named 201
experts, including 12 from the
U. S., to assist in council de-
liberations.
• Two Hungarian Bishops
are expected to attend, there-
by making the first official
contact between their land
and the Vatican in years.
• St. Peter’s Basilica and
the grottoes beneath it were
ordered closed until the coun-
cil opens.
POPE JOHN, speaking at
an audience for the staffs of
the Vatican’s administrative
offices, urged a renewal of
prayers for the council’s suc-
cess.
The audience closed a tri-
duum held for the success of
the council in which the staffs
of the Roman congregations
and Vatican offices took part.
The Pope asked first that
the Vatican "family” live the
council. "Every person must
follow diligently the events of
the council, using the most
authentic sources of informa-
tion,” he said.
Secondly, he said that there
is a need for care in speak-
ing of the developments of the
council. "Real facts must be
reported and not imaginary
ones. Journalists in particular
must be prudent and cautious
in reporting all that happens
with a sense of respect for
objective truth.”
THE POPE made his rail-
road trip Oct. 4, the Feast of
St. Francis of Assisi, visiting
the shrines of Assisi and Our
Lady of Loreto. It was the
longest trip away from Rome
by a Pope in 105 years. During
the trip the train slowed at
major stations so the Pope
could greet the crowds.
The shrine at Loreto is Holy
House, said to be the house
where Our Lady was born. St.
Francis, founder of the Fran-
ciscans, is buried at Assisi.
THE EXPERTS named are
specialists in such fields as
theology, canon law and social
action. They will be able to
attend the general sessions of
the council.
Among them are: Msgr.
Francis J. Brennan of Phila-
delphia, dean of the Sacred
Roman RoU; Msgr. William
J. Doheny, Superior, Wis., a
Rota judge; Msgr. John Stein-
mueller, Brooklyn Scripture
scholar; Msgr. Joseph C. Fen-
ton, editor of the American
Ecclesiastical Review, Wash-
ington, D.C.; Msgr. Rudolph
G. Bandas, educator and the-
ologian, St. Paul, Minn.;
Msgr. George G. Higgins, di-
rector of the NCWC Social
Action Department.
Also Rev. Frederick Mc-
Manus, Catholic University of
America; Rev. Ulric Bcste,
0.5.8., of St. John's Abbey,
Collegcvillc, Minn., a profes-
sor at the Pontifical Institute
of St. Anselm, Rome; Rev.
Edward Heston, C.S.C., pro-
curator general in Rome for
the Congregation of Holy
Cross; Rev. Georges Tavard,
A.A., Mt. Mercy College,
Pittsburgh; Msgr. John S.
Quinn, who heads the Chicago
Archdiocese’s metropolitan tri-
bunal, and Rev. Melitius Woj-
nar, 0.5.8.M., of the Catholic
University of America.
In addition to the 201 named
by the Pope, the council Fath-
ers may also consult private
experts of their own choice.
OPENING CEREMONIES
of the council will take place
Oct. 11, but the Fathers will
start work Oct. 13, according
to the agenda released by the
press office.
First order of business will
be the election of members of
the 10 commissions of the
qpuncil. Each commission
will have 24 members, eight
of whom will be named by
Pope John, and the remain-
ing 16 chosen by members of
the council.
The agenda allows four gen-
eral meetings for this task:
Oct. 13, 16, 18 and 20.
From Oct. 22-31, general
meetings will be held daily
except on Thursdays and Sun-
days. The general meetings—-
or congregations—in which
OFF TO ROME-Sailing to Rome on the S.S. Constitution on Sept. 27 for the Second Vati-
can Council were, left to right, Bishop Stanton, Archbichop Boland and Megr. George
W. Shea, rector of Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington.
Bishops
In, Drive
For Poor
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
Catholic Bishops’ 14th annual
Thanksgiving Clothing Collec-
tion will take place Nov. 18-25,
Archbishop Patrick A O’Boylr
of Washington, chairman of
the NCWC Administrative
Board, has announced.
In a letter to the Bishops,
Archbishop O’Boyle em-
phasized the continuing needs
of the poor and afflicted in
impoverished areas of the
world.
“THERE IS NO measuring
the value of the clothing col-
lected each year in our an
nual Thanksgiving appeal as
far as the poor and needy in
distressed areas of the world
are concerned,” he said.
"Clothing that we were able
to ship as a result of last
year's appeal made it possi-
ble for us to assist the unclad
and suffering in countries of
greatest need in nearly every
quarter of the globe and, in
addition, the many thousands
deprived of everything in the
numerous calamities of flood
and earthquake which affect-
ed so many areas during the
past year,’’ he added.
AS IN PREVIOUS years, the
used clothing, shoes, blankets,
bedding and other materials
donated during the collection
will be processed and dis-
tributed by Catholic Relief
Services NCWC.
Final figures on the 1961 col-
lection show that materials
collected had an estimated
value of $25 million. Their
worth in terms of the good
they accomplished was beyond
human calculation, said Auxi-
liary Bishop Edward E. Swan-
strom of New York, executive
director of CRS-NCWC.
Pravda Rebuke
New Red Campaign
Against Religion
MOSCOW (RNS)-A new, In-
tensified Soviet campaign
against religion apparently
timed to coincide with tho
opening of the Second Vatican
Council—was marked by sharp
criticism here of tho “slug-
gish’’ pace at which programs
of atheistic indoctrination have
been conducted in tho U.S.S.R.
THE REBUKE came from
Pravda, communist newspa-
per, which charged that "athe-
istic education is being carried
out unsystematically, lacka-
daisically and without impact
on the hardcore of religious be-
lievers."
The paper's reprimand de-
manded all-out efforts against
“religious superstition." l’ruv-
da said "all party organiza-
tions and ideological establish-
ments must carry out sclontif-
Ic atheistic propaganda sys-
tematically, purposefully, pa-
tiently and convincingly, ex-
posing the groundlessness of
religious beliefs."
The paper stressed that any
attempt to establish a compat-
ibility between communism
and religion must bo opposed.
"In tho press and radio, in
lectures and talks,” it urged,
“religious morality and the at’
tempts of clergymen to adapt
themselves to tho demunds of
tho times must bo exposed and
the incompatubllity to scientif-
ic communism with religion
must be demonstrated so that
all Soviet people can rid them-
selves of the jloko of religious
prejudices and become active
creators of the brightest and
most just society on earth
communism."
Archbishop Asks Prayer
For Success ofthe Council
NEWARK Catholics of the
Newark Archdiocese and Pat-
erson Diocese joined in
prayers for the success of the
ecumenical council this week
as their spiritual leaders were
en route to or about to depart
for the first gathering of the
world's Bishops in 92 years.
Archbishop Boland, who
sailed Sept. 27 on the S.S.
Constitution, was due to ar-
rive in Rome Oct. 7. Bishop
McNulty will leave that same
day from Idlcwild Airport at
7:30 p.m., accompanied by
Msgr. John J. Sheerin, vicar
general.
A LETTER from Archbishop
Boland, urging prayers and a
novena for the success of the
council, was read at all
Masses in the Newark Arch-
diocese Sept. 30. A similar re-
quest was made earlier by
Bishop McNulty.
The Archbishop quoted the
1962 statement of the Ameri-
can hierarchy which, after a
general appeal for prayers,
asked that "during the days
immediately preceding the
council, all the faithful join in
a novena of prayer and pen-
ance, to be carried out in all
the parishes, institutions and
religious houses of this coun-
try, that God may pour forth
His abounding grace on Our
Holy Father, on all the
Fathers of the council, and
particularly on the Bishops of
this country, that none may
fail in the council’s great work
of full evengellcal renewal
within the Church.”
The Archbishop asked that,
in addition to the novena,
Catholics "attend regularly the
daily October devotions pre-
scribed for our parish
churches.” He added: "The
prayers for the guidance el
the Holy Spirit, the interces-
sion of Our Blessed Lady and
the protection of St. Joseph
will be most efficacious."
WHILE IN ROME, Arch-
bishop Boland will stay at the
Excelsior Hotel along with
Bishop Stanton and Msgr.
George W. Shea, rector of la*»
maculate Conception Sem-
inary.
Traveling with Bishop Mo-
Nulty will be Bishop Walter
W. Curtis of Bridgeport, tor*
mcr Auxiliary Bishop of the
Newark Archdiocese. Bishop
McNulty will be staying at the
Michelangelo Hotel, which Is
within walking distance of St.
Peter’s Basilica.
Msgr. Sheerin will remain at
the council until Oct. 2. Oa
Oct. 21, Msgr. Andrew V. Stef-
an, vice chancellor, will leave
for Rome, to remain until Nov.
5. Msgr. William F. Louis,
chancellor, will leave Nov. 4
for a two-week peribd and
Rev. Frank J. Rodimer will
depart on Nov. 18.
See Text Pago 16
Announce
Benedictine
Transfers
NEWARK —The transfer of
nine Benedictine priests was
announced this week by Ab-
bot Patrick O’Brien, 0.5.8.,
most of them to new posts
within the North Jersey area.
An exception was Rev.
Denys Henncssy, 0.5.8.,
transferred from St. Mary’s
Priory, Newark, to Woodside
Priory School, Portola Valley,
Cal. He has been tempo-
rarily loaned to the Benedic-
tine Fathers there.
ALSO LEAVING St. Mary’s
Priory is Rev. Philip Hoover,
0.5.8., former headmaster of
St. Benedict’s Prep, who has
been assigned to Dclbarton
School, Morristown.
Three new teachers at St.
Benedict's are Rev. Martin
Burnc, 0.5.8., transferred
from Sacred Heart Church,
Elizabeth, and Rev. Maynard
Nagcngast, 0.5.8., and Rev.
Cronun Tyms, 0.5.8., both
formerly at St. Mary’s Ab-
bey, Morristown.
Rev. Cornelius Sweeney,
0.5.8., has left St. Benedict's
Prep for Sacred Heart
Church, Elizabeth; Rev. Co-
lumbu Rafferty, 0.5.8., has
moved from Blessed Sacra-
ment, Elizabeth, to St. Eliza-
beth's, Linden; Rev. Edmund
Nugent, O S.lt., from St. Ben-
edict’s Church, Newark, to
Blessed Sacrament, and Rev.
Patrick McCafferty, 0.5.8.,
from St. Elizabeth’s to St.
Benedict’s Church.
New Orleans
School Rolls
Near 100%
NEW ORLEANS (NC)—En-
rollment in the newly integrat-
ed Catholic schools of the New
Orleans Archdiocese has
reached 97% of last year's
total.
Archdioccsan Bureau of In-
formation figures show that
enrollment in Catholic schools
in the 11 civil parishes (coun-
ties) of the archdiocese is
73,433, compared with 75,796
last year.
Some 200 Negro children arc
now attending classes along
with white children in pre-
viously all-white Catholic
schools here.
Archbishop Joseph F. Rum-
mel of New Orleans directed
last March that all Catholic
schools in the archdiocese be
desegregated with the start of
the new school year.
Following Archbishop Rum-
mel’s integration order, segre-
gationists called on Catholic
parents to boycott Catholic
schools.
Columbus Day
Dispensation
In virtue of special facul-
ties from the Holy See,
Archbishop Boland has
granted a dispensation from
abstinence for Friday, Oct.
12, (Columbus Day) to the
faithful of the Newark Arch-
diocese.
A similar dispensatioa
has been granted for the
Paterson Diocese by Bial*
op McNulty.
Maronite Patriarch
To Visit in Orange
ORANGE Patriarch Peter
Paul Meouchi of the Maronite
Rite will be guest of honor at
a reception to be held Oct. 6
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tofic Attalla at 236 Fuller
Terr, here from 12:30 to 3
p.m.
Among the guests will bo
Lebanon’s ambassadors to the
U, S. and the UN as well as
Maronite clergy from neigh-
boring states.
CURRENTLY concluding a
tour of Maronite parishes and
I-cbanese communities in tho
U. S., tho Patriarch will visit
Orango during a three-day
stay in the metropolitan area
prior to his departure for tho
ecumenical council. Attalla is
consul for Lebanon in New
Jersey.
The Patriarch will arrive In
New York Oct. 5. He will offer
the Divine Liturgy at St. Pat-
rick’s Cathedral, have lunch
with Cardinal Spellman and
visit tho UN.
On Oct. 7, the Patriarch will
offer a Pontifical Liturgy at
Our Lady of Lebanon Church,
Brooklyn, and then attend •
reception in tho St. George
Hotel. Our Lady of Lebanon is
the "home” church for North
Jersey Maronitos, though most
attend their nearby Latin Rite
parish.
PATRIARCH MEOUCHI
(Continued on Page 2)
matter* before the council are
to be debated will begin at
9 a.m.
A REUTERS DISPATCH
from Rome laid that two Hun-
garian Bishops and a prelate
Would attend the council. They
are Bishop Sander Kovacs of
Szombathely, Bishop Endre
Hamvas of Csanad, and Msgr.
Paul Brezanoczy of Eger.
There was no direct reference
to Jozsef Cardinal Mindszenty,
Primate of Hungary, who has
been in asylum in the U. S. le-
gation in Budapest since 1956.
Stefan - Cardinal Wyszynski,
Primate of Poland, will be at
the council. In a farewell ser-
mon before leaving for Rome,
he told a congregation of
thousands at St. Anne’s
Church in Warsaw that the
council is “internal to the
Church
...
and concerned
with essentially religious
questions." The Cardinal was
critical of communist charges
that the council is politically
motivated.
THE BASILICA and grot-
toes were ordered closed by
Gustavo Cardinal Testa, sec-
retary of the administrative
secretariat responsible lor
material preparations for the
council.
On Sept. 22 an incendiary
bomb and a detonator were
found in the basilica beneath
the tiers of seats prepared for
the council. In July a bomb
exploded in the basilica.
At first, the basilica was to
be closed only at the end of
September, so that final
touches could be made on the
council hall. The flow of visit-
ors into the basilica increas-
ed, however, and even a dou-
bled police guard found it vir-
tually impossible to exercise
safety measures.
The decision means that un-
til the end of the first council
session, the days on which
the public will be admitted to
the basilica will be rare. Tile
basilica will also be closed to
the public during the general
working sessions of the coun-
cil Fathers. z"
It is expected that. th& pub-
lic will be admitted to the
basilica only during ..public
session, or on thoser tffo .cc
three days a week when the
council is not in sess'ion. This
will be the severest limitation
on access to the basilica since
its completion in 1626.
NEARLY COMPLETED-Seating arrangements for the Sec-
ond Vatican Council are nearly completed. More than
half the 3,000 seats necessary for the council Fathers
have already been installed on the special tiers in the
nave of St. Peter’s Basilica. Platform at the far end of
main aisle will support the papal throne.
For Council
Observers Named
By Orthodox Unit
An Advocate News Summary
The synod of the Russian
Orthodox Church Outside Rus-
sia has voted to send three
observer-delegates to the Sec-
ord Vatican Council which will
open Oct. 11.
They are Bishop Anthony of
Geneva, Switzerland; Rev.
Igor Troyanov, a theologian
from Lausanne, Switzerland;
and Serge Grotov, a Russian
language teacher in Rome.
The delegates were chosen
(Sept. 13) at a meeting of the
church's synod of five Bish-
op* at national headquarters
in New York.
A member of the Russian Or-
thodox Greek Catholic Church,
Rev. Alexander Schememann,
dean of St. Vladimir’s Theolo-
gical Seminary in Tuckahoe,
N. Y„ had been designated
earlier as a delegate-observer
. to the council.
It was also announced this
week that the ancient Gregor-
ian Armenian Church will be
represented by Rev. V. K. Sar-
kassian.
IN OTHER council news,
die President of Cyprus,
Greek Orthodox Archbishop
Makarlos, said in Rome that
the council has ‘'importance
for the whole world."
. Archbishop Makarios re-
vealed that the High Commis-
sioner of Cyprus in London,
Antis Soteriades, will repre-
sent the Cypriot republic at
the opening session.
Anglican leaders in London
hailed the council as an im-
portant step toward Christian
union, although union still was
but a “vision."
pr. Arthur Michael Ram-
sey, Archbishop of Canter-
bury, said it reflected the
“new wind of charity blowing
among Roman Catholics and
Anglicans and in every part
of Christendom.”
Dr. Robert W. Stopford,
Bishop of London, told a con-
ference on faith and unity or-
ganized by The Church Un-
. ion, an Anglican organization,
that the Church of England
was “thankful for the inspir-
ed leadership" of Pope John
XXIII which had led to the
council.
600 Newsmen
Cover Council
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Over 600 newsmen are
already accredited to cover
the Second Vatican Council,
it was announced here.
A hall near St. Peter’s
Basilica will be equipped
for press conferences and
briefings, and 28 telephone
booths designed for interna-
tional calls will be provided
for the reporters.
Msgr. Fausto Vailaino,
48-year-old priest from the
French-speaking region of
Aosta in the Italian Alps,
will be in charge of the
press office. Six other
priests ail speaking the
various languages in which
official council bulletins
will be issued will assist
him.
Fresno Post
To Anderson
FRESNO, Calif. (NC) -
Floyd Anderson, managing
editor of the Register system
of diocesan weeklies, Denver,
has been named managing ed-
itor of the Central California
Register, newspaper of the
Monterey-Frcsno, Calif., Dio-
cese. He will take up his
duties in November.
Anderson, 56, was the found-
ing editor of The Advocate,
and a former Cedar Grove
resident. He succeeds Gerard
E. Sherry, who will assume
the managing editorship of a
new newspaper to be started
by the Atlanta, Ga., Archdio-
cese.
Anderson is president of the
Catholic Press Association of
the United States and Canada.
A native of Superior, Wis., and
a convert from Lutheranism,
he was managing editor of the
Catholic Light, Scranton, Pa.,
1948-51, and for the next 10
years edited The Advocate be-
fore going to the Register sys-
tem.
He was a member of the
Catholic Press study team
which made a survey of Cath-
olic press and communications
needs in Latin America.
New Weeklies
In Georgia
ATLANTA (NC) - Catholics
in Georgia will be served by
two weekly Catholic newspa-
pers beginning Jan. 1. The
new papers will replace the
Bulletin, published in Augusta.
Archbishop Paul J. Hallinan
of Atlanta has announced that
anew paper, the Georgia Bul-
letin, will serve the Archdio-
cese of Atlanta. Gerard E.
Sherry, veteran Catholic Jour-
nalist, will be managing editor
and Rev. Donald Kiernan,
present editor of the Atlanta
edition of the Bulletin, will be
consulting editor.
Bishop Thomas J. Mc-
Donough of Savannah said a
name for the-pew paper which
will serve trig diocese has not
as yet been- selected. Rev.
Thomas J. Donohue, editor of
the Savannah edition of the
Bulletin, is editor of the .new
paper.
People in the News
Rev. Andrew Boland,
6.A.M., a ralssioner in Thai-
land since 1955, has been elect-
ed superior general of the So-
ciety of Mission Helpers at
Louvain, Belgium.
Auxiliary Bishop Mark G.
McGrath of Panama City,
Panama, was awarded St.
John's University's Our Lady
of Guadalupe Medal for pro-
moting better Pan-American
relations.
Hubert Maga, president of
the African republic of Daho-
mey, was received by Pope
John.
Msgr. William P. Suedkamp,
secretary for Catholic Chari-
ties of the Detroit Archdio-'
cese, and Joseph P. O’Brien
of Washington, former eco-
nomics instructor at St. Pet-
er’s College, Jersey City, were
named to a permanent Ad-
visory Committee on Housing
for Senior Citizens by Dr. Rob-
ert C. Weaver, administrator
of the U. S. Housing and Home
Finance Agency.
Rev. Luke Fisher, S.A., phil-
osophy professor at Gray-
moor’s St. Plus X Major Sem-
inary at Garrison, N. Y., has
been named rector of the sem-
inary to succeed Very
Rev. Wilfrid Brennan, S.A.,
whose five-year term as rec-
tor expires.
Most Rev. Jude Prost,
0.F.M., a native of Chicago,
will be consecrated as Titular
Bishop of Fronta and Auxil-
iary Bishop of Belem, Brazil,
in Chicago Nov. 1.
Dr. McGruder E. Sadler,
chancellor of Texas Christian
University, a Disciples of
Christ institution, has been
presented with a special award
by the Fort Worth Council of
Catholic Men for “promoting
understandingand good will.”
Rev. Columba J. Devlin,
T.0.R., former president of
St. Francis College, Loretto,
Pa., has been named president
of Steubenville College, Steu-
benville, Ohio.
Miguel d’Escotto Munoz,
Nicaragua’s new Ambassador
to the Holy See, has presented
his credentials to Pope John
XXIII.
Archbishop Domenico En-
rlei, former Apostolic Inter-
nuncio to Japan, has been
namd Apostolic Delegate to
Australia, New Zealand and
Oceania.
Information
Post Filled
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Rev. John P. Donnelly, editor
since 1959 of the Inland Regis-
ter, newspaper of the Spokane,
Wash., Diocese, has been nam-
ed director of the NCWC Bu-
roau of Information.
Father Donnelly’s appoint-
ment was announced here by
Msgr. Paul F. Tanner, NCWC
general secretary. He will as-
sume his duties Nov. 1, suc-
ceding Msgr. John E. Kelly
of Trenton who recently re-
signed.
Father Donnelly, 29, was or-
dained May 24, 1958. He re-
ceived a bachelor’s degree in
journalism at the University
of Missouri in Augti»t^9s9.
FATHER FLANAGAN found-
ed Boys’ Town, Neb., in 1917.
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Family of Eight
Bound for Chile
HOLLISTIN, Mass. (NC) -
To serve God "for all He has
done for us,” a Catholic lay-
man has sold his home here,
packed as n\jny possessions as
he could in lour duffel bags
and set out with his wife and
six children to work among
the poor in Santiago, Chile.
KEVIN O’DWYER, 36, prin-
cipal in a public school here
for 10 years, will work in Chile
as a lay missioriary for at
least three years. The family
is going to South America un-
der sponsorship of the Techno
Foundation, Inc., of White
Plains, N. Y., an organization
of Catholic laymen formed to
meet the needs of the poor in
Chile.
O’Dwyer is paying his own
fare to Chile, as well as that
of his wife and children. He
will receive no pay and the
family will rely on the charity'
of friends for their subsistence.
The children range in age
from 14 months to 12 years.
“They will be no problem,’’ he
said confidently. “They’re
young. They’ll bounce with it.
My wife is as eager as I am
to go."
WHY GIVE HP a good job,
home and friends for such a
life?
“We want to help arouse the
spirit of social justice and love
of neighbor and to encourage
Chileans of good will to shoul-
der the existence of sub-
human conditions in some
areas there,’’ he answered.
Mrs. O’Dwyer added:
“We’re thrilled that we have
been blessed with the oppor-
tunity to go.”
- The sponsoring society was
formed by Father Vincent de-
Paul, O.C.S.O., O’Dwyer’a
brother. He is a Trappist as-
signed to St. Joseph’s Abbey
in East Spencer, Mass.
O’Dwyer is a navy veteran of
World War II.
Crash Kills
Five Nuns
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(NC)—Requiem Mass was uf-
iered here for five Sisters
of the Third Order of
St. Dominic killed in a two-
car collision near Mesick,
Mich., which took seven lives.
Two other Sisters were criti-
cally injured in the head-on
crash. The two occupants of
the second car were killed.
ALL SEVEN of the Sisters
were from St. John's Grade
and High Schools, Essexville,
Mich., and were on their way
to a teaching workshop at the
time of the crash.
The dead are: Sister Joseph
Ann, newly appointed mother
superior of the Essexville com-
munity and principal of the
high school; Sister Mary Fer-
dinand, grade school principal;
Sister Rose Imelde, high
school junior home room ad-
visor and Latin teacher; Sister
Jeanne Ann, high school 10th
grade girls’ advisor and driv-
er of the car; and Sister Mary
Phyllis, convent housekeeper.
Critically injured were Sis-
ter Mary Olga, first grade
teacher, and Sister Mary
Wenceslaus, sixth and seventh
grades teacher.
Witnesses said the accident
occurred as the second car
was attempting to pass anoth-
er automobile.
For Lawyers
Red Mass Oct. 4
In Paterson
PATERSON The annual
Red Mass sponsored by the
Catholic Lawyers Guild of the
Paterson Diocese yill be’ held
Oct. 4 at St. John’s Cathedral
at 7 p.m.
Bishop McNulty will preside
at the Mass, which will be
celebrated by Msgr. William
Jr\ Louis, chancellor.
The sermon will be preached
by Msgr. Henry G. J. Beck of
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary on the Second Vatican
Council.
Ask Ministers
To Lecture
WAYNE — The men’s so-
cieties of three Catholic
churches in this community
will jointly sponsor a lecture
on the ecumenical council by
Msgr. Henry G. J. Beck of
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary on Oct. 9 at Wayne High
School auditorium.
The parish council of men of
Immaculate Heart of Mary has
combined with the Holy Name
Societies of Holy Cross and
Our Lady of the Valley to
sponsor the event. Ministers of
all churches in Wayne have
been invited as guests of hon-'
or and have been asked to pro-
mote the attendance of their
congregations.
Chairman for the lecture is
John L. Kurlychek of Imma-
culate Heart of Mary, assisted
by Albert Anspach of Our Lady
of the Valley, Thomas Collins
of Holy Cross and Frank Jan-
sen of Immaculate Heart of
Mary.
Missibncrs Depart
DUBLIN (RNS) — Four
priests left here to set up the
first mission In South America
tjndertaken by the Irish prov-
ince of the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate.
Roundup ofU.S. News
Congress Drops Plan to Hike Non-Profit Mail Rates
WASHINGTON-Senato and
House versions of the postal
rate increase bill both will re-
tain essential features of pres-
ent reduced-rale mailing laws
for non-profit publications,
thereby easing fears that a
new postal act would force
some religious publications
out of existence.
Former Advocate editor
Floyd Anderson, now editor of
the Denver Register and pres-
ident of the Catholic Press
Association, had testified be-
fore a Senate committee that
an increase in the per-piece
second-class rate, then under
consideration, would spell fi-
nancial disaster for many
CPA member publications.
THE AMENDMENT restor-
ing the reduced per-piece sec-
ond class rate for non-profit
publications to the Senate bill
was sponsored by Sen. John
A. Carroll of Colorado. Sens.
Philip A. Hart of Michigan,
Hubert Humphrey of Minne-
sota and John 0. Pastore of
Rhode Island were also cred-
ited with major parts In ral-
lying support for the amend-
ment.
Sen. Olin D. Johnston of
South Carolina, chairman of
the Senate Post Office and
Civil Service Committee and
chief sponsor of the overall
bill, told the Senate he ac-
cepted the Carroll amend-
ment. But he said he did so
with the understanding that a
study would be made next
year of the non-profit groups,
9,900 of which ho said are
now using tho mails.
Although continuing tho per-
piece second class rates for
Senate bill would raise the
second class per-pound rato
for such publications. This
rate would go from the pres-
ent 1.5 cents to 1.6 cents in
1963, 1.7 cents in 1964 and 1.8
cents in 1965 and thereafter.
•
Reduce Bid for Aid
PROVIDENCE, R. I. (RNS)
—The state aid request for
schools of the Diocese of Prov-
idence has been reduced in
scope through the withdrawal
of the school board’s bid for
teaching equipment.
Withdrawal was made in a
letter to a special commission
studying the question of state
aid to non-public schools by
Msgr. Arthur T. Geoghcgan,
superintendent of the diocesan
schools. The board still seeks
aid in the purchase of some
textbooks and diagnostic test-
ing materials.
The board decided to reduce
the scope of its aid request,
Msgr, Gcoghegan said, be-
cause some members felt that
state assistance for equipment
“would require a much great-
er revision of state law and
administrative procedure than
would textbook and testing
aid.”
•
Veto Movie Late
ATLANTA (NC)-The Fulton
County, Ga., Superior Court
has struck down an Atlanta
ordinance providing for the
classification of motion pic-
tures,
Under the law, exhibitors
were required to submit films
for classification.
The ordinance was enacted
after the state Supreme Court
struck down previous censor-
ship laws. The challenge was
initiated through the Motion
Picture Association of Ameri-
ca.
Birth Control Item
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
$l,OOO item for distribution of
birth control information at lo-
cal maternal and child wel-
fare clinics is included in the
District of Columbia budget
for the 1963-64 fiscal year.
The District's budget bill,
including the birth control
item, has been approved by
both the Senate and House,
although oth6r differences be-
tween the two versions have
made necessary a Senate-
House conference.
•
Sunday Law Drive
MINNEAPOLIS (RNS)—The
fight for Sunday-closing laws
will be carried to the Minne-
sota state legislature in Janu-
ary.
Some 60 members of the
Minnesota Retail Federation
voted support of their trade
association’s efforts to get a
state ban against some types
of selling.
New Newspaper
NEW ORLEANS (NC) - A
new, expanded and locally
printed weekly newspaper will
replace Catholic Action of the
South as the official publica-
tion of the New Orleans Arch-
diocese early in 1963, It was
announced here.
Archbishop John P. Cody,
Apostolic Administrator of the
archdiocese, said Emile
Comar, 36, legislative and pol-
itical correspondent since 1952
for the New Orleans States-
Itcm, will join the new pub-
lication as associate editor.
Millard F. Everett, editor of
Catholic Action for 13 years,
will remain as editor. Anew
name for the paper will be
selected.
THE GEORGETOWN Uni-
versity Law Center will mark
its centennial in 1970.
E. German Reds
Limited Bishops
COLOGNE, Germany (NC)
— German Bishops living be-
hind the Iron Curtain are “al-
most certain” to attend the
coming ecumenical council, it
was announced here by Joseph
Cardinal Frings of Cologne,
chairman of the German
Bishops’ Conference.
The Cardinal said the eight
Bishops in communist-ruled
East Germany were given a
choice of four, opportunities to
leave the Soviet Zone. Red au-
thorities told them they could
attend the August national
German Catholic convention in
Hanover in West Germany,
take part in the annual meet-
ing of the German hierarchy
in Fulda in West Germany, ac-
cept invitations to attend
Marian celebrations at the
Polish national shrine of Our
Lady of Czestochowa, or go to
Rome for the council.
Cardinal Frings said all
eight prelates -chose to go to
Rome and have been given as-
surances by the Red authori-
ties that they will receive
travel permits.
Jesuits Planning
New University
„.
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
XRNS) — The first steps to-
ward what is expected to be-
come a Catholic university in
western Massachusetts were
announced here by Bishop
Christopher J. Weldon of
Springfield and Very Rev.
John V. O’Connor, S.J., New
England provincial of the Jes-
uit Fathers.
Property in West Springfield
has been turned over by the
diocese and the Dominican
nuns to the Jesuits, who will
first establish' a private, sec-
ondary Institution named
Campion School on the site. By
the time the first entrance
class is ready for college, it is
expected that Campion’s facil-
ities will be able to receive
them.
Celebration Set
In St. Augustine
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla.
(RNS) — A fund raising drive
has been launched here by the
St. Augustine Foundation, an
agency formed under the aus-
pices of Archbishop Joseph P.
Hurley of St. Augustine, to
mark the 400th anniversary of
the founding of this city, the
first Christian settlement in
the continental U. S.
The celebration is planned
for 1965.
Don Pedro Menendcz de
Aviles founded St. Augustine
Sept. 8, 1565, naming the site
of the landing Nombre dc
Dios (Name of God). The set-
tlement was established 55
years before the Pilgrims
landed at Plymouth Rock.
POPE NICHOLAS V (1447-
55) is considered to be the
founder of the Vatican Li-
brary.
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nont of plumbing coata you S»SS. Call near-
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Let Schultz Plan The
Whole Job For You!
$
(Trim Optional $29)
EASY TERMS
ONLY $lO A MONTH
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Ywr
HEATING
SYSTEM....
FORCED HOT WATER
BASEBOARD SYSTEM
Complete Material Includet:
• Cost Iron Boiler, 25-yr. Guarantee
• Baseboard Convector Radiators
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• Guaranteed to Save Fuel.
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INSTALLATION
ARRANGED
PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH ONI
OF OUR SALESMEN IN YOUR HOME!
YOUR THRIFTEE
CATALOG STORE
Beautiful, natural wood
paneling that finithes to
look like the most expen-
sive paneling. Our tales-
man can show you how to
combine this paneling with
mosaic tile* for even more
striking beauty.
$2
SHEET
32" x 84"
SCHULTZ SUPPLY Im.
EXTRA SPECIAL!
~
LAUAN
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PANELING
SCHULTZ
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Other Days to 6 P.M.
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UNION CITY UN 4-0035
(Jersey City Residents Call HE 3-4346
LibrariansPlan JubileeLunch
NEW YORK Tlie silver
Jubilee luncheon of the Great-
er New York Unit of the Cath-
olic Library Association will
be held Oct. 20 at the Waldorf
Astoria, following a Solemn
High Mass at St. Patrick’s
Cathedral.
Celebrant of the Mass will
be Msgr. John Paul Haverty,
superintendent of schools for
the New York Archdiocese.
Luncheon speakers will be
Maisie Ward (Mrs. Frank
Sheed), author of “Gilbert
Keith Chesterton,” and Rev.
Robert I. Gannon, S.J., au-
thor of “Hie Cardinal Spell-
iman Story.” Chairman is Sis-
ter Marietta, 0.P., of St. Hel-
ena’s High School for Girls,
New York.
Mission Chapel
To Be Dedicated
PATERSON Bishop Me-
Nulty will dedicate the mission
chapel of St. Gerard M a jella
on Oct. 7 at a 10 a.m. Mass,
hours before he leaves for the
Second Vatican Council.
The chapel, which is to serve
parishioners of St. Michael's
Church in the west Paterson
area, is administered by Msgr.
Carlo Cianci, pastor of St.
Michael’s. Work began on it in
August, 1961.
Built at a cost of $250,000,
the chapel will be air con-
ditioned and will seat 500 peo-
ple. A hall and modern kitchen
are located in the basement.
A novena in honor of St.
Gerard, patron of mothers, will
begin Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. and
dose Oct 16 at 9 a.m. Mass.
Preacher will be Rev. Carlo
Di Matteo, 0.F.M., Cap., of Mt.
Carmel, Passaic, who was bap-
tized by Msgr. Cianci in St.
Michael’s as an infant.
THIRD IN WAYNE -Bishop McNulty blessed the new Our Lady of the Valley School
on Sept. 29. It is the third to be erected in fast-growing Wayne Township. Looking on
are, left to right, Msgr. Edward J. Scully, pastor of Immaculate Heart of Mary, Wayne,
Msgr. Joseph J. Gallo, pastor of St. Joseph's, Newton, and Rev. James J. Rugel, pastor
of Our Lady of the Valley.
Editor to Get
Stein Award
NEW YORK Gerard E.
Sherry, editor of the Central
California Register, will re-
ceive the Edith Stein Award
at the eighth annual Com-
munion breakfast of the Edith
Stein iGuild, Oct. 13 at the
Hotel Commodore.
The* breakfast will follow
9 a.mf Mass at the Church of
Our Saviour, celebrated by
Rev. Arthur B. Klyber,
C.SS.R., convert from Juda-
ism. Father Klyber will also
give the main address at the
breakfast.
Msgr. John M. Oester-
reicher, director of the Insti-
tute of Judaeo-Christian Stud-
ies at Scton Hall University,
will convey a message to the
guild from Joseph Cardinal
Frings of Cologne, regarding
the forthcoming proceedings
for the beatification of Edith
Stein, a Carmelite nun who
died in the Auschwitz gas
chambers in 1942.
St. Anne's Night
Listed in Linden
LINDEN An observance
of St. Anne’s night will be
held Oct. 10 at St. Elizabeth’s
Church, it was announced by
the pastor, Rev. Louis Seiser,
0.5.8.
The services, beginning at
7:30, will be conducted by
Rev. Eugene Lefebvre,
C.SS.R., and will be similar
to those held at the Shrine of
St, Anne dc Beaupre in Can-
ada.
In Australia
School Aid Bid Filed;
Await Controversy
SYDNEY, Australia (NC)
Australia’s Cardinal has asked
the government of New South
Wales, the nation’s most popu-
lous state, for financial assist-
ance for private schools.
Norman Cardinal Gilroy of
Sydney presented a five-point
petition for such aid to state
Premier Robert J. Heffron.
The Premier said theatato
administration will consider
the petition, but added that
any change in government
policy will have to be decided
by a convention of the ruling
Australian Labor party. At
present, Catholic schools re-
ceive no state aid.
CARDINAL GILROY-S'peti-
tion seems likely to touch off
a major educational- con-
troversy. Protests agilnat It
have already been made- by
many Protestant bodies.
But the chairman of tho
Headmasters’ Conference of
Independent Schools of Aus-
tralia, C. O. Healey, said the
Cardinal's request for aid is
fair. The conference includes
the heads of most private col-
leges of all denominations.
The Cardinal’s proposal
called for:
• A scholarship allowance
from the state to help parents
pay the private school tuition
and book fees.
• Extension of state teach*
ers’ college scholarships to in-
clude students who plan to
teach in Catholic or other pri-
vate schools.
• Capital grants to meet
part of the outlay facinz pri-
vate schools to meet rising en-
rollments and provide better
secondary education.
• Payment of part of the
salaries of private school
teachers.
• Special assistance to help
build science laboratories in
the schools. - «
Course for Parents
At Newark Hospital
NEWARK — The maternity
department of St. James Hos-
pital will have a course in
preparation for parenthood
starting. Oct. S, 7:30-9 p.m. The
classes will run for seven con-
secutive Mondays and are of-
fered for both mothers and
fathers.
The course is for parents
who plan to use St. James Hos-
pital.
Saturday Gasses
Draw 84 Teachers
JERSEY CITY - Teachers
from 19 North Jersey Catholic
schools are taking part in an
in-service institute for chemis-
try and mathematics teachers
each Saturday at St. Peter's
College.
It is sponsored by the Nation-
al Science Foundation.
Eighty four teachers are en-
rolled in the program with 45
in the mathematics institute,
now in its third year, and 19
in the chemistry institute,
which is currently in its first
year.
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Befor* You Buy ... See the Difference
... Save the Difference
on Outstanding Provincial and Contemporary Designs.
0 til
Boa
549
ORLIANSi Authentically ityled French Provincial
suite. Includes moQniflcent triple dresser base. 2-
mlribrs, huge chest on chest, ehairbock bed with
corved foot. The suite Is executed In Burnished
Fruitwood or Porlslon Bisque. TERMS ARRANGED.
!T* ( ° FF 441 avih nwk.)_BI_B-2660 Free Porklng In Reor—Open every nite till 9! Tues. & Sot. till 6!
10 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
TIMES A YEAR
eiiisss-ss
evenings 6to 8 P.M.) -or save bv^mail 12 office ® Open Mond« o r.M.j or by mail. We pay postage both wa
ipn
The
/ rust Company
of* New Jersey
Jersey City
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.
WEEKEND
RETREAT
FOR
LAYMEN
CONDUCTED BY
Franciscan Fathers
Call or Writ* for Details
ST. BONAVENTURE
MONASTERY
RETREAT HOUSE
174 Ramsey St., Paterson, N. J.
MUlberry 4-0690
Rev. Fr. Bernard Tobin, 0.F.M., Director
Hasckaniack, N.J.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ... 4 months to payl
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
If you want the best ...
is the place
See
them
NOW!
North Jersey's Largest
Selection of Now
cfetok
Women's Shoes
10”-12”
Sizes to 12, A AAA to EEE
84 MAIN STREET
PATERSON
OPEN THIS THURSDAY Tilt 9
PARKINO CHAROES REFUNDED
BUY
Your
Noxt
Car
from
BENNER
RAMILIR
•ALU • (IRVICI
"Sim* location line* IMS’*
141 Hackantack It. I. Rutharfartf
On Union Ava.. 1 block wait of
Bergen Auto., off Boute 17.
Joseffy-Moylan
SCHOOL OF PIANO
CONNIE DEPASCAIIS
Classical - Popular
Stainway Pianos Used
FO* AFFOINTMENT
Call HE 5-5967
Jersey City, N. J.
“See me personally before yon
buy any car. I will give you
tha deal that can’t be beat!”
TROPHY PONTIAC
_
....
• Hal Charkowski
UNBEATABLE DEALS NOW!
'63 PONTIACS
TEMPESTS • LE MANS • GRAND PRIX
t EASIEST PAYMENTS • FINEST SERVICE
PIUS wonderful selection of Uaed Cars
Gracious dining for sals!
Get set for Thanksgiving and
the holiday season just ahead.
Choose now from North Jer-
sey’s largest collection of fine
quality Early American di-
nettes and dining rooms at
special low pre-holiday prices
that are so palatable to your
budget.
iv
si
Budget lerme Eonly Arranged
SHEL-BAR
COLONIAL FURNITURE
302 MAIN STREET • PATERSON
Open Thursday t Friday Nights
Parking Charges Refunded
THEY'RE HERE! r
THEY'RE HOT!
63 RAMBLERS
The New Shape of Quality
Messers Insolera & Hocker cordially invite you to come, *
see and ride the New 63 Ramblers.
The same low prices and finest of service prevail. We V
guarantee you will be impressed.
FREE GIFTS with Demonstration Ride.
4
M li tA i
AUTHORIZED DEALER
&
848 RIVER DRIVE, GARFIELD, N. J
• PRcicott 7-1313 •
YOU GET A
REGULAR CHECKING ACCOUNT
FOR LITTLE OR NOTHING
AT THI
EDGEWATER NATIONAL BANK
Bank-By Mail Envalopat Available
We Bay The Postage BOTH Ways
Write For Details
When Your Minimum
Monthly Balance Is
Your Monthly Banking
Cost Ist
I i
NOTHINO. Writ. os many
checks os you with.
50 cents. Write at many
checks at you wish.
$l.OO Write as many
checks as you wish.
No charge for deposits made, checks paid, or checks
drawn on other banks—either cashed or deposited.
$2OO. and ov.r
*lOO to $2OO.
UNDER *lOO.
THE EDGEWATER NATIONAL BANK
EDGEWATER. N. J. WH 3-0110
Open Daily 8 A. M. to 3 P. M. - MONDAY EVENINGS 6 to 8 P. M.
Memben Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. Federal Reserve System
CHARTERED 1933 28 Years Uninterrupted Progress and Service
Two Presidencies
For St. Michael’s
NEWARK — Two doctors
from St. Michael’s Hospital
have been elected to head
medical societies.
Dr. Nicholas A. Antonius,
medical director, has been re-
elected president of the Now
Jersey Heart Association. Dr.
Solomon Parent, senior at-
tending physician in cardiolo-
gy, is president of the New
Jersey Academy of Medicine.
Parents Croup
Donates Laboratoryjuauinaiuij
ENGLEWOOD — The Par-
ents Association of St. Cecilia’s
Grammar School has contrib-
uted a multi-level reading pro-
gram laboratory to the school.
The laboratory will enable
students in a given class to
advance in reading skills ac-
cording to their own rate.
CONCERT DUE -Patricia and Barbara Tobia of Bloomfield hold one of the posters adver-
tising the Oct. 6 concert to be given by 13-year old Joey Alfidi for the benefit of the
Mt. Carmel Guild at Carnegie Hall. Discussing the program are Mayor Hugh Addonizio
of Newark and Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling, guild director.
Polish Primate
Sends Thanks
For Chalices
CHICAGO (NC) Stefan
Cardinal Wyszynski, Primate
of Poland, has thanked U. S.
Catholics of Polish descent for
a recent gift of 300 chalices
and 300 ciboria for Polish
churches.
The Catholic League for Re-
ligious Assistance to Poland
sent them after a plea from
Cardinal Wyszynski last spring
in which he stated that the
league is virtually the only
source of sacred vessels and
furnishings needed by the
churches of Poland.
Funds were collected by the
league in its annual drive in
U. S. Polish parishes.
‘InGod We Trust’
Motto in Congress
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
motto “In God We Trust’’ will
decorate a marble slab above
and behind the Speaker’s ros-
trum in the House of Rep-
resentatives chamber here.
A measure providing for
the decoration was approved
unanimously by the House of
Representatives.
Mt. Carmel Parish
To Pray for Council
JERSEY CITY - Parish-
ioners of Our Lady of ML
Carmel Church last week re-
ceived leaflets with devotional
prayers to the Holy Spirit for
the success of the ecumenical
council.
The prayers will be said
publicly at the weekly Monday
night perpetual novena to Our
Lady of Fatima.
Day of Recollection
Planned for Priests
MORRISTOWN - A day of
recollection for priests of the
Paterson Diocese will be held
Oct. 10 at Loyola Retreat
House. It will start at 10:30
a.m.
The retreat master will bo
Rev. Lawrence Atherton, S.J.,
former minister of St. An-
drew’s Novitiate.
Center for Bishops
PARIS (NC) A reception
center for Bishops stopping
over in Paris on their way to
the ecumenical council will be
open at Orly airport here Oct.
1-11, the day the council be-
gins.
News From Latin America
Bishops Back Land Equality in Chile
SANTIAGO, Chile (RNS) -
Chile’s Bishops issued a joint
pastoral hero sharply criticiz-
ing the government’s agrar-
ian policy and calling for more
equal distribution of land.
The prelates, led by Raul
Cardinal Silva Hcnriquez of
Santiago, noted that most
farmlands were in the hands
of a small minority, while
most peasants were tenants.
Those who work on the
land, the Bishops asserted, arc
justly entitled to own it and
not receive it as charity.
IN ACCORDANCE with tho
Church’s agrarian reform pol-
icy, some of the Church-owned
land in Chile is now being
handed over to landless peas-
ants. Plans call for Caidinal
Silva to travel 125 miles south
from Santiago to Pichilemu to
turn over an area sufficient to
support around 100 poor fami-
lies.
The Church land distribu-
tion program is expected to
continue for several months.
In their pastoral, the Chilean
Bishops also warned about the
dangers of communism. “Wo
are fully convinced,” they stat-
ed, "that the communist sys-
tem is no remedy for tho
evils we wish to abolish.”
“Communism,” they added,
“is diametrically opposed to
Christianity. In order to speed
up social, evolution, commu-
nists sow seeds of hate, stir
up social strife and encourage
class warfare.”
•
Plea for Unity
BUENOS AIRES (NC) -
Antonio Cardinal CaggianO of
Buenos Aires has called for
the restoration of national uni-
ty and recognition of workers’
rights in Argentina. He spoke
as tension continued following
the renewed outbreak of vio-
lence between contending mili-
tary factions for control of the
government.
Cardinal Caggiano blamed
“moral disorder for the na-
tion’s illness” and said that
the country’s stability must bo
based on the well being of its
workers. He also called for the
speedy return to constitutional
government.
Blast at Station
SIGLO VEINTE, Bolivia
(NC)—Agitators have tried to
blow up the Pius XII radio
station here for the second
time in a year and a half.
The station is the center of a
system of radio schools run
by Canadian Oblates of Mary
Immaculate.
Terrorists placed dynamite
in a window of the editorial
office where the station’s staff
usually stays. No one was in-
jured, but the explosion de-
stroyed a recording room.
October 4, 1962 THE ADVOCATE 5
for ALL TRAVRL call
OXbow 4-2555
HORIZONS
TRAVEL SERVICE
Special "Purchase
1 SALE
WHILE THEY L4ST!
SCALLOP CONE FIXTURE—3 Lite
Canopy Whit* Walnut Spreader
Con* 2Vi~ x 5 Vi" x »Vi"
Width 23" Overall l*ngth 54"
Ch#ic# 9§ Colors
Colorful glassit*, Waihable, Styled for Modem Living
$795
SCALLOP CONE
FIXTURE - 1 Lite
Canopy Whit*
Con* 2Vi" x 5Vi" x IVi"
Overall length 54"
Choice of Color*
Colorful glaeait*, Washable,
Styled for Modern Living
295
Largest Selection of
LAMPS FIXTURES SHADES
In Northern New J*r**y
Lighting Bergen County
for over 25 years
Psrimu
Lighting Over 1,000 Illuminated Lighting
Fixtures Always On Display
and 7.2731 Open Monday Thru Friday To
I P.M, Saturday To 6 P. M.
(KU3d MUTUKS
'61 CHEVY $2,395
IMPAIA CONV.
VI — Automatic — P6w«r
White Walls# Showroom Condition
516 Union Blvd., Totowa
AR 4-4600
New Jersey's Highest on Insured Savings
YOUR SAVINGS EARN PER ANNUM
TT IV», I
MAIL
** P°r poitag* both way*
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
r392 Main St., Wyckoff
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MAIN OFFICE
TW 1-2200
SADDLE RIVER OFFICE I
5 Barnttable Court 1
(Adjacent to Strawberry Itarnt I
DA 7-0004 !
°MN MONDAY FRIDAY ».J FRIDAY NIGHT »-l
MIDLAND PARK
207 Franklin Avo.
01 4-6114
OAKLAND
Ramapo Valley Road
FE 7-7624
COMl'tm: • :ill' DHFN S WKAR
C
ornells
Garden State Pin: . . HUbbn-d 9-9272
iA
/CHEVROLET h
HAS THE
DEAL
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR!
Excitifig 1963 ALL NEW
Impalas • Corvairs
Chevy II • Corvettes • Trucks
CLOSE-OUT PRICES LIMITED NUMBER
*62 CHEVY LEFTOVERS
*'°J A i- OWANCI * PAYMINT*PINBIT iIRVIC«, PAITI, PAINT A BODY SHOP
aA
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Ett. 1932 • L. AMBROSINO, Prttident
3085 HUDSON BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY • 0L 68000
Y CH EVROLET /i
4 Blockt North of Journal Squoro
Op«n Ev#». till 9 • W«d. It Sot. 'til 6
MERCURY MONTEREY for '63!
Power-Operated
Rear Windows
. . .
Standard Equipment
:
*o*4 ■
s'
■■'s'- I•. !
summer, trimmer—your big buy in big comfort , , .
(choose from 11 models)A': •';//•
I
V m//'W
m)*• ' 7 .#
.
/ 4
t-ni'wi-
v Viln
MEET THE New
Mercurys for '63...
Now on display
at K. S. M.
• Advanced Styling!
• Advanced Engineering
• Advanced Safety! ’
• Advanced Leadership!
MERCURY COMET for ’63!
with major engineering & styling advances
'a
WN
• {&»
f<r4* >
Phono
Gl. 4-2200
w
S.VS
V. >\ '<<
> -
■
MERCURY METEOR for '63!
not big—not small—just right! . . . (Available also
in 6 or 8 passenger station wagons)
KEN SMITH MOTORS
FRANKLIN AVENUE & OAK ST.
f RIDGEWOOD, N. J. OPEN EVENINGS EXCEPT WED. & SAT.
Ak
kk
Book Reviews
'Favela'Means Despair
CHILD OF THE DARK, by
Carolina Marla de Jesus. Dut-
ton. 190 pages. |4.50.
If *'qhUd of the Dark” is
merely talked about—and It
will certainly become must
reading for anyone even re-
motely interested in the ills be-
setting Latin America—it'will
have failed the degraded and
the near-damned who people
its pages.
This is the day-by-day story
of one woman’s grim struggle
to survive in the animalistic
surroundings of a “favela"—a
stinking, vicious slum where
forgotten thousands languish in
despair and physical and mor-
al filth.
FAVELAS ARE the Open,
oozing sores of Latin America.
They dot the hillsides and the
plains around most large cit-
ies. Some 200 shack settle-
ments of this nature—lacking
running water and sanitayy fa-
cilities—rim Rio de Janeiro
alone. There, 337,500 people—a
99% increase since 1950—are
rotting away. Disease, death
and tbs dsvil are their over-
lords.
Carolina Maria de Jesus, a
proud, semi-literate Negress,
lived for 13 years in one of
these wretched settlements on
the outskirts of Sao Paulo. She
tried to raise three children—-
all of them illegitimate—inthe
midst of the squalor and the
open obscenities. And she kept
a diary.
THE DIARY was her re-
demption.' It was discovered
by a journalistwho eventually
saw to its publication in Brazil
where it sold more copies than
any other book in that nation’s
history.
“Child of the Dark" is a
raw, rough book. Not in its
presentation—the author’s lim-
ited style precludes that, even
though the words of the slunj
are used—but in the ugly story
it has to tell.
That story is one of drunken-
ness, knife fights, thieving,
maliciousness, prostitution and
pornography, despair (“for
those who aren’t going to
heaven, it doesn’t help to look
up”), gnawing hunger, politi-
cal exploitation, stench and
filth.
CALL THE AUTHOR a pro-
miscuous drifter if you want.
But don’t deny her courage,
her love for hex children, her
pride.
Her courage, sent her out in-
to the streets every day to
gather paper, scrap iron, old
bottles for a few pennies to
buy a cruat of bread. Her lova
for her children led her to give
the crust to them if need be—-
although often they subsisted
on the rotting garbage dump-
cd near the favela. Her pride
kept her aloof from the fight-
ing and the drinking and the
open lewdness of her neigh-
bors.
While the style of her diary
is simple and direct, it is not
devoid of quality: “Oh, Sao
Paulo! A queen that vainly
shows her skyscrapers that
are her crown of gold. AU
dressed up in velvet and silk
but with cheap stockings un-
derneath the favela.”
EXPLAINING why she
wrote, she said: “When I was
writing I was in a golden
palace, with crystal windows
and silver chandeliers. My
dress was finest satin and dia-
monds sat shining in my black
hair.”
But always there was real-
ity, and she concludes this sec-
tion this way: “Then I put
away my book and the smells
came in through the rotting
walls and rats ran over my
feet. My satin turned to rags
and the only things shining in
my hair were lice.”
Carolina Maria de Jesus
probably never heard of Rob-
ert Burns. But she’d know what
he meant when he lamented
of “man’s inhumanity to
man.” Her favela ia about as
inhuman as anything can get
this'aide of hell Joseph R.
Thomas.
The Unforgettable Pope
LEO XIII: THE FIRST
MODERN POPE by Katherine
Burton. McKay. 204 pages.
33.95.
In a scholarly yet absorbing
fashion, Katherine Burton,
women’s editor of The Sign for
29 years, has set forth the life
of Pope Leo XIII. Her account
of his 93 years is more than a
biography; it is a reference
work on the Church’s position
in the 19th century.
she Departs from cold
recitation of facts to offer a
woman’s warm, personal in-
sight into the gentle man who
reigned 25 years as Pope,
without sacrificing the impor-
tant details of his work. Thus
one can read about young
Msgr. Peed’s social re-
forms in Benevento and
Perugia, where ha early dis-
played a keen interest in the
problems of the working peo-
ple; as Nuncio to Brussels
where he reinforced Cathollo
higher education and ob-
served, firsthand, the evils of
the Industrial Be volution.
As Archbishop of Perugia he
spurred education, even rais-
ing the academic standards of
the seminary to include Dante
and Aquinas, and when Peru-
gia, along with the other papal
principalities, was forcibly in-
corporated into the United
Kingdom of Italy under Gari-
baldi, he suffered a foretaste
of the many lonely years when
the Italian government’s poli-
cias would make him “a pris-
oner of the Vatican.” .
During this time one also
learns of his love for poetry,
his interest in photography,
his respect for Thomas
Aquinas’ writings, his kind-
ness toward his fellowman.
His close friendship with
Pope Pius IX affords a
glimpse into the life of that
controversial Pontiff, whose
cause for beatification may be
taken up during the Second
Vatican Council. The events of
the First Vatican Council are
covered, as well as the crit-
icisms which followed it.
AS POPE Leo XIII he
thought he would live only a
short while because of his frail
health. But for 25 years as
Pope he found new applica-
tions for the teachings of tho
Church which was viewed by
the world as an outmoded mon-
archy. To the burning issue of
socialism vs. capitalism, he
answered with his encyclical,
Rerum Novarum, setting
forth the moral principles
which such contentions had
overlooked. He called for
abolition of African slave
trade, once again insisting on
man’s dignity.
He performed a great serv-
ice to education by opening the
Vatican Archives and Library
to scholars, and he ushered
in anew climate of charity
through his attempts at Chris-
tian unity with the Anglican
Church. Of Americans he said:
“1 love the Americans. 1 have
a great tenderness for them
all, Catholics and Protestants
alike. There religion has liber-
ty and ao is a growing power
for good,” and "Nowhere am
I more truly Pope than In the
United States.”
THE READER Is struck by
his strong resemblance to
Pope Pius XII, in his aristo-
cratic, frail, and kindly bear-
ing; his rich intellect; his love
for the simplest things in
God’s creation. Mrs. Burton
embellishes the personal por-
trait with little episode! —a
man overjoyed at aeetng an
old friend, a horticulturist dis-
rupting the gardener’a routine,
an old man who outlived all
hla loved ones.
Pope Leo XIII Is an unfor-
gettable personality in hlatory;
he will be unforgettable, too,
to readers of this book.
Antoinette Tomanelll
Scrapes, Scuffles at School
LIFE WITH MOTHER SU-
PERIOR, by Jane Trahey.
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy.
210 pages. $3.95.
Teaching Sisters must face
the possibility that sooner or
later a precocious or merely
“off-beat” child is going to
proceed from their classrooms
to recall in a book her impres-
sions of them. Jane Trahey,
by her own description, was an
“off-beat” and also ’‘rebel-
lious” child and this is the
book.
IT IS A collection of the kind
of reminiscences that old
school chums exchange at a
grown-up get-together. Such
reminiscences are always fun-
ny and ao are these, particu-
larly when Miss Trahey em-
loys her special trick of dis-
tilling dialogue into dry witti-
cism and vivifying her memo-
ties with miniscule details.
Distilled dialogue: When an
old lady in a train expresses
shock to see a “child that age
smoking,” Mary Clancey re-
plies: “Madam,' I am not a
child, I’m a midget.”
Miniscule detail: ”1 nudged
Mary who waa cleaning her
nails with a holy card corner.”
MISS TRAHEY begins: “The
only difference between the
school Mama picked out for
me and The Girls’ Reforma-
tory waa tuition. Mama paid
for me instead of having me
committed.” From there she
proceeds through a series of
attempts to outwit the rules
and rulers of St. Mark’s—with,
especially in the'ease of Moth-
er Superior, little success.
We’ve all known a Sister like
Mother Superior—the kind who
was waiting at the bottom of
the fire escape for us when we
thought we were getting away
with something scot free. The
kind who read minds, had 700
eyes at various points around
her bead, and could tame ua
youthful beasts with a single
well aimed lash of her tongue.
Out of the series of scrapes
and scuffles, all the Sisters nt
St. Mark'a emerge a* “good
eggs” and even Jane and
Mary show definite signs of re-
sponsible citizenship. (Miss
Trahey is now a young adver-
tising executive her own
agency—and author of two oth-
er books.)
“LIFE WITH Mother Super-
ior,” is, we have observed, fun-
ny. But it could have been fun-
nier. This reviewer’s diagnosis
is that those events which are
recounted as they actually hap-
pened would have been funnier
if truth had been embellished.
And those which are embel-
lished would have been more
credible if truer. As t humor-
ist, Miss Trahey must zero In
on the perfect balance between
truth and embellishment. When
she does, another feminine hu-
morist will have to guard her
daisies. Anne Mse Buckley
Films on TV
Following li I M ol film* on
TV Oct. s-la. Thor* may ba
ty Sopt. as-Oct. S. Thoro may ba
chanpaa in Bm , due to cuta lor
TV uae, but fanaraUy tho oriilnal
L*Clon ol Decency raUnas may be
accepted ao correct.
FAMILY
Arctic ruxht Poppy
Beyond Glory Prlnceaa Cornea
Bohemian Girl Acroaa
15 Malden Lane Reap Wild Wind
Grand Jury Retreat. Hell
_ Strata Ride Kelly Ride
Gunilohter Saratoga
Gunoo Din storm Over Nile
Mr Lucky itar Suaannah of
*IMO a Touch- Mountlea
down
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Blonde loe Man From
Deoahtar ol LaramieShanohal Man on Eiffel
EatherWatera Tower
Fallon Sparrow Mandate la
oh °« ol Private Affair
„,"onkonate ln Sinolog Guna
Hl* <?lrl Friday Stand by for
Hoodlum Priest AcUon
'“ •1 Unpertal Submarine Alert
Jubilee Troll They Made MeKlering Bandit a Killer
loophole To Each HU Own
««*bre To End* of Earth
"
VaiECTIONAiLk 11 '* 1
Attack of SO-Ft. Lady of
woman Burloaque
, Monatar MakerFemale Jungle Sarumba
Foreign Affair Strangers on
Delia Crossroads Train
** Thlcv«§ Highway
Siutrhera Under OliveKlaa Tomorrow TreeGoodbye
Missal Textbook.
NEW YORK - Maryknoll
Missal has been published in a
text edition designed for school
children by P. J. Kenedy A
Sons.
Drama Ratings
Following la i ini of currant or
raccnt playi compiled by the Lealon
ol Decency of the Newark Arab*
dloceae.
Family
Bravo. Giovanni Miracle Worker
Camelot Muelo Man
Do Re Ml Bound of Mualo
Man for All
Saaaona
Adult*
Bye Bye Birdie Subwaya Are for
Carnival! Sloepmir
Critica Choice lend Me No
FloraUo Flowera
How to Succeed Take Her.
In Buatneae She'a Mine
Mary. Mary Thurbcr Carnival
Milk * Honey WUdcat
My Fair Lady Write Me a
No Slrlnea Murder
Fleaiure of Hla
Company
Guide Youths
To Good Films
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
No one denies that hosts of
American youngsters are be-
ing shown “adult” films they
ought not see. Even Church
and parent-teacher groups,
outraged by the impunity with
which many theaters screen
“mature, adult” movies at
Saturday matinees, do not
know what to do about it.
There Is deep concern also
about teenagers who are at-
tracted to unsuitable shows by
the “adults only” warning
which is supposed to keep
them away!
Urgently needed is a na-
tional clearing house for spe-
cific film information and
practical ideas which local
bodies have used with vary-
ing success to cooperate with
conscientious theater owners.
Such a national link-up could
create a aort of Pied Piper to
draw enough of America’s 30
million children to theaters
showing the right kind of pro-
grams.
Until something of this kind
is done, movie producers can-
not profitably make motion
picture! for the young.
IN LOS ANGELES Mayor
Samuel Yorty recently called
together representatives of re-
ligious, educational and civic
bodies. The object: To dis-
cuss the effect upon juve-
niles of current controversial
movie themes and what to do
about them.
Youth Films, 420 East Syca-
more, Orange, Cal., whips up
audiences of young people for
theaters willing to book qual-
ity films specially geared to
children. “Misty,” “Dog of
Flanders,” “Hand in Hand,’’
“Escapade in Japan,” “The
Golden Fish,” and “The Red
Balloon” all played with un-
usual success.
IN NEW YORK 25 test en-
gagements of BriUsh-made
childrens’ films, proved that
specialization and organiza-
tion together can work won-
ders. The New York Police
Athletic League sponsored one
show at the 55th St. Playhouse
and “the kida ate it up.” In
Worcester, Mass,, Mrs. John
B. Hilyard of 39 Hastings Ave.
and her “Committee for Mo-
rally Fit Movies,” like many
similar groups, are grop-
ing for a workable plan.
I suggest those interest-
ed get in touch with each
other.
MOVIESb
For furthsr Information! MA 3-3700 or AD 3-BPOO
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Air Patrol
Alla* Jaaaa Jamas
Battle Hymn
Behind Great
WaU
B#*t of Entmlas
Damn ttia Dalian t
Damon * Pythias
Day# of Thrills
_ 4k Lauthtar
Delicate
_
Delinquent
Dantlat In Chair
it CIS
S Weeks In
. Balloon
Follow That
Dream
OKot
Hatari
Hired Gun
Horae Soldiers
Invasion Quartet
Island
Kin* Solomon'#
Living Desert
Lonstlt Day
Maroo Peto .j
Mr. Ilobba Takes
Vacation
Mothra
Murder. Sh# Said
Music Man
Phantom of Opart
Purple HUls
Ring a Din*
Rhythm
Road to Hons
Kon*
7*HIH» of Rome
Snowfira
•7B.SJS2!"
Tammy Tall M#
True
Tirun Ooae to
India
iOO Spartans
Treasure ol
Ruby Hills
Watch Your
Slant
Whlatla Down
gSSsneb
_
of Bros. Grimm
Zola
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Aid*
Rlrdman* of
Alette ai
Carousal
Escape From
Zahraln
Gcrontmo
Guna of Darkness
Hell le for
Heroee
fi*«rL
Holidar In Bpiln
<furmorJy Sront
of Mytwr?).
Judgment at
Nuremberg
Liu
Lonely Arm Brave
Madame
Butterfly
sam-'.
liberty Valence
Merry Widow
Mirada In Riln
Mirtclt Worker
My Geisha
Naked Spur -
Nl*h« Creatures
Rear Window
Ptratta of Blood
River
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Concert Series, Musicale
Announced by Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE - A quin-
tet of musical events will be
sponsored by Seton Hall.
The first will he a Music
Festival, Oct. 10 at 8:15 p.m.,
co-sponaored with the univer-
sity by the United Community
Fund of the Oranges of Maple-
wood, and featuring Salvatore
Baccaloni of the Metropolitan
Opera. This will be followed
by a subscription concert ser-
ies on Sunday evenings, Oct.
14, Nov. 11, March 3, May 19.
Hie first offering of the con-
cert series will be the instru-
mental Dorian Quintet, Oct 14.
In addition to Baccaloni, the
Music Festival will feature
Charles Anthony and Margar-
et Roggero, both of the Metro-
politan Opera; Norma Autb,
concert violinist; Carol Colby;
the South Orange Community
Orchestra, and the Sano Sy-
phony Orchestra.
Daniel Abrams, pianist, will
be featured at the Nov. 11 con-
cert; the “Duo dl Roma”
(Massimo Amfithatrof, cello,
and Omella Santoliquldo,
piano) on March 3, and the
Claremont Quartet, May 19.
Television
SUNDAY, OCT. 7
7:43 *.m. <7> Christophers
"Make Life Worthwhile." Myron
Floren.
8 a.m. (8) Fact of World.
S:3O a.m. (4) falk About God.
11 p.m. Ill) Inaliht. "Face of
Tyranny." Rtv. EUwood Kittar.
SATUaOAY, OCT. 11
S a.m. (11) Christopher!. "Reassess
Your Valuta." Maureen O’Sullivan.
Radio
WNEW 1130. WNBC #OO, WHOM
1480. WCBS 880. WOR 710. WMCA
370, WWRL 1800, WVNJ 020. WBN.X
1380. WABC 770, WERA 1300.
WSfISUY* wruVFM M '7 ‘
.
SUNDAY, OCT. 7
7 a.m. WPAT Christophers.
7 a.m. WNEW Hour of Crucified.
7:08 a.m. WOR Marian Theater.
7:30 a.m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour.
•JO a.m. WMCA—Ava Maria Hour.
8:30 a.m. WWRL—Ave Marla Hour.
830 a.m. WVNJ Llvln* Rosary.
830 a.m. WCBS Church of tho
Air. Rsv. Leonard F, X. Mayhew.
11:30 a m. WERA Hour of Cruel-
-11:30 a.m. WABC Christian In
WoS*WFHA <FM> Friendly Cor
nor for Shut-Ins, Mary ProducUons.
J Our Lady and Council."
Noon (WFUV-FM) Mass From
Bluo Chapel.
11:1S p.m. WFHA- Our Spiritual
Moths*.
11:48 p.m. (WFUV-FM) Sacred
Heart Program.
330 pjn. WNBC Cathollo Hour.
3,4* P.m. (WFUV-FM) Sacred
Heart Spanlah Proyram.
8:10 P.m. (Wruv-FM) Ava Maria
Hoar.
7, ,p : m -_iWFyv-FM) _ Goorfatown
University Forum.
Ijftßh WWRL HaU Maty Hour.
.
7!
?^-2^?M7-NTOh»m Lae-
' tor* Series.
• pm. IWFUV-FM) LHurglctl
Mud* Concert
MONDAY, OCT. I
B:4S p.m. WSOU (FM) Sacred
Heart.
2 <W EHX;£M) s *c r*<> Heart
7:45 PJa. WBNX Novana.
TUESDAY, OCT. »
*Haartl m Wsou (rM) ~ *»«od
8 P.m. IWFUV-FM) Sacred Heart
7:30 pm. WSOU (FM) George-
town University Forum.
7:48 p.m. WRNX - Novena.
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 10
0:48 pm. WSOU (FM) Sacred
Heart.
S pan. JWFUV FMI Sacred Heart
Thursday, oct. ii
WSOU (FM) Sacrad
8 P.m. (WFUV-FM) Sacrad Heart
7JO p.m. WSOU (FM) Ava Mari*
FRIDAY, OCT. II
BHaarL™8HaarL™ wso “ irM) ~ B * cr * <l
• pan. (WFUV-FM) Sacrad Heart
7 P.m. WSOU (FM) Hour of
Cruclflod. "Christian Family." Rev.
Conleth Overman. C.P,
• p.m. WBNX Novena.
SATURDAY. OCT. 11
« Pan. (WFUV-FM) Sacrad Heart
BXB p.m. WOR Family Theater.
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AFTON
where the accent it
on Good Food
LUNCHEON
DINNER
South Orange Ave.
FLORHAM PARK
Cloied Monday FR 7-1871
For Per»on» Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions:
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either. Exit)
Newett Legitimate Theater la the U. S.
ROBERT LUDLUM
MR. AND MRS. PAT O'BRIEN
"FATHER OF THE BRIDE"
CAROLINE FRANKE
A NEW PRODUCTION OF THIS HILARIOUS FAMILY OOMf
DIRICTEO by ...
ft Ti, n ii --- ft,
oaay oilman OCT. 9 THRU OCT. 21
Playhouse on the Mall at Bergen Mall
■ . Ml** f'om G. W. Br. HU 9-2030 Reiervatione
Orden filled—Tue* Wed., Thun., (ns. 8:40 Sue. Ent. 7:40; *3.80, 3.40,
2-SJ' **L. 9:00, $4.80, 4.40, 3.60, 2.90. MM. Wid. 2 A, SM,
W *o|. E'9o, 2.20, 1.85. Send Stamped Self-Addressed Emrelope.
AIR CONDITION • FREE PARKING • SUBSCRIPTION PLANS • THEATER PARTIES
PLAYHOUSE mi tht //(}((' •HU 9 2030
M»ma
fINEST
jERSE'
pOR
PRO
most
To remember and be remembered
“1 ... ihe exquisite decor, our famous
continental cuiiine, the superli French aervice. Every glam-
-010,11 elotnil arranged with impeccable taste. Select from 20.
beautiful function rooms, all fully air conditioned. Accom-
modating front 10 to 1500 persons.
Mmex&wwe
BROAD STREET AT LINCOLN PARK. NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
OUR ATTENDANT WILL PARK YOUR CAR
FLORIDA
MIAMI
BEACH
On the? Ocean '
at lG3rct Street
PUNotmrvL
MtMMIOrB"
Church A Mas* Information
YOU the advtntur*
m
ACCEPTEDORDERSMAIL AND PHONE
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
fapr
FREE PARKING
AIR CONDITIONID
fpadallilng In HOMI MADI
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Under Pononol Supervision
PETER ILVENTO
Jersey City. HI 3-8945
mk
When Motoring Vl»lt the "St. Morlta," Sparta, NJ.
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
Graceful Country Dining at Moderate Prlcoi
FULL COURSE
ON THE PLAZA
LAKI MOHAWK
SPARTA, N.J.
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNOE
LUNCHEON
American 0 German o Swiss Cuisine
Open 7 Dayi July & Aug. from 12 noon till doting
CLOSED THURSDAYS
Get Out of Your Shell at the
Qbttite Hfnak
a dniightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Caterina to Parties A Banquets
American-ContinentalCuisine
Your Host: M 7 NortMWd Ave.
"Cbet" Grabowski WIST ORANOI, N.J.
v i
REdweod 1-2541
Dlner't Club end American bpreaa Credit Carda It named
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invites you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
for Rewrvetient Coll Colfax 1-4542 _ Route 17, Poromet NJ.
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOI
!* n T amrrican atmoifmbrs
Weddinp RecepUona. BanqueU, Parti at A Luncheon!Catarina toi ___
LUNCHBONS AND DINNIRS SIRVID DAILY
1900 East Edgar Read, (Route 1)
UNDIN, N. J. WA I-4SJS
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT11
DINING IN THE fINEST TRADITION
Two cocktail lounger
UNEXCELLED FACILITIES FOR . >■
WEDDINGS - BANQUETS - COMMUNION BREAKFASTS
1181 MORRIS AVE., UNION
, MU B-35W
Frank Navet at the organ Wed., Thun., frl.. Set. and Sun
As You'llLike
IfFor
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY, Heat
THE BRASS HORN -
Banquet Rooms Available for!
All Occasions • Open Dally j
Cherry A W. Grand Sts. llliabeth.NJ. j
A RARE COMBINATION...
First rate entertainment combined
with a truly religious viewpoint
the idealmotionpicture for
church-re/atedgroups.
Top-priority consideration given
to earlyreservations.
"BARABBAS"opens Oct 10th 1962
DeMILLE Theatre, 7th Ave. 47th Street
New York, N. Y.
For special group rates call or write promptly
"Barabbas" Unit, Columbia Pictures Corp.
711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
• Plaza 1-4400 ext. 250
Bishop McNulty:
Council to Scrape the Barnacles Off Peter’s Bark
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
PATERSON — As the world trained
*n inquisitive eye on Rome, wondering,
speculating, guessing at what might be
the outcome of the Second Vatican Coun-
cil about to convene there, a man soon
to take his place in St. Peter’s Basilica
*s a council Father stated without doubt
what the council will accomplish.
It will return Catholicism to its roots,
to the spirit of charity of the early Church,
the Church of the Apostles, the Church of
Christ, he said.
“The primary work to be done at the
council,” said Bishop James A. McNulty,
“is a positive work—to remove any of the
symptoms of Godlessness which seem to
grow around Catholic life and to infect it.
“The bark of Peter has been picking
up barnacles—the work of the council
will be to remove them,” he said.
BISHOP McNULTY has been a con-
suitor of the Second Vatican Council’s
Preparatory Commission on Communica-
tions Media and has made four trips to
Home in the past two years to attend all
of the commission’s sessions. He will leave
Oct. 7 by plane to attend the council,
which opens Oct. 11. While in Rome, Bish-
op McNulty, who is vice chairman of the
U. S. Bishops’ Committee for Latin Ameri-
ca, will also participate in a series of
meetings of CELAM, the Latin American
Bishops’ Council.
The day of his departure for Rome is
the 15th anniversary of his consecration
as a Bishop. ‘
In an interview at his desk in the
Chancery Office of the Paterson Diocese
he talked of his feelings in anticipation of
taking part in an event which has been
described as “a solemn encounter between
God and humanity.” He called It “a great
thing to have participation in such a his-
torical event in the life of the Church.”
"To participate in authority is some-
thing we hardly expected,” he said, “and
wo are quite delighted at the prospect
of it.”
PINPOINTING some "symptoms of
Godlessness” which infect Catholic life,
Bishop McNulty mentioned that there were
Catholics who sympathized with the prin-
cipals in the recent Finkbine abortion
case, that there are Catholics who express
agreement with Planned Parenthood move-
ments, that there are Catholics who seek
divorce. 1
Explaining the kind of return to the
root spirit of the early Church he expects
from the council, he lined up a scriptural
quotation with each “symptom.” In the
matter of abortion—“ Thou shalt not kill;"
in the matter of birth control—“ These in-
decencies should not even be mentioned
among the saints;’’ in divorce—“ What
God has joined together, let no man put
asunder.”
"When the body grows strong," Bishop
McNulty commented, "the symptoms, the
fever, disappear. The council will intensify
the vigor of Catholic life."
SUCH EVILS, he continued, “all stem
from the wrong idea of the Church—which
is the Mystical Body of Christ. When Our
Lord could say to St. Paul, ‘Why do you
persecute Me?’ He con say to 'progressive
Catholics’—‘Why do YOU persecute Me?
Now you identify yourselves with the world
when I came to contradict the world’.’’
The Bishop explained that by “pro-
gressive Catholics" he meant “those who
like to move away from the Church, to
give themselves a nice label, ‘progressive,’
as though they are ahead of the Church in
adapting themselves to the world." He
said they are "unworthy,” rather than
progressive, adding that in contradicting
Christ through the Church "they are pro-
gressive in the wrong direction.”
The prospect of Christian unity will
be enhanced by the removal of such situ-
ations, he predicted, explaining that the
Church is harmed in the eyes of others
because of “misrepresentation by her
own.”
“THE SUCCESS of the council,” he
continued, “will be found right here”—
he gestured toward the window beyond
which the city of Paterson bustled through
a rainy afternoon—“not just in Rome." He
said it would probably take about two
years "for the decisions of the .eehncll
to percolate down to the diocesan level.”
After that, he said, “we have in mind the
calling of a diocesan synod to bring the
Church of Paterson ,up to date with the
findings of the Second Vatican Council.”
From the very beginning of pre-coun-
cil dcliberatipns, Bishop McNulty said,
the spirit of Christian charity has sur-
rounded Vatican 11. He recalled the meet-
ings of the Secretariat on Communications
Media at which prelates whose nations
had, short years ago, been at war with
each other, sat side by side in an “atmos-
phere of reverence and genuine love one
for another.”
“It was a beautiful picture of the
Church at work,” the Bishop said. “It
was a measure of the values to be found
In the council itself on a larger scale."
IT IS THIS spirit of charity, he said,
which will signify the success of the coun-
cil if it filters down from the council
Fathers to everybody’s neighborhood.
"If charity is to triumph it must be
expressed in more than words; it must
be found in activity," he explained. “Each
person must be convinced that ho is, as
the Holy Father says, a brother and a
friend. Just as the priest at the altar
represents Our Lord, so every Catholic
represents Our Lord in his own neighbor-
hood.”
He stressed “inner sanctity” to be ex-
pressed through worship (“reverent, intel-
ligent and fervent participation in the
Mass"), increasing the knowledge and love
of God in others by instruction and ex-
ample, and activity which demonstrates
charity.
ALL CATHOLICS will participate in
the council, the Bishop indicated. “I will
be taking with me the wishes of the peo-
ple of the Paterson Diocese expressed
through their priests, through their
organizations, like the CCD and Cana
and Scrra and the others, and through
such offices as the marriage tribunal.. .”
And all Catholics must participate in the
intensification of “the vigor of Catholic
life” which is to follow the council.
Bishop McNulty feels that a running
start ha? been made here. “Since the very
day of the formal opening of the prepara-
tory work, the Church of Paterson has
had the oration In the Mass and prayers
to the Holy Ghost after Mass and the of-
ficial novenas, includingthe one this week,
for the success of the cquncil. All these
have fortified the Bishop of Paterson,"
he smiled, "and make him proud to repre-
sent at the council such wonderful priests
and wonderful people.”
COUNCIL FATHER-Bishop McNulty, shown as he discussed his expecta-
tions from the Second Vatican Council, before leaving for Rome to take
part in the historic event.
A Sister Gets Her Old Job Back
PASSAIC “The therapist
and the patient have to hit it
off,” says the new psychiatric
social worker at St. Mary’s
Hospital Child Center, describ-
ing the basis of the work with
emotionally disturbed or men-
tally retarded children and
their parents.
"There will be some people
who will not be able to work
with me,” she adds. “First be-
cause I am a woman, second
because I am a Negro, and
third because I am a nun.”
It is conceivable that Sister
Louis Marie, newly appointed
to the social work post for St.
Mary's clinics for the emotion-
ally disturbed and the retard-
ed, may run into some snags
because of the reasons she list-
ed. But her impressive social
service career background,
combined with her liltingly in-,
fectious personality, make her
s natural for her new job.
She is probsbly the only Sis-
ter doing psychiatric social
work in a clinical setting.
A NATIVE of Charlotte
Amalie, capital of the Virgin
Islands, Sister Louis Marie
was a professional social work-
er with the Virgin Islands De-
partment of Public Welfare
for eight years before she
joined the Sisters of Charity of
St. Elizabeth in 1957 at the age
of 28. She’d been a supervisor
of public assistance, a
psychiatric caseworker and
children’s recreation leader,
and had even studied social
services and agencies in Den-
mark at the University of
Copenhagen under a Fulbright
award.
When she joined the Sisters
of Charity, primarily a teach-
ing community, she figured
she was giving up social work
forever. And indeed, for the
past four years she has been
a teacher at the College of
St. Elizabeth. Although she had
her professional field so-
ciology —as a subject, and
“enjoyed the teaching experi-
ence immensely" she was
missing the element that had
drawn her into social work
originally children. Now she
! has both, and she couldn’t be
happier.
“I am tremendously grateful
to God," she said, with ever
so small a trace of West In-
dian music in her voice. "It
• has all been so beautifully
planned by Divine Provi-
dence.”
SISTER LOUIB Marie’s time
Is divided between the Child
Guidance Clinic and the Re-
tarded Children’s Clinic which
together make up the Child
Center, housed in the home-
like atmosphere of a convert-
ed three-story colonial dwell-
ing around the corner from St.
Mary’s Hospital. She gives 18
hours a week to each hours
that can be taken up with any-
thing from eliciting case his-
tories in interviews with par-
ents to helping a disturbed
youngster to "work off his
frustrations” on a punching
bag in the playroom.
The clinics are unique in
Passaic County and offer their
services to people of ail creeds.
They are supported by the
hospital, by funds from state
and private agencies, dona-
tions and fees. The Retarded
Children's Clinic, founded in
June 1954 and directed by
Mary Ransburg, provides com-
prehensive evaluation by spe-
cialists of mentally retarded
youngsters. The Child Gt/id-
ancc Clinic, founded in 1959
and directed by Dr. Herbert N.
Kohn, child psychiatrist, pro-
vides medical and psychiatric
examination, counseling and
psychotherapy to disturbed
children and their families by
a staff of mental health ex-
perts.
Sister Louis Marie fits into
both pictures at the very be-
ginning when the patients
first apply for help. It is her
job to “take the social his-
tory” elicit in an interview
setting the facts and factors
that may have a bearing on
the case. Sometimes her client
is a little person who will com-
municate only on his own
terms, and Sister Louis Marie
winds up taking part of her
social history over a toy work-
bench or a doll house.
Then she participates in a
consultation with the other
staff members doctors, psy-
chologists, psychiatrists.
IN CHILD GUIDANCE Clinic
work this consultation will of-
ten be followed up by Sister
Louis Marie with the actual
administration of therapy with
the child and his parents. She
will, as she puts it, “help
them work out the problems
they are facing.”
(Emotional disturbance in a
child, when not traceable to
organic causes, is almost al-
ways a family affair, she and
Dr. Kohn point out. A child’s
behavior problem, whether it
be refusal to go to school, per-
sistent bed-wetting, hallucina-
tions, imaginary pains or other
symptoms is invariably traced
to an unhealthy family situa-
tion, which reveals itself in
the Interview with the parents.
The clinic's staff then must en-
deavor to help the parents cor-
rect this situation, or else, in
extreme cases, recommend the
removal of the child from the
situation.)
In the Retarded Children’s
Clinic the team consultation
usually ends up with a
recommendation for treatment
or institutional placement. Sis-
ter Louis Marie’s job here is
not as intensive or prolonged
as it is in the guidance clinic;
she has only to participate in
the conference with the par-
ents at which the recom-
mendations arc presented, and
sometimes help the parents
carry out the suggestions of
the staff.
SHE SMILES a smile re-
miniscent of wild hibiscus and
island sunsets as she traces
the full circle she made from
social work as a laywoman in
the Virgin Islands to social
work as a Sister in the U. S.
She met the Sisters of Charity
when they taught her in their
school in St. Thomas, V.1., and
while she "always wanted to
be a nun" she thought that for
her such a life was “out of
reach." She went to Washing-
ton, D.C. to cam her degree
from Howard University, and
then on to Columbia's New
York School of Social Work for
her M.S. It was in 1956 that
she studied in Denmark, a
stint she undertook to help her
with her social work in the
Virgin Islands whose culturo
has strong Danish roots.
Along the way, both as a stu-
dent and a professional, she
did recreation and other social
work in Pennsylvania and New
York, as well as in the Virgin
Islands, always primarily with
children and often involving
psychiatric casework.
Ilcr father is a banker, her
sister a lawyer and one
brother a luw student at Co-
lumbia University.
IN 1955 SHE heard of St.
Louis de Montfort and his pro-
motion of totul consecration to
the Blessed Virgin Mary. “I
made the consecration," she
recalls, "and I feel that it
was directly responsible for
my vocation as a Sister . . .
In fact I believe all of this is
a direct result of my consecra-
tion to Mary."
It is the reason also why her
name in religion combines that
of Our Lady and that of the
saint who inspired her to make
this consecration.
Of the Islands and of her
childhood there, Sister Louis
Marie cannot speak at great
length “It is so beautiful
there . . . My childhood was so
lovely.” Any Islander would
miss the place, she concedes.
She’s been away a long time
now but to one question there
was a spontaneous reply
again with that hibiscus grin.
Docs Sister l/>uis Marie like
calypso music? She grinned:
“Of course I do—l wouldn't be
a true Virgin islander if I
didn’t!”
SMILE OF WELCOME -The warmth of the islands which were her home is in the
smile of Sister Louis Marie as she greets troubled and afflicted children at St. Mary's
Child Center where she is staff psychiatric social worker. Sister Louis Marie is a vet-
eran social worker after eight years with the Department of Public Welfare in the
Virgin Islands where she was born.
'To Do Something...'
Jerseyan to Bolivia
PATERSON — A young
scientist, spurred by the life
of the late Dr. Tom Dooley
to look into the prospect of
dedicating himself to the im-
provement of the world, will
become part of the first AID
team assigned to help the
people of Bolivia.
Bernard (“Bud”) Chidiac,
26, is also the first Paterson-
■ ian to join AID (the Associa-
tion for International Devel-
opment) which is headquar-
tered here under the patron-
age of Bishop McNulty, and
AID’S second New Jerseyan.
The first was AID'S present
director, James Lamb of
River Edge.
Bud, and the other half of
the Bolivia-bound AID team,
Michael Moran, 26, of Marine
City, Mich., this month begin
a four-month course in lan-
guage and customs at the
Center of Intercultural For-
mation in Cuernavaca, Mex-
ico. There they will be class-
mates of Newark’s three
Honduras-bound priests, Rev.
Vincent J. Prestera, Rev.
Frederick M. Eid, and Rev.
John J. Landers.
Then it will be on to
Muyurina, Bolivia, where
Bud will be a “neighbor" of
a Newark priest with the
Society of St. James, Rev.
Martin R. Kelly. Father Kel-
ly is pastor in Santa Cruz, 35
miles away from Muyurina.
BCD, A CHEMIST, will
teach chemistry, physics and
general science at a voca-
tional school built in 1954-55
by the U.S. government Point
Four program and staffed by
Salesians.
Muyurina's vocational
school, described by Bud as
“huge,” has a small student
body at present because the
population of the lowland
area where it is situated is
small. But Bud thinks a cur-
rent government project of
moving people down from the
overpopulated plateau where
the capital city of La Paz is
located, to the more fertile
jungle areas where ho’ll be,
will boost the enrollment.
Bud, a graduate of St.
Agnes School, St. Joseph’s
High, and Fairleigh Dickin-
son University, who gave up
a job in the lab of a textile
company, will receive room
and board and $50 a month.
OUTSIDE THE classroom
Bud will employ the AID
technique of working to
Christianize society by in-
fluencing people through per-
sonal contact.
One of eight children of
Syrian-born Mr. and Mrs.
Naim Chidiac, Bud says his
AID training, begun last July,
“completely changed my
life," and “gave me a fantas-
tic insight into Catholic teach-
ing and social doctrine.” It
showed him how he could im-
plement a desire that was
born during a retreat at Loy-
ola Retreat House, Morris-
town, last March. It was
there he heard a taped talk
by Dr. Dooley about his work
in Laos, and it was there, in
a conversation with Rev.
Louis A. Devancy, S.J., that
he learned about AID.
HE WAS propelled to AID
by “a combination of seeing
the world situation as it is
and wanting to do something
about it, wanting in my own
little way to make some kind
of donation to a just cause."
He goes to Bolivia with the
goal of "seeing Christ in all
these people, seeing them as
members of the Mystical
Body, and remembering that
when one part of a body is
sick, the other parts have to
bring it back to health.”
BERNARD CHIDIAC
Pope Proposes,
Laity Disposes
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
A tremendously important
Labor Day statement was is-
sued this year by the Bishops
of Canada.
The statement was about
"socialization.” Hie term is
from Pope John’s encyclical
on Christianity and Social
Progress (Mater et Magistra).
It capsules vast realities of
our times which immensely af-
fect everybody.
The next 50 years arc going
to be increasingly progressive,
prosperous and happy, for
everybody, if these realities
are understood and rightly
dealt with. But will Pope
John's insights be seen and
applied?
THEY WON'T BE until
they are explained to the peo-
ple And this process of com-
munication has been agonizing-
ly slow in the case of Leo
XIII's The New Things (Rer-
um Novarum), and Pius Xl’s
Forty Years After (Quadrage-
simo Anno).
Even today, these great doc-
uments are not known as wide-
ly as they should be. Had their
analyses of the world’s needs
been quickly grasped and fol-
lowed, two world wars and the
rise of nazism and commu-
nism would have been avoid-
ed.
Tlie question now is, are we
going to understand Pope
John, and put to work the il-
luminating guidance he has
provided for a vastly better
world?
The answer lies as much
with the laity as with the Bish-
ops and clergy probably
more so. And I do not mean
only the Catholic laity. I mean
the Jewish and Protestant lai-
ty, too, and indeed all people.
THE POPES present princi-
ples by which we can solve
our problems of economics, so-
cial justice, automation, nu-
clear power, the cold war and
the like. But we must grasp
the principles and apply them.
We desperately need journal-
ists and speakers, writers and
dramatists, radio and TV peo-
ple, and even poets who will
see what the Popes are saying
and bridge the gap between
papal encyclicals and the un-
derstanding of the people.
This is one of the many rea-
sons that the apostolate of the
laity is indispensable if we are
not to end by blowing our
world skyhigh.
In their Labor Day state-
ment, the Canadian Bishops
did some important clarifying.
For one thing, they took the
curse of "sounding like social-
ism" off the word “socializa-
tion.”
SOCIALIZATION, they said,
is the tendency to organize in-
to groups for various common
purposes. Because it is that, it
is the middle way between the
disaster of materialistic so-
cialism and extreme individ-
ualism.
By doing that, we can put
modern technology at the serv-
ice of human beings for their
fuller and more perfect devel-
opment.
Technology contributed to
our perfection as human be-
ings. It can do so in every
area of life, if we’ll see what
the Popes are proposing, and
get to work.
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The Layman’s Plaint
A lot of constructive self-criticism
Is going on today within the Church. Lay-
men are looking with some anxiety to-
wards a fuller role in their apostolate
which, in the words of Pope John XXIII,
is “the Christianization of contemporary
society." The prevalent expressed feeling
of the laity seems to be that not enough
trust is being placed in their competence
to do a job for the Church. An inconsis-
tency is seen in the paradox of having
well-educated laymen without voices.
Some feel that the lay apostolate cannot
be fulfilled until laymen become with
the clergy equal collaborators without
subservience.
IF ALL THE TALK and articles
about the layman’s questfor more author-
ity is a sign of their impatience to come
up higher and do something responsible
for the Church, then we say God bless
that impatience. Let’s have more of it.
Our well informed Catholic laity, we
are sure, have no disagreement in regard
to the established authority and teaching
power in the Church. They know and
readily admit that the apostolate of the
laity is subordinated to and dependent
upon the ecclesiastical hierarchy which
is of divine institution. No Catholic who
wishes to remain a Catholic is going to
argue about the structure and authority
of the. Church.
God’s Church, however, has been
placed in the hands of humans. The laity
who are also the Church, like the clergy,
have a personal responsibility for the
Church. A real contribution to the wel-
fare of the Church can and should come
by way of lay counsel and collaboration.
If criticism is forthcoming at times, it
might prompt both clergy and laity to a
good examination of conscience, and that
is always profitable.
THERE IS NO OBJECTION to the
laity having a consultive voice in the
Church's temporal affairs. Bishops and
pastors often consult qualified laymen
and have access to their thinking through
various channels. Perhaps some new and
better organized channels for lay com-
munication and collaboration are needed.
In the congresses of the lay aposto-
late held at Rome under Pope Pius XII,
recommendations were made that lay
councils be set up on the diocesan and
parochial level. If this were done, caution
would be needed to prevent such councils
from becoming a political influence in the
Church, an abuse that would vitiate their
objective in the apostolate. , )
We know there is no conspiracy
among priests to hold down enthusiastic
laymen. Perhaps the ecumenical council
will give both clergy and laity some new
direction signs for the road we both must
travel together as followers of Christ in
a twisted world.
Sterile Thinking
The brazen practice of sterilization
in the maternity clinic of Fauquier Hospi-
tal, Warrenton, Va., and the outspoken
denunciation of Archbishop O'Boyle have
raised a public storm. The irony of mak-
ing maternity impossible in a maternity
clinic would be amusing if it were not so
tragic.
IT IS STRANGE that the thought of
sterility in land and climate and animals
is repugnant to civilized men while the
thought of sterility in humans is not. The
sterile mountain range is a morbid scar
on the horizon: the sterile desert chal-
lenges the ingenuity of science to make it
fertile: the sterility of petrified forests
chills the spectator: but the sterility of
women is soughtand praised and defend-
ed almost everywhere outside the Catho-
lic Faith.
Human experience has shown that
whatever is regarded as sterile is regard-
ed as useless and worthy only of destruc-
tion. It will not come as a surprise, then,
if those who advocate sterilization in
humans will soon move logically to de-
mand the destruction of the sterile by an
application of the same principle of con-
venience. It is not difficult to recall that
the aged, the invalid, the insane, and the
sterile were marked for slaughter by the
nazis who refused to allow existence to
the unproductive.
Those who support a program of ster-
ilization, either voluntary or involuntary,
will find themselves logically obliged to
support a program of annihilation based
on the same principles of social pragma-
tism.
ONE GAZES WITH commiseration
at the amputee,and praises the prosthetic
devices that give productivity to that am-
putee. One turns involuntarily from the
sterile stare that reveals the damaged
brain. How much more pity ought be ex-
tended to those who advocate steriliza-
tion or seek it. They are seeking to de-
prive humanity of the privilege of crea-
tion, a share in the creative power of
God.
There is nothing more sad than the
sterile womb, nothing more pitiful than
the women from whom creation is with-
held. Ask those who know.
'IYou NCan Keep Your Head...’
The frightening thing about the cur-
rent Cuban situation is not so much the
build-up of Soviet military power in the
Western Hemisphere as the state of near
hysteria manifested and created by the
statements of some of our congressional
leaders and the publishersof some of our
leading magazines and newspapers.
INSTEAD OF A CALM, deliberate
discussion of the Cuban affair, supposedly
intelligent persons are crying for a dec-
laration of war, a total blockade and other
such rash and imprudentactions.
Instead of building up the morale of
the people with reminders; that militarily
we are strong enough to defend, not only
ourselves but our neighbors as well, the
rabble-rousers are demanding impulsive
actions that can only lead to disaster.
Instead of strengthening confidence
in our country’s leadership and in the
superiority of our own democratic sys-tem, the agitators, many for political
reasons, hurl such barbs as “betrayal
”
“softness,” “indecision,” etc.
By being unduly alarmed about the
communist threat in Cuba, we are play-
ing right into their hands. You’d think
after all these years we’d recognize a
communist technique when we saw one.
If we are worried about them using
Cuba as a base for infiltration of their
doctrines into Central and South America,
then let this worry spur us on to contin-
ued massive aid to these countries—eco-
nomic and ideological.
EVERYONE HAS the right to ex-
press an opinion on this as well as other
facets of our government’s operations
foreign and domestic. But we expect re-
sponsible statements from those who oc-
cupy responsible positions. A sensible dis-
cussion of varied viewpoints can be most
helpful; destructive criticism most hurt-
ful.
Many who would have us rush in and
tear down the Berlin Wall now realize
that its continued presence is the most
poignant piece of anti-communist propa-
ganda. It telli all the world the true mean-
ing of communist “freedom.”
You want your leaders to show cour-
age? Remember that courage is a virtue
only insofar as it is directed by prudence.
Flight Brings Plight
That we are facing a serious crisi* in our
educational aystem is a fact that hardly de-
mands proof. We hear about the shortages and
deficiencies on TV and radio and we read
about them in the. press. We need more schools,
we need more teachers and we certainly need
more funds to finance the expansion.
IN THE PAROCHIAL school system,
especially in this area, we have anew crisis
the flight to the suburbs. Since the automobile
has become the common means of transporta-
tion, and since there is at least one car in
practically every family, a vast number of
people have been moving to the suburbs. And
this flight gives birth to a plight for the pastors
of both urban and suburban parishes.
The plight of the suburban parish priest
might be summed up in a complaint from one
of them: “I am walking on a treadmill. I never
get ahead. I build a school. 1 add extra class-
rooms. I scour the area looking for lay teachers
when I am unable to get additional Sisters.
But no sooner do I think that I have solved my
problem when anew one arises. With the open-
ing of the fall semester, there arc 50 to 100
new children looking for admission."
The plight of the urban or city pastor is
quite different. This is his lamentation: "We
have a complete plant here —a large church,
school, convent and rectory. Our financial obli-
gations are the same as wo had in years gone
by. But many of the people who were my best
supporters financially have moved to the sub-
urbs. Asa result I have six empty classrooms
in the school —and my revenue has dropped
sharply. The people who remain and the new
pariahionera do not have the meant to give me
any substantial help. The auburban schools are
over-crowded. My school is one-third empty.
And my financial woes are growing."
THIS SERIOUS PROBLEM cannot be solved
or even adequately.fathdmed by means of a
short editorial. But we hope that we can make
our people conscious of the difficulties that face
the parish priest in the matter of Catholic edu-
cation —and being better acquainted with the
problem, they will be more tolerant.
No parish priest relishes the necessity of
telling some of his parishioners that there are no
vacancies in our Catholic high schools or
telling them that over-crowding in our grade
schools cannot be avoided.
The flight creates the plight and we heg
indulgence and patience.
Peter Speaks
The Nurse's Ideal
To recognize Jesus in the invalid and to act
yourself like Jesus with him here is the ideal
of every Christian nursel In this way, it will
come about that the Image of Christ will he re-
produced twice by every bed of pain: in the
sick person, thd Christ of Calvary expiating and
resigned; in the one assisting, the compassion-
ate Christ, divine doctor of soul and of bodies.
Plus XII to the NaUonal Congress of Profes-
sional Nursea and Assistant Health Visitors, Oct.
2, 1953.
Prayer for the Council
Nazareth Belittles
The Fame of Jesus
By FRANK J. SHEED
It is 26 A.D., nearly 30 years
from Our Lord's birth in
Bethlehem. There was nothing
in those 30 years to suggest
to Nazareth that the local
carpenter was any more than
that.
We have already noted that
the townspeople must have
thought that there was one
peculiarity about Him: He was
30 and He was not married.
In Palestine, men usually mar-
ried at about 20. The fathers
of marriageable daughters
must have weighed Him up
and found Him eligible, and
His opinionated cousins must
have asked Him what He
thought He was up to, still
celibate when He should have
been married these 10 years.
Mary knew why, but it was
not her secret to tell.
BUT THIS WAS the only
peculiarity. For the rest, the
town took Him for granted.
Even when all Palestine was
ringing with His miracles and
the power of Tlis utterance,
Nazareth would have none of
Him they had known Him
all His life, been to school with
Him, some of them, had Him
do their big and small car-
pentry jobs plows, door-
frames, wooden boxes.
Their reaction to the news of
His fame was expected:
smiles to begin with, and such
rage when He at last came
to speak in their synagogue
that they tried to kill Him.
Imagine your own plumber
suddenly turning preacher and
miracle worker after 30 blame-
less years of mending leaks
in your water pipes. You
would not be the first to be-
lieve, I think. Neither was
Nazareth.
THEY TOOK HIM for
granted. But there is a danger
that we, His followers, who
would as we hope die for Him,
may take Him for granted too.
All His life they had known
Him as man and could not
believe He was more.
All our lives we have known
Him as God and have got
used to the wonder of it. We
can say Jesus is God and
never miss a heart-beat; the
people of Nazareth could say
Jesus is a carpenter and think
no more of that.
It is worth our while to
pause occasionally and look
starkly at the mystery, so that
the accustomed phrase will
sound again in our mind in all
its mystcriousness. We cannot
be forever missing a heart-
beat over the central truths
of the Faith, over Trinity and
Incarnation; but, if we never
do, it means that they have
never come alive to us.
Let us look steadily at Him.
He was a carpenter in a town
which, even in insignificant
Galilee, was despised as in-
significant.
HE WAS A carpenter; the
household depended on what
He made; if trade was bad
His mother bad to go without.
The locals hired Him to make
and mend in wood. He would
name a price and it would be
a Just price.
They would haggle as is the
way of the East, beating Him
down, asking doubtless if He
thought they were made of
money. In a better mood (hav-
ing got the price down, per-
haps) they might offer him a
drink.
And He was omnipotent God,
the Second Person of the
Blessed Trinity, by whom all
things were made, including
the wood of Hi* carpentry, and
the drink, and the customer
who wa* arguing with Him
about the price: including His
own human body and human
soul.
October Intentions
The Holy Father's gener-
al intention for October is:
That by means of the in-
fallible magisterium of thu
Second Vatican Council the
errors ami dangers to faith
and morals may be mado
known to all.
The mission intention sug- -
gested for the Apostleship
of Prayer by the Pope is:
For the trainin'’, of lay
missionaries In La; n Amer-
ica.
Reds Deride
U.S. ‘Hysteria’
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
The world’s communist par-
ties are being told by Nikita
Khrushchev that there is little
to fear at present from the
U. S.
The derision reaches anew
high in the New Times of Sept.
12. Its leading article is head-
ed "Hysterical Washington,
Calm Havana."
It depicts our national capi-
tal as full of sound and fury,
with "invasion shouters" en-
gaging in "inflammatory out-
cries” and "irresponsible prop-
aganda."
It then comments sarcasti-
cally: "The present invade-
Cuba campaign Is not moti-
vated by fear of a military at-
tack. It is motivated by fear
of the influence Cuba’s revo-
lutionary example is having on
all Latin American countries
anxious to cast off the yoke of
North American monopoly ex-
ploitation.”
IT PRESENTS the recent
history of our inability to deal
with Cuba and points out that
“the socialist countries" have
always been able to outwit the
U. S. by their aid to Cuba.
They have even broken the
unity of the “capitalist camp"
by getting “vessels flying the
flags of some capitalist coun-
tries" to carry wheat and
farm machinery to Castro.
Its conclusion: "The Cuban
people were not intimidated
by the attack on their capital
or by the hysteria of certain
American Senators. They are
replying by strengthening their
armed forces.
“Washington is hysterical,
but Cuba is calm because her
people know that they are
marching in step with history,
while the U. S. militarists are
vainly trying to reverse its
course.”
THE WORKER of Sept 24
titles its editorial "Ice Pack
for Hot Heads," presenting the
same picture of the "hot heads
on Capitol Hill.”
But they are "effectively"
answered by one of the Reds’
most quoted non-communist
commentators, Walter Lipp-
man, It is his column of Sept.
18, showing that we can do
nothing at all in Cuba, that
furnished the "ice pack" that
official Washington needs.
After having shown that wo
“cannot invoke the Monroe
Doctrine" any more because
of our own activities in Ku
rope and Asia, the columnist
adds that a blockade “would
be an act of war not only
against Cuba but against the
Soviet Union.”
Then Lippman resorts to the
argument which is being
broadcast world-wide by the
New Times: "Castro is not,
and is not capable of becom-
ing, a clear and present dan-
ger to the United States."
IN THE ASSAULT on the
European community and its
Common Market, Lippman is
again singled out for quota-
tion by the communists. This
time it is in International Af-
fairs for August. This publica-
tion, issued by the Soviet So-
ciety for the Popularization of
Political and Scientific Knowl-
edge, presents a three fold
barrage against de Gaulle and
Adenauer and Europe’s unity.
It does so by re publishing
for world consumption the ar-
ticle by James Allen, the
American communist econo-
mist, in Political Affairs of
last February.
Comrade Allen and Interna-
tional Affairs draw upon Lipp-
man as an apostle of doom
for the U. S. if full European
unity is accomplished. He is
quoted as predicting tremen-
dous difficulties for us if
Britain joins the Common
Market and wants us to take
"strong measures" to curb
the united Europe that will
thus develop.
The moral is obvious.
Khrushchev depends on leading
non-communist opinion mak-
ers to stop America from anti-
llcd action. We might take our
own cue from this and insist
upon firm moves about Cuba
and good will acts toward
Paris and Bonn.
For Vorations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on :
Oct. 7, Feast of Our Lady
of the Rosary
Oct. 11, Feast of the Ma-
ternity of Our Lady
A partial indulgence of
W 0 days may be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to
the priesthood.
The QuestionBox
Can Nuclear War
Be Justified?
R*v. Leo Farley, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramsey, N. J.,
are editors of The Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them there for answer in this column, or to Question Box
Editors, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J.
Q. What Is the position of
the Catholic Church regarding
nuclear warfare?
If a nation is to engage in
war without moral guilt the
following conditions, which are
nothing more than an applica-
tion of the principle of legiti-
mate self defense, must be
verified.
• It must be declared by
legitimate authority.
• A Just cause is required.
Moreover, there must be a
proper proportion between the
destruction caused and the
good achieved.
• War must be used only
as a last resort after all
peaceful attempts to settle the
controversy have failed.
• There must be some rea-
sonable hope of successful out-
come.
• Combatants must use Just
means ip the prosecution of
the war; means which respect
the dictates of both the moral
law and international law.
WHILE THESE principles
have not changed, war certain-
ly has.
War is no longer a
limited struggle involving a
few nations. It is totalitarian.
If and when it comes it will
rage from pole to pole, un-
leashing upon civilization a
destructive force which defies
description. In a few days,
perhaps less, the work of cen-
turies could conceivably be
wiped from the face of the
earth. Modern warfare poses
a threat to the very existence
of human society.
Small wonder then that
many question whether any
nation can engage in such a
struggle without moral guilt.
Those who find a negative an-
swer to this question find also
a terrifying dilemma. Either
the free world disavows war,
which In the face, of dialectic
communism means shameful
capitulation to godless slavery
with no prospect of freedom
in sight, or, the free world de-
fends itself against the forces
of evil by resorting to
cataclysmic immorality.
EACH HORN OF this dilem-
ma has its advocates. On the
one hand there are the
pacifists who substitute "bet-
ter Red than dead" for “Give
me liberty or give me death";
on the other hand, the belli-
cists who are blinded to the
grim realities of war by their
morbid fascination of its tin-
seled and bemedaled glories.
These reactionaries of the far
right seem to have but one
solution for any world tension;
line up the Marines 16 abreast
and march them down the
main street with machine guns
blazing.
Nor are they particular
about how they achieve
their victories. “AU’s fair in
love and war" is their motto.
Between these tragic ex-
tremes of human emotionality
stands the Catholic Church.
She comes with no key to un-
lock the dilemma; rather she
throws forth a challenge to
men of reason to see to it that
such a dilemma never arises;
to guarantee that the free
world is never in a position
where the only alternative to
surrender is immoral warfare.
Specifically, this means that
the free nations must maintain
their pqpture of strength with
weaponty that respects the
moral limits of warfare. They
must avoid, at all costs, com-
mitting themselves to the use
of so called “uncontrollable”
weapons, whether nuclear,
bacteriological, or chemical.
To fail to meet this challenge
is to be impaled on the horns
of the hopeless dilemma men-
tioned above.
AGAINST THE "vulgar
pacifism of sentimentalist and
materialist inspiration,” to
borrow a phrase from Father
John Courtney Murray, the
Church asserts that there are
greater evils than the phys-
ical death and destruction
wrought by war. A godless
slavery of the human spirit is
one of these. Accordingly, the
free nations of the world may
defend themselves even to the
point of using, within certain
limits, nuclear devices.
Against the bellicists, the
Church insists that the only
justification for modern war-
fare “is defense against an in-
justice of the utmost gravity
which strikes the entire com-
munity and which cannot be
coped with by any other
means” (Pius XII). .
If, moreover, ABC warfare
(atomic, bacteriological and/or
chemical) becomes a last re-
sort, it must be limited pre-
cisely to the needs of self de-
fense.
IF IT escapes man’s con-
trol, its use is immoral for.
“here it is no longer a ques-
tion of defense against injus-
tice and of the necessary safe-
guard of legitimate posses-
sions, but of the annihilation,
pure and simple, of all hu-
man life within its radius of
action. This is not permitted
on any account” (Pius XII).
Obviously the application of
these general norms to par-
ticular contingencies is no
easy matter. This is part of
the great challenge which the
Church addresses to all men
of good will: to make possible
effective self defense within
the limits of the moral law.
Q. May a Catholic act as
sponsor at an Episcopalian
baptism?
A. No. It is absolutely for-
bidden for Catholics, whether
actually present or by proxy,
to act as sponsors at Prot-
estant baptisms. Such would
clearly (all into the category
of real religious participation
in a non-Catholic church func-
tion.
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Marriage Years Away
For Teenage Couple
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University
What *dvice do you give a young couple who face a long waiting period before
they can marry? During her senior year our 18-year-old daughter dated a boy the
same age. They feel they are in love, but his plans call for at least five years of
college. We suggest that they, stop dating for a time, or start dating others, but they
feel this Is impossible.
When a young couple be-
come emotionally Involved
well before they are prepared
'to marry, there is a tendency
to regard the affair almost fa-
talistically as an accomplished
fact. Parents say, “We feel
they are too young, but we
don’t want something worse to
happen.”
The young people feel that
love’s consummation cannot
long be postponed and, as if
moved by biological determin-
ism, sacrifice their opportuni-
ties to prepare adequately for
life by entering marriage at
once.
FORTUNATELY, ' YOUR
young couple have not chosen
this approach, but since they
will be going against a' strong
cultural current, their prob-
lems will be multiplied. In the
first place, they will need con-
tinued motivational and emo-
tional support. Some other
young couples facing similar
situations have started out
bravely to complete their edu-
cation, only to find their ini-
tial high resolves utterly dis-
sipated after a year or two of
waiting.
They will also need prudence
and high ideals in regulating
their relationships to each oth-
er. Common sense demands
that sexually mature couples
who feel they are in love must
face problems relating to af-
fectional display with honesty
and sincere Christian concern.
The fact that your young
couple will attend different
schools may prove both help-
ful and dangerous, for exper-
ience shows that periods of re-
union following forced separa-
tion are sometimes character-
ized by undue permissiveness.
ALTHOUGH FIVE YEARS
may rightly be regarded as a
long waiting period, it will not
be impossible for the couple,
provided they avoid the com-
mon mistake of identifying
their present state with ma-
ture love. Your daughter and
tills young man are still young-
sters, and are boun<j to exper-
ience considerable personality
development and growth dur-
ing the next five years.
Immediate marriage not
only would not solve this prob-
lem but would render its solu-
tion more difficult. In partic-
ular, young men who marry
before they have completed
their formal training may
make the tragic discovery
that they have “outgrown”
their wives, whose develop-
ment has frequently been in-
terrupted by pressing domes-
tic preoccupation.
YOU MUST HELP your
young couple take a more ob-
jective view of their situation.
Although they now feel they
cannot stop dating and have
no desire to date others, they
must face the possibility of dif-
ferential development, as well
as of new emotional involve-
ments.
Counsel them sincerely to al-
low each other freedom to
grow. Advise them to "play it
by ear.” If their love continues
to develop, so much the bet-
ter; if it does not, they will
not be trapped in the painful
position of practicing deceit
and of eventually hurting each
other deeply.
GodLove You
Why Church
Is Persecuted
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
It is difficult for us to grasp
why God should permit the
Church in China to be de-
stroyed; why He allows North-
ern Vietnam, which was the
most Catholic part of the
whole mainland of Asia, to suf-
fer a Communist persecution;
why He lets all our schools in
the Sudan be closed.
We must bow down in faith,
kor we will never understand
why God should allow the
Church to be so persecuted
when He has the power to pre-
vent it.
THE DIFFERENCE be-
tween God’s thoughts and ways
and our thoughts and ways is
not only in the evil that is done
to the Church, but in His
mercy to us. God’s pardon, un-
like ours, is undisturbed by
any sense of personal resent-
ment, though sin is an offense
against Him. We cannot ex-
haust His pardon.
Sustained by this knowledge,
let us who are members of the
Church share in all her sor-
rows and persecutions.
How much you could do if
you daily put a dime aside and
then send it to the Holy Fa-
ther through his Society for the
Propagation of the Faith at
the end of each month!
GOD LOVE YOU to Mrs.
M.K. for $5: “I received this
sum for playing the organ in
Church and want to give it to
the missions in thanksgiving
for the 50 years I have been
able to play for His honor and
glory.” To Marie, Jackie and
Patricia for, )5: "For all of
God’s poor children in mission
lands.’| To Mrs. G.D. for $5O:
“I had a narrow escape with
death thay found me lying
between rows of corn, in the
sun, after suffering a heat
stroke. This offering is in
thanksgiving for being found.”
To Mrs. J.B. for $10: "My
children are all married, so
now I bake wedding and birth-
day cakes. Please accept this
part of my profits for the mis-
sions.”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Ave., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St., Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis, 24
DeGrasse St., Paterson.
Forty Hours
Newark
Oct. 7, 19*2
MvcnUtnth Sunday Altar Panttcost
St. Mary's Orphan Aaylum. 1043
South Oranfa Ava., Newark
Benedictine Academy. 640 N. Broad
8t.« Elisabeth
81. CgctlU'a. 33 Demaxest Avt.,
Englewood
St. Anna's. 1*24 Lyncrast Ava.. Fair
Lawn
8L Ann'* (Lithuanian). 337 Wood-
ward St.. Jersey City
St. John’s. 233 Harrison St., Leonla
Church of Nativity. 311 Prospect 8t..
Midland Park
Our Lady of Lourdes. 1222 Wyoming
Dr.. Mountainside
St. Gabriel's. K. Saddle River Rd.,
Saddle River Borough
Oct. 14. 19*2
eighteenth Sunday Alter Pentecost
St. Rocco’s. 206 Hunterdon St..
Newark
St Rose of Lima. 11 Gray 8t..»
Newark
Holy Rosary. 326 Elizabeth Ave..
Elizabeth
St. John the Baptist. 238 Anderson
Ave., Fatrvtew
Immaculate Conception. 48 Vreeland
Ave.* Hackensack
8t. Joseph's. 400 Hudson St.. Hack-
ensack
Assumption. 113 Coolidge PL. Roselle
St. LkWrence's. 18th St. and Willow
Ave.. Weehawken
Paterson
Oct. J, ItU
l.v.nt..nth Sunday Aft.r P.nt.cst
St. Brendan',. 159 E. Flret St.,
Clifton
All Soul, Hospital. 83 Mt. Kembl.
Ave., Morristown
Aaeumptlon of Bleaeed Vlriln Mary.
*3 Monroe St.. Pa.aalc
It. Francis of A.slel. Weneque
Oct. 14, ItU
I If Mae nth Sunday After Pentecelt
John Kanty, 48 Speer Ave..
Clifton
Holy Family Chapel. Convent Station
Our Lady of Lake. Mt. Arllncton
St. Bonaventure'a. 174 Ramsey St.,
Paterson
ST RANGE BUT TRUELittle-Known Facts For Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY 0»m«M. IMA WAWA DM laiia
Practical View
Of Automation
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, 'Sociel Action Department, NCWC
Is organized labor in the
U. S. opposed to automation?
"Yes,” said the Wall Street
Journal in a recent editorial,
calling on unions to "abandon
their reactionary opposition to
automation.”
The man who coined the
word “automation” 11 years
ago John Dicbold makes
substantially the same point
in “Facing Up to Automation”
in the Sept. 2 issue of The
Saturday Evening Post.
DIEBOLD CONCLUDES that
“labor unions must drop their
blind fear of automation and
use their organizations to work
out with management plans
for orderly stages of automa-
tion.”
But management, too, he
says, has certain compelling
obligations in this regard.
Management, he warns, must
realize that there is much
more to automation than tho
installation of new machinery.
It must recognize that "the
changes ahead must be
planned with care for the
worker” and must avoid the
mistakes which were made by
management during the Indus-
trial Revolution.
Then, he points out, “man-
agement shrugged off its so-
cial responsibilities with ’an
everything will take care of
itself attitude,” thereby pro-
ducing a “fertile atmosphere
for the theories of Karl Marx,
which have had much to do
with the shape of our world,
whether we like it or not.”
DIEBOLD'S EMPHASIS on
the joint responsibility of labor
and management in the field
of automation Is more real-
istic, it seems to me, than the
Wall Street Journal's one-sided
emphasis on labor's responsi-
bility to welcome the introduc
tion of automation.
But he is right in pointing
out that automation must be
introduced "in orderly stages."
THIS IS IN LINE with the
thinking of Pope Pius XII.
Automation, the Pope pointed
out, is not an end but a means
—a potentially beneficent
means —of promoting the
welfare of human beings, their
spiritual and cultural as well
as material welfare.
Negatively this means that
automation would prove to bo
a curse rather than a bless-
ing if it were to be used sel-
fishly to increase the profits
of a few at the expense of the
many or, more specifically, if
it were to be introduced so
rapidly or so haphazardly as
to result in unemployment or
even in underemployment in a
given industry or region.
To forestall these potential
dangers, Pope Pius XII in-
sisted on the need of closer
labor-management coopera-
tion.
HE CALLED FOR A "ju-
dicious participation of work-
ers” in the introduction of
automation and told labor and
management that “it is better
to bargain than to fight.”
This, he said, "Is the only
word which both ... can make
their own in the light of their
own conscience and before tho
world.”
It is my impression that the
majority of American unions
are prepared to follow this ad-
vice. They are not, I think,
blindly opposed to automation.
But they are opposed —and
rightly so to the introduc-
tion of automation without suf-
ficient concern for its impact
on employment.
They are in favor of
automation if it is introduced
"in orderly stages" and if the
radical changes flowing from
automation arc planned “with
care for the workers."
Mass Calendar
Oct. 7 Sunday. Seventh Sunday
.tier Pant.coat. 2nd claaa. Green.
Gl. 2nd Cell. Bleiaed Virgin Mary
of the Roury INIi for the Rlahop
•Pi: under one conrlualon with the
Prayer of the Mm; 3 Hlaaaed Vir-
gin Mary of the Roury IPI. Cr. Pref.
of Trinity.
Oct. « - Monday. St. Bridget,Widow 3rd Claaa. White. Gl. 2nd
Coll. SS. Serglua. Rarchua. Marcel*
lua and Apulelua; 3 C (Pi. Common
Pref.
Oct. 0 Tueaday. St'. John l.#on-
ard. Confeuor. 3rd Claaa. Whit*.
Gl, 2nd Coll. SS. Dlonyalua end Com-
panion,. Common Praf.
Oct. 10 Wednesday St. Francla
Borgia. Confaaaor. 3rd Claaa. Whit*.
Gl. 2nd Coll. C (Pi. Common Pref.
Oct. II Thuraday. Motherhood
R |*“«d Virgin Mary. 2nd Claaa.
Whlta. Gl. Cr. Praf. of Blaaaed
Virgin.
Oct. 12 Friday. Maaa of pray-
Ipua .Sunday. 4th Claaa. Green. No
Gl or Cr. tnd Coll. C (P). Common
Pref,
13 Saturday. SI. Edward,
K ng, Confeaaor. 3rd Clggf. Whit*.
Gl. Common Pref.
. ~ Sdndiy. Eighteenth Sun-
?. ,y * ,'t r
..
Pentecoit 2nd Clggg.
Gieen. Oi. Cr. Pref. of Trinity.
.9*- Oloriei Cr. Creed: C fromIhe Votive Maaa of Holy Ghoal: N
Archdloceae of Newark; P Dlocaae
of Pateraon: Coll. Collect: Pref.
Pr#f*c#.
Letters to the Editor
Tbt name end address of the writer must be included In <0 tetter
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
Use of Latin
In the Church
Philip O’Keefe,
Staten Island.
Editor: i
I am writing you regarding
the agitation ... aiming at the
elimination of Latin in church
services, especially in the.
'Mass. .. V
Our "vernacularites” are
setting up a straw man to
knock down when they inti-
mate that the layman cannot
understand or follow the Mass
because it is in Latin. In the
first place, maybe aome of our
laymen might know enough
Latin to read the Latin missal.
(Why do we not try to get
more high achool studenta to
study Latin, for this reason as
well as for others?) Regard-
less of linguistic accomplish-
ments, any Catholic layman
(or “non-Catholic visitor”) who
can read and lay hand on an
ordinary missal knows every
word that is being said on the
altar.
There are a vast number of
Masses with music written to
go with the Latin words of the
Mass. What is to be done If
some other language Is to be
used? Will each national group
have to adapt the wording of
the Masa to go with the music?
Or must new music be
written? ... <
Laymen Assist
Priest at Mass
Edmond F. Sause Sr.,
Teaneck.
Editor:
I continue to read with in-
terest the many differing
views concerning whether the
Mass should be offered in the
vernacular or in the tradition-
al Latin. It amuses me to read
of those who object to Latin
on the grounds that it la not a
familiar languageto us. I won-
der how many of ua who have
been reading the Engllih
translation of the prayers at
Mast from our daily missals,
have had more inspiration by
the very fact that they are
reading the words in English
... The very thought that
priests throughout the world
are offering the Mass in the
same language la an inspira-
tion in itself.
Several years ago I had oc-
casion to visit Denmark,
France, and Spain and I felt
right at home at every Mass.
The Mass was being offered in
a universal language and it
was familiar to me. On the
other hand, I attended aeveral
devotions, which were said in
the vernacular and I was lost.
1 had lost that important feel-
ing of “belonging."
About two years ago our
home parish of St. Anastasia,
Teaneck, responded to the sug-
gestion of the Holy Father to
have the congregation partici-
pate completely in the offering
of the Mass. It was decided
that every Mass, weekdays
and Sundays, would be a dia-
logue Mass and the responses
would be iniLatin.
The Masses were offered ac-
cording to the Carmelite Rite
in which some responses dif-
fer from those to which many
of us were accustomed. The
experiment has been and is a
marvelous success; the laity-
have responded with an enthu-
siasm seldom seen in a parish.
Today, we have more volun-
tary lay “lectors” than we can
assign. The spiritual benefits
are most apparent ...
I am in agreement with
those who say that the instruc-
tional part of tho Mass be un-
derstood and although I would
advocate that the priest con-
tinue to say the Mass entirely
in Latin, it is my hope that the
ecumenical council will recom-
mend that a lay person be on
the altar at every Mass to
read in the vernacular the in-
troit, the lesson, the epistle
and the gospel so that all may
understand.
It is also to be hoped that
these translations be revised
so that they will be under-
stood, not merely put into old
English which In many cases
is harder to understand than
the Latin.
Students Urge
Support of Bill
Anne Duddy,
Eileen Gallagher,
Clark.
Editor:
My friend and I attend St.
John the Apostle School in
Clark.
We have a subscription
to The Advocate and use It in
school.
We read your editorial
“Constitutional Mockery.” Our
entire class agrees that it is
very unfair to our parents to
have to pay for a seat in pub-
lic school we don't even use.
By our parents sending us to
Catholic school, the state saves
millions of dollars a year.
May we call to your atten-
tion and to the attention of
parents sending their children
to Catholic schools, the De-
laney Bill. If passed it would
allow our parents and other
parents like ours $2O for our
education. It would enable
many more children to get a
Catholic education. We urge
all parents to write to their
Congressmen and Senators in
favor of this bill.
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GENUINE IMPORTED
POLISH HAM
The Ham
they never hurry!
Slow, slow, slow curing makes the difference!
In no other ham will you find such uniqp
natural ham flavor. Luscious and tenderPolish
Ham is fully cooked, ready to eat. There’s a
convenient size for every family, in cans from
£to 12 Ik Buy it today!
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2. N, J. Mitchell 3 0260
Dadv. 0 to 4 Wednesdays to 8 pm
ERSE PARKING AT KINNCT GARAGE ACROSS THE STREET
INSTITUTIONAL BUYERS!
I v' r
Font Packing Company, Inc
manufacturers of finest meat products
Since 1861 - Tasty Meats & Provisions
your
TRIPLE
GUWM*Ttt
FORMOST
INSPECTED
PASSED BYAND
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
EST.I32
J-tcf
ACCEPTANCE
pa?3
APPROVED SUPPLIER
THRU COOPERATIVE
SUPPLY SERVICES.
Phone C.S.S. MA 2-1505
Or Phone Collect: FROST,
Kingston, N.Y.
N.Y. FE 1-3500.
ALL FROST PRODUCTS
ARE PRODUCED UNDER
RIGID GOVT. INSPECTION
APPROVED BY
CATHOLIC FAMILY
NEWSPAPER GROUP -
The Advocate Official
Publication of the Arch-
diocese of Newark & the
Diocese of Paterson, N.J.
VISIT OUR BOOTH AT YOUR
COOPERATIVE SUPPLY SERVICE'S
6th ANNUAL EXHIBIT
SUSSEX ARMORY. NEWARK. N. J.
OCTOBER 11-12
MR. RICHARD WALLACH
FORST PACKING CO. KINGSTON. N. Y.
Missioners Grateful
For Our Sacrifices
The Holy Father’s Society
tor the Propagation of the
Faith is thankful to God for
those who make sacrifices for
the missions. Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, national director of the
society celebrates Mass every
Sunday for those who pray,
who suffer, and who sacrifice
for the Propagation of the
Faith.
Only by sharing in Christ’s
Passion on this earth, will we
share in His Resurrection and
Glory. We cannot expect to be
rewarded in eternity if we do
not make sacrifices in this
life.
Send your sacrifice to the
Holy Father’s Society for the
Propagation of the Faith and
he will forward it to some
needy missionary.
MISSION BOUND - The members of the Association for InternationalDevelopment who
received their mission crosses from Bishop McNulty Oct. 3 in Paterson are shown above,
standing, left to right, Michael Moran, Bernard Chidlac, Darrell Bohlsen, Grace and
ilr.u . m V
V i e, ?r K,mm *hold,nfl hl * *o n . K«vln); seated, Jose and Adriana Alvarezwith their soh, Sebastian; Peter end Mary Kimm, children of Peter and Grace Kimm, and
Patricia Kimm (holdingher son, Terence).
Mission Schools
Play Vital Role
One hundred thousand Cath-
olics could build a school in a
mission country by one small
donation.
A good school can be
put up in any number of
places for $10,000. In one for-
saken spot a missionary has
spent 26 years, building, add-
ing onto and finishing a
school, without any financial
help from outside.
With the aid of some cate-
chists, this missionary pressed
every brick that went into the
school, then his rectory and
now for his church he is doing
the same thing.
Missionaries must be car-
penters, plumbers, electri-
cians, doctors.
You may never see the mis-
sion school you help to build,
but the sacrifices that go into
such a project may mean sal-
vation to those who cooperated
in the venture.
Society for the Propagation
of theFaith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin, W. Stanton, S.T.D,
Rev. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArket 2-2803
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. WilUam F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phone ARmory 4-0409
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to tb» Society for the Propagation of the
Faith art income tax deductible.
Marriage Customs
Slow Conversions
Marriage is the goal for
everyone among the Bahalis,
a lower caste of untouchables.
Sister Stephanelda, S.Sp.S.,
writes:
"The Hindu couple has no
free choice in the matter of
marriage.
"Sometimes they see each
other for the first time a few
minutes before the wedding
ceremony starts.
"No Bahali boy or girl re-
mains single; even young wid-
ows are expected to marry
again.
"The head of the family ar-
ranges the wedding contract
and usually no one bothers
about the religious beliefs nr
character traits of the part-
ners.
"Even some Bahali Catho-
lics give a child in marriage
to a pagan, seemingly without
any qualms of conscience
whatever.
“The heathen environment
is dangerous for the Catholic
party, especially when the
missionary priest, Sisters and
school are far away. Besides,
Catholic education for the chil-
dren is non-existent to most
places as mission schools are
few and widely scattered
throughout the world.
"Marriage customs create
real problems for the *'3iris-
tianization of these peoplt, and
we ask our friends in the
U. S. to help us with chapels
and small schools, but chiefly
to pray for more mis-
sionaries.”
Mission Appeal
In Kearny
Rev. John F. Davis will
make an appeal on behalf
of the Society for the Prop-
agation of the Faith on Oct.
7 at St. Stephen’s, Kearny,
Rev. Adrato A. Maine, pas-
tor.
Bishop Stanton, society
director, is thankful to Fa-
ther Maine and the other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
LESSONS INLIMA-Studying Spanish at the Society of St. James mission school,
Lima, Paterson priests assigned to C. Cassidy, Rev. Armand Conte and Rev. John F.
Heusser, Paterson priests assigned to Caranavi, Bolivia, and Rev. Eugene Costello,
Newark priest going to Eucador with the Society of St. James.
Congo Life Grim,
Missioner States
OXFORD, England (NC)
Misery in the Congo is as bad
as it was in the chaos that fol-
lowed independence, a Belgian
priest has told a British re-
lief group.
Rev. Andre Cauwe, S.J.,
secretary of Caritas Congo,
Catholic charities organization
there, spoke to the’ headquar-
ters staff of the Oxford Com-
mittee for Famine Relief here
which has sent him $168,000
since 1960.
FATHER CAUWE said that
Caritas Congo gives weekly
supplies of bread, oil, fish and
other foodstuffs to about 40,000
people.
In some of the villages, he
said, the only food available is
that which comes to them
from Caritas.
In Leopoldville alone, there
are about 80,000 unemployed,
he added.
All the hospitals, sanator-
iums and leper centers run
by nursing orders have re-
mained open, Father Cauwe
noted, but supplies once pro-
vided by the government have
ceased.
One sanatorium, the Belgian
Jesuit said, was entirely de-
pendent on him for medical
supplies.
Cardinal Lauds AID
PATERSON—A letter from
Carlo Cardinal Confalonicri,
prefect of the Pontifical Com-
mission for Latin America,
praising the work of the As-
sociation for International De-
velopment has been received
by Bishop McNulty.
Cardinal Confalonieri wrote
that the Pontifical Commis-
sion had learned "with pleas-
sure" of AlD’s increasing de-
ployment of its means and
personnel in Latin America.
"This organization,” he wrote,
"can be numbered among the
pioneer Catholic associations
of the United States in foster-
ing international cooperation.”
THE CARDINAL also took
note of the Institute for In-
ternational Service, conducted
by AID this summer to col-
laboration with Scton Hall
University., This, he said,
"must certainly be considered
a valuable and far-reaching
factor.
“What has been done to
the past five years is to the
credit of AID and its leaders.
On behalf of the Pontifical
Commission for Latin Amer-
ica, I express sincere thanks
add congratulations and I feel
confident that the work, with
so much promise initiated,
will be carried out with in-
creasing enthusiasm and
steady determination . - . ”
10 the advocate October 4,1962
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*UNION TRUST COMPANY
MEN—MAKE A RETREAT
THIS YEAR!
LOYOLA HOUSE
OF RETREATS
MORRISTOWN, N.J.
hoi a limited number of opening!
on woeleendi for individual men
or imall groups especially during
October and November
CALL JE 9-0740 or WRITE
JOHN XXIII:
THE PEASANT WHO BECAME A POPE
When Giuseppe Roncalli was elected Pope, many Vatican
officials sensed a change in the air. And they were right!
Unlike his predecessors, Pope John has traveled freely
throughoutRome. Struck up chatty conversations with
palace workmen. And even discarded the traditional vel-
vet slippers—-for sturdy leather shoes.
In this week's Post, you'll read about the Pope's rise
from a humble village to the throne of St. Peter. Learn
why he chose to reign under the name of John—instead
of Pius. How his cheerful disregard of red tape and pro-
tocol has raised the eyebrows of Italian aristocrats. Why
his rambling audiences were the despair of a Vatican
newsman. And how his delightful sense of humor hasen-
deared him to Catholics and non-Catholicsalike.
ALSO IN THIS ISSUE)
Roz Russell Tells of HerWacky Years in Hollywood
Does the Supreme Court Wield Too MuchPower?
The Child Beaters: A Report on DelinquentParents
Close-Up of Dirksen: Illinois' Sweet-TalkingSenator
Tfc# Salnrdfiv tuning
A
October 6 issue/Now on sets
A Curtis Magazine
OUR SISTERS: BRIDES OF CHRIST
IN 11ER BOOK AMERICAN CA'iuu b . k . Afc ,
TOY FENNER DESCRIBES THE WEDDING Ot A BRIDE bm.
KNEW* Thii young lady* daughter
ol a very proaperoua lamliy, coulu
save had the moat elaoorate nupuaia.
Instead, ahe did It qulety, wan one
_
_
bridesmaid, a sunp.c waive arcaa anu
CJ 3 hat, and only i amity memtteri u
(delta* The morning ol toe wedding*
Slatera at a nearby orpnana' home re-
ceived a large check—juat the amount
a large wedding would have coat:
Don't you think tali bride wei eipeci-
■lly happy on that very ipectal day?
Perhape on one ol your ■'apeclal” oo-
eailona yon would alao remember
u,0 “® who lerve the poor—(or example, the CLARISTS e*
THAIKATTUSSEBY In the dloeeae ol ERNAKULAM, INDIA.
The poor pariihlonen, abont 200 In number, many new convert!,
have given the Slaters wme land. Bat to build a convent money
U needed. 14000 will do It. A chapel would coat $1,200; a nun i
bedroom, $850; a kitchen, $9OO. Any of theie, or a community
room, would commemorate moat beautifully and laitlngly a“*P*elal“ day In your life.
7lr HoJj Fdthtri Mission Aid
fw At Ormul CJmrda
STRINGLESS GIFT. Two little sisters on the West Coast
lent ua this lovely letter. We wanted to share It with youlam only 10 years old. My little slater la 7 years old We
have saved our money since Christmas. We promised God that
we would give our money to the missions. We hope that some-
day we will be Sisters, and bring the Word of God to other
P«ople. Please accept our offering of $5." . . . “Dear L. and
iv.* w *®*l our Catholic girls were generous as you 1
wish too, that I could send a copy of your lovely letter to everypriest and Sister in the world. lam sure that It would help uke
of the loneliness they feel, especially on the mis-
.Can you match the generosity of these two loyal friends
of the Near East Missions? Your contribution will keep our
hard-working missionaries going. Isn't It worth the sacrifice.?
DfD YOU KNOW?
,r * * men,bM of the CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WEL-
FARE ASSOCIATION you ahare In the Maiaes offered by Ilia
Holinesa, Pope John; In the Maaaet offered by Cardinal Spell-
man, our President; and In the Maaaet of all the Bishops andpriests who are engaged In this work. More than 15,000 Masses
are offered for living and deceased members every year.
Moreover, every morning a priest offers Mass In St. Peter's
I'ailllca in Rome for deceased members.
t
m * 7 reo * ,Te ■ Plenary Indulgence on the day you are en-rolled In oar Association, and on 53 other day. during the year.A Plenary Indulgence U granted also, at the moment of death.
help yourself and your family, while help-
tng the work of the Church In the Near East? Your donation Is
an Investment that pays dividends forever.
*7esr Monslgnor Ryan;
Please enroll □ me □ my family.
Name
Street
City . Zone Stete
Annual Membership □ Individual $1 q family $5
Perpetual Membership □ Individual $2O □ Family $lOO
ImL
<)2ear'EastolissionsjM
| MANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, Prasldent
j Ms*r. Joseph T. Ryaa. Net'l Scc'y '
•*! eammoaleetle-i tr
awi?THOIIC NiA * ,AST WILF; ” ASSOCIATION480 Lexington Av*. at 46th St. Now Yorkl7: Y.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SMND A WEEKEND WITH 000
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Woman'* Patriot, Oc». 11.14
Bui. Womin't Ritnal, Nav. 21-15
Canduclid by thi minki al
loin* Paul'i Abbay
Plian moka ruinations aotly
Writ# for Informallon toi
DIRECTOR OF RETREATS
Ouim of Paaco Ratroo* Hooto
I*. Paul'i Abbay, Nawtao, N.J.
GOOD IN CO MX U
ran Invest your ut-nxs in onr
BAUD. ANNUITY
Yon eleo ebere In
crest work of the Missions
anp help in eductttns
Priests end Brothers for
Ibe H<—
• Certain tax advantages.
• A Lasting Memorial and
remembrsneee In many
Masses ud prey ere.
wtrri rot mi informations
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dept. GIRAHD. FA.
the
LADIES CATHOLIC BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
A Legal Reserve Fraternal Life Insurance Society
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
ittablithod in 1890
Opportunity* In Twonty-olght Stotoi and Canada fort
FULL TIME FIELD REPRESENTATIVES
PART TIME FIELD REPRESENTATIVES
Applicant* Catholic mtn and woman may *ond portonal
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Meditations
Prayerful Thoughts on the Life and Teachings ofChrist
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St. Peter’s Teacher Dies
JERSEY CITY Rev. Wil-
liam J. Manning, S.J., 53, as-
sistant professor of philosophy
at St. Peter’s College, died
Sept. 28 at St. Francis Hos-
pital. A Solemn Requiem Mass
was offered Oct. 1 at St. Pe-
ter’s Church.
Father Manning was born
in New York and entered the
Society of Jesus in 1927 at
St. Andrew-on-Hudson, Pough-
keepsie. After his philosophy
studies, he taught for three
years at Fordham Prep and
then took his theological stu-
dies at Woodstock College,
Maryland. He was ordained
there in 1940.
Following a tertianship at
Auriesville, N. Y., Father
Manning taught French and
history at Xavier High School,
New York City, 1942 1947. He
then served at Fordham be-
fore coming here in 1949.
Surviving are his brother,
Joseph V. Manning of Flush-
ing, N. Y., and two sisters,
Anna Manning of New York
and Mrs. Raymond Grubert of
Forest Hills.
Sr. MaryCortilla
CONVENT Sister Mary
Cort Ula Mahoney, a member
of the Sisters of Charity of
St. Elizabeth for over 50
years, died Sept. 30 at St.
Anne Villa here after a long
illness. A Solemn Requiem
Mass was offered at the villa
chapel Oct. 3.
Bom in Newark, Sister
Mary Cortilla entered the Sis-
ters of Charity in 1908. She
taught elementary grades at
Holy Trinity, Hackensack;
Immaculate Conception, Mont-
clair, and Sacred Heart,
Bloomfield, where she was
stationed from 1939 to 1962,
when she was transferred to
St. Anne Villa because of ill-
ness.
Survivors include four sis-
ters, Mrs. Frank Murphy of
Allenhurst, Mrs. William Fisch-
er of Bloomfield, Mrs. Carl
Jensen and Mrs. Catherine
Bundshuh, both of Florida.
Sr. Mary Laurentia
CALDWELL Sister Mary
Laurentia Donohue, 0.P., a
teacher at St. Boniface School,
Jersey City, died Oct. 2 at
St. Vincent’s Hospital, Mont-
clair. A Solemn Requiem Mass
was offered Oct. 4 at the con-
vent chapel here.
Bora in Jersey City, Sister
Laurentia entered the Sisters
of St. Dominic Of Caldwell
Feb. 2, 1917. She received her
habit Aug. 28, 1917, and was
professed Aug. 28, 1918.
Sister Laurentia taught at
\St. Joseph's, Union City; As-
sumption, Lawrence, Mass.;
St. Aedan’s, Jersey City, and
Holy Spirit, Asbifiy Park, and
had been at St. Boniface since
1959. She became ill and was
brought to the infirmary at
Caldwell and was then trans-
ferred to St. Vincent’s.
Survivors include a sister,.
Mrs. Gertrude Wetzel of Ir-
vington, and three brothers,
David Donohue of Jersey City,
John Donohue of Dumont and
Ferdinand Donohue of Port
Monmouth. -
Other Deaths . . .
Walter J. Feury of Jersey
City, brother of Sister Mary
Aedan, 0.P., of St. Aloysius,
Caldwell, died Sept. 27.
Mrs. Maurice F. Reilley, 69,
of Plainfield, mother of Sister
Catherine Maurice of Blessed
Sacrament, East Orange, died
'.Sept. 29 at home.
Merle M. Soper, 67, of King-
ston, brother of Sister Mar-
garet Henry of Corpus Christi,
Hasbrouck Heights, died Sept.
25 at home.
J. Barry Lee, 59, of Pomp-
ton Plains, brother of Rev.
Charles A. Lee of the Church
of Our Saviour, New York
City, died Sept. 25 at Chilton
Memorial Hospital, Pompton
Plains.
Mrs. Gertrude J. Faherty,
85, of Maywood, mother of
Sister M. Leonardine, 5.M.1.C.,
of Spring Grove, 111., died
Sept. 24 in West Paterson.
John Skiba, 80, of Irvington,
internationallyknown religious
sculptor, died Sept. 29 in Irv-
ington General Hospital.
Archbishop Giacomo Testa,
53, president of the Pontifical
Eccesiastical Academy, the
Church’s diplomatic school in
Rome, died Sept. 29 at Berga-
mo, Italy.
Michael Craig of Newark,
brother of Sister Bernadette of
France, died Sept. 30.
Mrs. Joseph M. Heck of
Maplewood, mother of Rev.
Thomas W. Heck of St. Pat-
rick’s Pro-Cathedral, died
Oct. 2.
In your prayers also re-
member these, your deceased
Priests:
Newark...
Rev. Thomas A. Conroy, Oct
6, 1927
Rev. Patrick A. Maher, Oct.
6, 1936
Rev. Anthony Gracik, Oct. 6,
1956
Rev. Augustine M. Brady, Oct.
9, 1909
Rev. William A. Curran,
0.F.M., Oct. 9, 1959
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Hubert J.
Behr. Oct. 10, 1943
Rev. Thomas R. Corr, Oct.
11, 1914
Rev. John P. Reilly, Oct. 11,
19J8
Rev. Franz Bucher, Oct. 11
1921
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Patrick E.
Smythe, Oct. 12, 1922
Paterson
. . .
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward L.
McDonald, Oct. 10, 1954
FATHER MANNING
FOR HEART TROUBLE -Dr. Carl K. Friedland, right, on
behalf of the Morris County Heart Association, presents
a defibrillator and monitorscope to Sister Mary Sigis-
munda, administrator of St. Clare's Hospital, Denville,
and Dr. Monroe Mufson, director of the department of
medicine. The Instrument is used to resuscitate heart at-
tack patients and also to aid patients in cardiac arrest
following an operation.
Hundreds of Non-Catholics
Attend St. Rose’s Missions
NEWARK Between 200
and 300 people attended each
night of the open-air missions
conducted for a period of three
weeks recently in three pre-
dominantly non-Catholic areas
of St. Rose of Lima parish, it
is reported by Msgr. Aloysius
S. Carney, pastor.
The sessions were preceded
by a door-to-door canvassing
with circulars and a personal
invitation to attend the motion
pictures on the life of Christ,
with accompanying sermon by
Very Rev. Patrick Walsh,
0.P.. Prayers concluded each
program.,
Prayers cards containing the
acts of faith, contrition and
Baptism of desire were dis-
tributed, along with pamphlets
about the Church and an in-
vitation to take instructions.
A second door-to-door phase
is being carried out to leave
a pamphlet, prayer card and
invitation to attend the follow-
up classes. Finally, plans are
under way to secure stores
in the various areas to be set
up as Catholic Information
Centers along the program of
a "catechumenate."
Council Lectures
NEW YORK - A series of
five lectures by Franciscan
priests on the Vatican Coun-
cil, for Catholics and non-Cath-
olics, will begin Oct. 8 at St.
Francis of Assisi Church on
West 31st St. They will be giv-
en daily through Oct. 12.
PTA Federation
To Meet Oct. 23
GLEN ROCK—The Bergen
County Federation of Parent-
Teacher Associations will hold
an open meeting Oct. 23 at St.
Catherine’s, with Rev. Philip
H. O’Neill, S.J., speaking on
"Modem Guidance in Ele-
mentary Schools.”
At an organizational meet-
ing at Madonna, Fort Lee, 13
parishes were represented.
Committee chairmen were ap-
pointed and plans were made
for a periodic newsletter to
all county parishes, inviting
their PTAs to be represented
at the Oct. 23 meeting.
Rev. William P. Devine of
Madonna is moderator of the
group. Joseph T. Skelley is
president.
Apostleship of Prayer
Pray Against Error
October General Intention:
Success of the Council
• • •
Again another month we
pray at good Pope John’s
bidding for “the success of the
council." But this is the pre-
cise grace he wishes from our
prayers: “that, by means of
the infallible magistcrium of
the Second Vatican Council,
the errors and dangers to faith
and morals be made known to
all.’’
The Second Vatican Council
is being held because there is
a present and urgent need for
pronouncements on matters of
faith and morals, the interior
discipline of the Church and
the long-range goals of or-
ganized apostolic action.
This month, during which
the council will begin, we
pray in particular that people
everywhere will take a deep
interest in what the council
will say on the principal er-
rors and dangers of our
modem age.
IIOW GREAT a danger com-
munism is we certainly know
very welL
We do not understand equal-
ly well the errors and dangers
inherent in the secularism,
materialism and amorality of
our daily environment.
We. need to be educated and
warned; arid how important it
will be for us and for the
world to heed the warnings!
It is the autumn month of
Our Lady, and the council will
open on Oct. 11, the Feast of
the Maternity of Mary. When
we utter the words "through
the Immaculate Heart of
Mary” may we be very con-
scious of her mothering of the
council and every one of us.
♦ • •
Mission Intention} Lay Mis-
sionaries in Latin America
• • •
Morning Offering
O Jesus, through the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary, I of-
fer Thee my prayers, work9,
joys and sufferings of this day
for all the intentions of Thy
Sacred Heart, in union with
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
throughout the world, in repa-
ration for my sins, for the in-
tentions of all our Associates,
for the reunion of Christen-
dom. and in particular for suc-
cess" of the council.
• • *•
For information about the
Apostleship of Prayer write
to the Archdiocesan Director,
Apostleship of Prayer, Seton
Hall University, South Orange,
North Jersey Calendar
Each week this listing will
cover the following Friday to
Thursday period. Only items
received by noon on Monday
can be included. The women's
page carries a separate list-
ing for women’s groups.
FRIDAY, OCT. 5
Mt. St. John Academy PTA,
Gladstone Annual fashion
show, 8 p.m. Chairman, Mra.
Michael Cooper.
First Friday Club, Paterson
Luncheon at Alexander
Hamilton Hotel, noon. Speak-
er, Msgr. Thomas J. Gill-
hooly, dean, Seton Hall Uni-
versity, Paterson branch.
Family Life Apostolate, St.
Phllomena’a, Livingston An-
nual conference at St. Jo-
seph’s Hall, 9 p.m. Speaker,
Dr. Anne Lucas, Fairleigh
Dickinson University.
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey, Upper Montclair Open
house.
Friends of Caldwell Col-
lege, Caldwell Annual fall
card party, college auditorium
8 p.m. Co-chairihen, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah M. Kenah and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Bo-
len.
SATURDAY, OCT. •
Archdiocesan High School
Library Council General
fall meeting, St. Benedict’s
Prep.
SUNDAY, OCT. 7
Sacred Heart, Irvington —-
Annual Communion break-
fast, following 8:30 a.m. Mass.
Speaker, Rev. Charles R. Cal-
lahan, St. Paul the Apostle,
Irvington. Chairman, Mrs. Ed-
ward Wojcik.
Barrett Council, K, of C.,
West New York Commun-
ion Breakfast, council hall,
10 a.m.
St. Peter’s College, Jersey
City Public debate be-
tween William J. Butler and
Bertram B. Daiker, opposing
attorneys in U.S. Supreme
Court prayer case. Chairman,
John Murtagh, New York
State Chief Justice. 10 a.m.,
Dinneen Hall.
Third Order of Mt. Carmel,
St. Joseph’s, Bogota Meet-
ing, St. Joseph’s Church, Rev.
Andre Hertel, O. Carm.,
speaker.
Our Lady of the Rosary
Shrine, Summit Annual fall
pilgrimage. Speaker, Very
Rev. James J. McLarney,
O.P.
Greenville Council, K. of C.,
Jersey City Past grand
knight’s dinner honoring Wil-
liam R. Barry, Patio Restau-
rant.
South Orange Connell, K. of
C. Family holy hour, Our
Lady of Sorrows Church, 3-
p.m.
MONDAY, OCT. 8
St. Cecilia’s Parents Asso-
ciation, Englewood Meet-
ing, 8:30 p.m. Speaker, Msgr.
Henry G.J. Beck, Immaculate
Conception Seminary.
TUESDAY, OCT. 9
Mt. Carmel Holy Name,
Ridgewood Meeting. Speak-
er, Rev. Walter C. Jaskie-
vicz, director of the Institute
of Contemporary Russian
Studies, Fordham University.
Regina Paris Council, K.
of C., Newark Past grand
knight’s dinner-dance honor-
ing John P. Caulfield, Crystal
Lake Casino, West Orange.
Queen of Peace Holy Name
Society, North Arlington
Meeting. Debate between
Queen of Peace High School
students on federal aid to ed-
ucation.
THURSDAY, OCT. 11
St. Francis Xavier PTA,
Newark Annual "Sisters’
Party.” Chairman, Mrs.
Thomas Prendergast.
Merrier Club of Montclair—
Dinner meeting. Friar Tuck
Inn, Cedar Grove, 7 p.m.
Chairman, Francis X. Jones.
Pope Pins XII Institute of
Social Education, Newark
"Profile of Catholic Lay Lead-
ers,” a discussion led by Rev.
Aloysius J. Welsh, institute
director, aided by Daniel L.
McCormick, past state dep-
uty, Knights of Columbus,
and Patrick Hanifin, past
president, Holy Name Society,
Btoomfield.
Good Counsel Holy Name
Society, Washington Town-
ship Meeting. Films on
Mass with Introduction and
explanation by Rev. Eugene
Sullivan, pastor, 8:30 p.m.
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earn dividends?
□from today?
□from next month?
□from one year away?99
PROVIDENT SAVERS
FROM DAY « DEPOSIT!
•Ye, Prudent Seven re PROVIDENT SAVERS I
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION FOR
SAVINGS ~
HUDSON COUNTY'S LARGEST MUTUAL HSI
BANK
%
PER ANNUM
NO 1 YEAR WAiTINGI
NO CERTIFICATES!
NO MINIMUMI
NO GIMMICKS!
Just good old
fashioned
dividends
Annually
• Washington and York Street!
• Communipaw and Pacific Avenues
• Bergen and Harrison Avenues
BANK BY MAlL—we pay postage both ways
Use this handy coupon to open an account today
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Pharmacist
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proicrlptiom for you.
NEWARK
lam A Gaor#a Martorana, Prop*.
Lltt PHARMACY
Ratabllihad ovar 30 yaara
Four Reglitarad I’harmaclata
Fran Delivery Open Every Day
From 9 a m to 11 p.m.
7t4 Mt. Proapact Avanua car.
Montclair Avanua
HU 3-4749 Nawark, N. J.
JERSEY CITY
~
VALENTI'S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI, Ree Phar.
Preanrlptlona Baby Nooda
Photo Dopt. Free Delivery
p. palrvli7SS Wait Side Avo law
Jersey City, TTY
_J PHONE. OB S-lOao
WESTFIELD
CENTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J. Cormolo, Roe. Phar.
Proacrtptlona Carefully
Compounded
Druse Parfumea Coametlca
Slok Room Supplies
Sl4 Central Ave„ WEatfleld M4IE
NUTLEY
BAY DRUOS CO.
James Rlcclo, Roe. Phar.
Baby Nooda
Prescriptions Promptly PlUed
«At# Druse end Coametlca
*t» Pranklln Avo. NOrth 7-140!
WHEN YOU WANT
FLOWERS CALL:
HANOVER FLORAL CO.
Compltt* CiKHtiry Sarvlc*
41 ltldi«d«li An. H*nav*r
TUctur 7-0105
PRINTING
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7t CUNTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArket 3-2821
InTime ofNeed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful andunderstandingservice is inaccord with
thetraditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK: TE 6-0202
BOGOTA: HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY t SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbard 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J,
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATla* 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
| tssixcokht7~
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelienbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROE AHR 8 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2 6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
PLymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILUAM J. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
CORNY l CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
l. V. MULLIN 8 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
CORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUDSON COUNTY
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
JAMES A. McIAUOHUN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfleld 3-2266
WILUAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderson 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfleld 9-1455
OLdfleld 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
Mentis COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk,
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
BERMINOHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N.J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
CORNY & CORNY
MORTUARY .
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
UNION COUNTY
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-6664
For listing in this section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
VATICAN PANORAMA -Frances Nardone and Paula Hart, pupils of St. Catherine of
Siena School, Boston, look over a photographic panorama of 'Vatican City.' The photo-
graph was presented to the school by Rev . F. Gerard Shea, pastor of St. Catherine's,
as avisual aid for studies about the upcoming Second Vatican Council.
LOOKING UP - The fifth graders at St. Aloysius, Caldwell’ take great pride in thefact that their classroom patron is St. Aloysius, patron saint of youth. One of the way.
2£#n *, b -r°, trer •* ft *. ,ud>; ut ° f ,h * • ain, ‘ ° nd ,r >- ° nd *.m.Peter Winnicki, (above right) is placing the statue in its case at the front of the roomwhile Christopher Comer and Vince Busby (center) work on flowers to honor him
Have You
Read ...?
The following questions are
based, on articles that appear
in tbit week’s issue of The
Advocate. The answers are
Printed below with the page
number of the article.
1. Who is visiting in Orange
this week?
(a) The Maronite Patriarch
(b) President Kennedy
(c) Governor Hughes
3. How many Church Fathers
■will be at the Second Vati-
can Council?
(a) about 500
(b) about 2,000
(c) about 2,500
>. Final plans have been an-
nounced for the new arch-
diocesan high school in
(a) Scotch Plains
(b) Paramus
(c) Verona
4. The mission program at
Marylawn, South Orange,
this year is centered on
(a) Oxford, Miss.
(b) Latin America
(c) Africa
•SI **”4 ‘iq)-y
•I •*”* '(<?)•« !l •ifd
•1 ‘('W -SVEriiSNV
Saturday Study
For Savio Officers
NEW ROCHELLE - The St.
Dominic Savio Classroom
Club, with headquarters here,
has announced a series of of-
ficers’ workshops to be held on
the Saturdays of October and
November at Camp Savio,
West Milford.
Conducted by the club staff,
the workshops will aim at
teaching the new officers—all
grade school students—how to
organize and run the clubs and
activities.
Thirty officers from New
York, New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania are expected each
week accompanied by parents
and moderators. The highlight
of the program will be the of-
ficers’ installation ceremony.
Essex Girl Takes
Religious Vows
CEDAR GROVE - Sister
John Mary, the former Mary
Catherine Grant, pronounced
temporary vows at the Reli-
gious Sisters of Mercy Novi-
tiate, Detroit. The daughterof
Mr. and Mrs. John Grant of
Cedar Grove, she entered the
convent Sept. 7, 1959,
She is a graduate of Immac-
ulate Conception High School,
Montclair.
AlumnaeLeader
PURCHASE, N. Y. - Mrs.
Peter X. Finncrty of Spring-
field has been named to the
board of directors of the Man-
hattanville College Alumnae
Association.
Look! Great Men
Are Needed Today
By JUNE DWYER
When you read the papers
about the riots in Mississippi
and the troubles of enrolling a
Negro in the university there,
what do you think?
The situation that has come
to life so dramatically in the
last months in Oxford can be a
real eye-opener for young stu-
dents who take a good look.
WE ALL KNOW the ques-
tion of- equal rights has only
one answer—but this is a ques-
tion of many more things.
For one thing, it is a question
of “can riots and mobs get out
of hand in America?”
We have been told that com-
munism’s big weapon is inci-
ting one group against another.
Now do you believe that it Is
possible? Now can you see
that people can care so much
about something—even when
they are wrong—that they can
be driven to violence?
IT IS A QUESTION of "are
there great men in our day
and age?" There have to be if
we are going to solve this and
the millions of other problems
each day brings.
The European newspapers
have said the Mississippi situ-
ation is the worst crisis in
American life since the Civil
War. If this is true, boys of
yesterday must be Lincolns of
today. If this is true, you boys
of'today may face as difficult
problems in another tomorrow.
IT IS A QUESTION of try-
ing to understand the other
person’s view so violence can
be prevented. It is also a ques-
tion of believing in equality—-
but not mediocrity; of believ-
ing in compromise but not a
sacrifice of principle.
It is a question of digging
back into your history books
and facing the facts. Reading
of the battles between the first
states on religious grounds,
learning of the differences be-
tween the farmer and the cat-
tlemen in the west, trying to
understand both sides of the
wars between the Indian and
the white man, studying the
Monroe Doctrine, discovering
why the amendments to the
Constitution were written.
TRY NOT to turn away from
the pictures shown from Miss-
issippi as if the issue is a dead
one. It is not. How should it be
solved? How would you feel if
you were the Negro seeking
admission—or the southerners
who have been raised to feel
that they must protect their
heritage?
This is not Mississippi’s
story it is America's. It is
another chapter in the life of
the growing giant of a land
that has set the highest prin-
ciples for its guides and must
be proud that it is continually
trying to live up to them.
NO, WE ARE not perfect—-
but thank God that our history
and daily news tell us that we
keep trying to give each and
every man in our land the op-
portunities and responsibilities
of freedom.
We may have to fight our-
selves to do it but, thank God,
America still has the courage
to keep trying.
Study her history; , under-
stand her people; be her lead-
ers.
Women
Will Meet
In Elizabeth
SUMMIT - The Unlon-Eliza-
beth District Council of Cath-
olic Women will meet for the
first time this season at St.
Patrick’s, Elizabeth, Oct. 11
at S p,m.
A card party and luncheon
to be sponsored by the coun-
cil Oct. 31 at 12:30 in Alt-
man's, Short Hills, will be the
main point of business. Mrs.
Dennis Wilson, Elizabeth, and
Mrs. Michael Furiness, Union,
are the chairmen.
MRS. CHARLES Bcrru,
president, also announced dis-
trict committee heads: Mrs.
Anthony Saporito, Elizabeth,
organization and development;
Mrs. Harry Hasson, Union, so-
cial action; Mrs. Stanley
Franey, Elizabeth, discussion
clubs;
Also Mrs. George C. Cleary,
Elizabeth, spiritual develop-
ment; Mrs. Arthur Lange,
Summit, public relations, and
Mrs. Edgar Geiger, Elizabeth,
safety.
English Just
Doesn't Add Up
LIMA, Peru In the
Maryknoll parish school of
San Rosa here the students
are taught in both Spanish
and English.
"In their native tongue
they do well but in English,
of course, they sometimes
get confused," says ,‘Rev.
Richard L. Clifford, MJd.,
of Spokane. Wash.
"One little girl, for in-
stance, handed in her arith-
metic paper on which she
boldly declared, in English
that two plus two are five.
Apparently she recognized
her mistake immediately,
for when questioned about
it, she answered promptly:
"In Spanish, two plus two
are four!"
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or Auxiliary of St. Mary'. Hospital, Orange, presented a56,200 check to Sister Georgiana, O.S.F., who left the hospital as administrator with her
community last week. The gift represented $4,000 from the Auxiliary and $2,200
"? ™ !"• h °*P'»al guild, which joined the auxiliary last June. The women had pledged
55,000 for hospital equipment. Mrs. Fred R. Hasney, reelected president, is left with
other principals in usual order-Sister Georgiana, Mrs. J. Frederick Campbell and Mrs.
James Stanziale, fund chairmen.
Sisters Win Medals
OfFreedom Foundation
VALLEY FORGE, Pa.
Two North Jersey Sisters have
been honored by the Freedom
Foundation here for helping
"produce a better understand-
ing and appreciation of the
American way of life."
Sister M. Doris Ann, O.P. of
St. Mary’s High School,
Rutherford, was honored for
her work in forensics and the
yearbook (Lumen) while at
Mt. St. Dominic Academy,
Caldwell, last year. Sister
Mary Inviolate, C.S.S.F., of
Sacred Heart, Irvington,
achieved recognition for re-
sults with her civics club and
in national patriotic essay
contests.
AN ENGLISH teacher, Sif-
ter Doris Ann coached stu-
dents for speeches on America
and patriotism. Included War
Toni Lee Cerulli who placed
third in the state American
Legion contest with her talk
on "The Sounds of Freedom.”
Sister Mary InviolaU, Who
has taught eighth grade or
high school in New Jersey,
Maryland, Massachusetts and
California, has encouraged her
students to fight communism
by word and essays, to learn
government by visiting of-
ficials, and to remind their
parents to vote and to be good
citizens.
WHILE in California, Sister
Mary Inviolata was guide for
a student who won second
place in a national history es-
say contest.
Recipients of the award are
nominated by the public and
selected by a Jury composed
of state supreme court Justices
and national heads of patrio-
tic, veterans' and service club
organizations.
From Children
Asa farewell gift to
Archbishop Boland, who left
Sept. 27 for the Second Vat-
ican Council in Rome, the
students and faculty of the
archdiocese sent a spiritual
bouquet of 150,000 Masses,
Communions, Rosaries and
visits to the Blessed Sacra-
ment.
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Young Advocate Club
Fall Art Contest
SENIORS: (Boyi and girls from the fifth through the
eighth grades) Make a party favor for any occasion. Favors
may not be larger than 12 inches square and may notcontain food.
..
(Boys >nd girls *rom th « kindergarten
through the fourth grades) Draw a picture of your favorite
saint.
NA **E
.. GRADE
ADDRESS ' '
SCHOOL
TEACHER
TOWN
□ I am a member □ I would like to join i
RULES
(a) Entries should be sent to June V. Dwyer
Young Advocate Club. 31 Clinton St., Newark 2. N j’
(b) All entries must be mailed by Wednesday, Oct. 24.
(C) Your entry makes you a member ol the Young
Advocate Club.
(and) Prizes of $5, $3 and $2 will be awarded in each
division.
(e) Each entry must be accompanied by this coupon
or by a copy of it.
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out.
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SMASHING
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Ift a brand new season and East Coast's Finished
Basements are as NEW and thrillingas the new season
itself! Mogmficient NEW Hardwood Paneling!.,. stun-
ning NEW acoustical Ceiling Tiles! . . . beautiful NEW
F,oor Tiles! AND the Prices are LOWER-vet,
LOWER than ever before! Come in to our Showroom
or phono for homo reprosentativo-you are not order-
mg a Finished Basement - you're merely requesting
moro information! DO IT TODAY!
INCLUDED!
BAR AND
STUDY DESK
tacUdtd with story
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Attic and Basement Cos. Inc.
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IiMX A Central N.J.
In Morris County
In Union County
Monmouth County
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34-17 BROADWAY (ROUTE 4)
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
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Open Daily From 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
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NCCW Urges Rosary
As Link to Council
WASHINGTON (NC) —' Millions of Catholic women across
the nation are expected to recite the Rosary fend offer prayers
on Oct. 11 the day the Second Vatican Council opens.
Mrs. Arthur L. Zepf, president of the National Council of
Catholic Women, requested the prayers for the success of the
council in a special appeal to members of the 14,000 organiza-
tions affiliated with the NCCW.
MRS ZEPF emphasized: “The Rosary is a powerful means
of uniting families, communities and nationals in the Mystical
Body of Christ” and reminded it was recommended by Pope
Leo XIII as “by far the best prayer by which to plead before
Mary the cause of our separated brethren.”
The NCCW president also recalled that Oct. 11 is the Feast
of the Motherhood of Mary, which was defined at the Council
of Ephesus in 431. Mrs. Zepf said: “It seems fitting, then, that
we Catholic women of the 20th century should double our pray-
ers through the recitation of the Rosary—not only for the suc-
cess of the ecumenical council but also for the return of the
separated church.”
Union Names
New Chairmen
WESTFIELD Mra. Walter
J. Lamb, president of the Un-
ion-Westfield District Council
of Catholic Women, at a re-
cent meeting at Holy Trinity
High School here, named Mrs.
Warren Brannon of Fanwood
as district home and school
chairman and Mrs. John Ma-
lina, Scotch Plains, as corres-
ponding secretary.
The next open meeting will
be held at St. Theresa's, Lin-
den, Nov. 29. It will center on
public relations.
Trinity Freshmen
Include 15 Jerseyans
WASHINGTON - Fifteen
North Jersey girls are among
the 165 in the freshman class
at TVinlty College here.
North Jersey Date Book
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THURSDAY, OCT. 4
St. Mary’s Orphanage Guild, Newark — Lunch-
eon-bridge-fashion ahow, Chanticler, Millburn,
12:30; Mrs. Norman Foran, East Orange,
Mrs. Sylvester McMahon, Newark, chairmen.
FRIDAY, OCT. 5
Essex-Suburban District Council of Catholic
Women — Holy Hour, 8 p.m., St. Joseph’s,
Maplewood; meeting following in school hall.
St. Michael’s Hospital Guild, Newark — Meet-
ing, 10 a.m., hospital sewing room.
Sacred Heart Junior Rosary, Irvington — Meet-
ing, auditorium, following evening Mass.
MarylawnAlumnae, South Orange — Evening of
recollection and study, 7:30, Marylawn; Rev.
Edwin V. Sullivan, alumnpe chaplain, modera-
tor. Mrs. James Mulchay, Short Hills, Eileen
Burke, South Orange, chairmen.
SATURDAY, OCT. •
Our Lady of Sorrows Rosary, South Orange —
Mass, 8:45; breakfast, gym. Abbot Charles
V. Coriston, O.S.B., St. Paul’s Abbey, Newton,
speaker; Mrs. Joseph B. Moore, chairman.
Seton Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry
Woman’s Guild — Carnation dinner-dance, 7
p.m., Chanticler, Millburn; Mrs. George C.
Parell, chairman.
New Rochelle College, Garden State Alumnae—
Day of recollection, Marylawn,South Orange;
Rev. Edwin V. Sullivan, Marylawn chaplain,
retreat master. Mrs. Paul Eichorh, Convent,
chairman.
St. Vincent’s Women’s Societies, Madison —
Mass, 10 a.m.; brunch, auditorium. Frank
Pavis, AID executive, speaker; Mrs. John
Parker, Mrs. Paul Dimock, chairmen.
Chestnut Hill College, Essex Alumnae — Lunch-
eon, 12:30, Stouffer’s, Short Hills; Rosemary
Amberg, Newark, Catherine O’Flaherty,
Union, chairmen.
SUNDAY, OCT. 7
St. Aloysius Rosary, Caldwell — Mass, 8 a.m.;
breakfast, Robin Hood Inn, Clifton. Rev.
Charles ( A. Reilly, parishoner recently re-
turned from studies in Rome, speaker; Mrs.
William A. Callahan, Mrs. Donald Hummell,
chairmen.
Our Lady of Mercy Rosary, Whippany — Mass,
8 a.m.; breakfast, auditorium. Rev. Hubert
Woods, O.F.M., St. Anthony’s Guild director,
Paterson, speaker; Mrs. Agnes Fritze, Mrs.
Eleanor Zalle, chairmen.
St. Therese’s Rosary, Paterson — Meeting, 2:30;
devotions, 4 p.m.
Our Lady of Lourdes Rosary, West Orange —
Maw, 8 a.m., breakfast, The Rock, West Or-
ange. Rev. Owen I. Beatty, O.P., St. Antonin-
us, Newark, speaker; Mrs. Nicholas Carroll,
chairman.
Holy Name Rosary, East Orange — Mass, 7:30
a.m.; breakfast, Crystal Lake Casino, West
Orange. i ■
St. Mary’s Rosary, Pompton Lakes — Recep-
tion, 7:30; supper, hall.
Madonna Rosary, Fort Lee — Mass, 8 a.m.;
breakfast, cafeteria.'
St. Paul’s Rosary, Jersey City — Mass, 8 a.m.;
breakfast, auditorium; Mrs. Helen Boturla,
chairman.
St. Joseph’s Altar and Scapular Confraternity,
Bogota — Fiftieth anniversary breakfast, 9
a.m., Swiss Chalet, Rochelle Park; Sister
Vincent M. de Paul, St. Joseph’s Village,
Rockleigh, speaker.
8t. Philip the Apostle Rosary, Saddle Brook —
Mass, 8 a.m.; breakfast, Horn A Hardart’s,
Paramus.
St. Elizabeth of Hungary Rosary, Linden
Mass, 8 a.m.; breakfast, auditorium. Dr. Mar-
garet Starkey, assistant English professor,
, Brooklyn College, speaker; Mrs. John Coker,
chairman.
St. Thomas Apostle Rosary, Bloomfield — In-
vestiture, 3 p.m., church; reception following.
St. John Nepomucene Rosary, Guttenberg —
Mass, 7:30; breakfast, parish hsll (tenth an-
niversary). Sister Mary Benedict, Mt. Alverno,
Warwick, N. Y„ speaker. Investiture, 3 p.m.
Holy Trinity Rosary, Westfield — Mass, 7 a.m.;
breakfast, Scotch Plains Country Club. Rev.
Louis J. McCue, C.P., Springfield, Mass., as-
sociate director of “The Hour of the Cruci-
fied,” speaker.
Sacred Heart Cathedral Rosary, Newark—Mass,
9 a.m., mother-daughter breakfast, Thomm’s,
Newark. Mrs. Francis Cianci, chairman.
St. Rose of Lima Rosary, Newark — Mass, 8
a.m.; breakfast, Robert Treat Hotel, Newark.
Brother Francis I. Offer, F.S.C.H., Essex
Catholic High School principal, and Josephine
Hutchinson, South Orange, spoakers; Mrs.
James Ruddy, Mrs-' Karl Jaeger, chairmen.
Holy Trinity Mothers Guild, Hackensack—Cake
sale after Masses; Mrs. Oliver Tuite, chair-
man. Proceeds to school fund.
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Guild, Clifton — Cake
sale after Masses; Mrs. William Bondinell,
Mrs. Louise Calabrese, chairmen.
Court Queen of Universe, CDA — Mass, 9 p.m.,
St. Charles Borromco; breakfast, auditorium.
Rev. Paul J, Hayes, assistant director Arch-
diocesan Legion of Decency, speaker.
St. Raphael’s Rosary, Livingston — Mass, 8
a.m.; -first breakfast. Rock Spring Corral,
West Orange. Rev. Francis R. IxiBianco, di-
rector of special education, speaker; Mrs.
Lawrence Adrian, chairman. Mrs. Richard
Fitzsimmons, toastmaster; Mrs. Thomas Vas-
sallo, soloist.
St. Mary’s Rosary, Pompton Lakes — Recep-
tion, 7:30; supper following, parish hall. Rev.
Robert Gabel, O.F.M., Sienna College, Lou-
donsvillc, N. V., speaker.
8t. John’s Rosary, Orange — Mass, 8 a.m.;
breakfast, school hall. Rev. Alexander F.
Sokolich, Seton Hall University faculty,'sneak-
er; Rev. Thomas K. Burke, pastor of\St;
John’s, toastmaster.
St. Genevleve’a Rosary, Elizabeth - Maas, 8
a.m.; breakfast, Winfield Sc6tt Hotel, Eliza-
beth. Rev. Aidan C. McMuUen, S.J., St.
Peter’s College faculty, speaker; Mrs. Arthur
D. Sullivan, Mrs. William Cowen, chairmen.
Blessed Sacrament Rosary, Newark Mass,
9 a.m.; breakfast, church basement. Rev.
Carl Roeach, 0.5.8., Delbarton Schools, Mor-
ristown, speaker.
St, Caaalan’a Women’s Auxiliary, Upper Mont-
— Maas, 8 a.m.; breakfast, auditorium.
Rev. William J. Daly, Seton HaU Prep, South
Orange, speaker; Mrs. John Hughes, chair-
man.
Sa. Peter and Paul Rosary, Hoboken - Mass,
9 a.m.; breakfast, parish social center. Prof.
Charles Reitmeyer, St. Peter’s College, Jersey
City; Theresa Healy, chairman. Reception of
members, 3:30.
St Philip’s Rosary, Clifton - Mass, 7:30 a.m.*
breakfast, auditorium. Dr. Mary A. Gunn,
Boston University Graduate School faculty,
speaker; Mrs. John Bednarz, chairman.
St. Paul’a Junior Rosary, Irvington Mass,
8:30; breakfast, auditorium. Rev. Charles R.
Callahan, St. Paul’s, Irvington, and noted
sodality leader, speaker; Mrs. Edward
Wojcik, chairman.
Assumption Rosary, Morristown Mass, 7:30;
reception of members, 4 p.m. Tea following
reception.
St. Paul of; the Cross Rosary, Jersey City
Mass, 8 fc.m.; breakfast, auditorium. Rev.
Frederick M. Eid, Rev. John J. Landers and
Rev. Vincent J. Prestera, volunteera for Holy
Famlfy parish, Comayaguela, Honduras,
speakers; Mrs. William Boturla, chairman.
Our Lady of the Lake Rosary, Verona Mass,
8 a.m.; breakfast. Bow and Arrow Manor,
West Orange. Rev. John E. O'Brien, Seton
HaU University College execuUve dean, New-
ark, speaker; Mrs. John McDonald, chairman.
St. Andrew’s Rosary, Clifton Mass, 7:30;
breakfast, school cafeteria. Rev. Richard
Rento, St. Mary's Hospital chaplain, Passaic,
speaker; Mrs. William Parkinson, chairman.
Immaculate Conception Rosary, Montclair -
BJjplntJf rosea, S p.m.; followed by meet-
ing and supper. Mrs. Richard Jones, chair-
man.
MONDAY, OCT. 8
St. Anastasia’s Third Order of Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel, Teaneck Meeting and renewal of
consecration, 8 p.m.
St Leo’s Rosary, Irvington Investiture, 8
p.m., novena; meeting following. Mrs. John
Bergen, Mrs. Ernest Wendell, chairmen.
St. Andrew’s Rosary, Clifton - Meeting in cafe-
teria after devotions.
Our Lady of the Lake Rosary, Verona Re-
ception of members, following novena-
meeting.
St. Peter’s Rosary, River Edge Investiture
and blessing of roses, 8 p.m., church; meet-
inf, gym.
TUEBDAY. OCT. 9
Sacred Heart Rosary, Jersey City Meeting.
8:15, parish hall.
St. Rose College, New Jersey Alumnae Meet-
ing, 8:30, home of Mrs. Joseph F. Giamartino,
Fairlawn; making favors for All Souls
Hospital, Morristown.
Essex CathoUc High School Mothers’ Club
Meeting, 8:30; WiUiam J. Ford, Trenton,
speaker on driver education.
Court St. Mary’s, CDA - Meeting, 8:30, St.
Mary’s, Dumont.
a’Kempls Meeting, 2:15, Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark.
Court Sancta Marie, CDA - Meeting, 8 p.m.,
K of C Home, Belleville; Mrs. A. F. Moro,
chairman.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 18
Passalc-Clirton District Council of Catholic Wo-
men - Fashion show, St. Michael's auditor-
ium, Passaic, 8:30; Mrs. Joseph D’Arco,
chairman.
Bergen-Paramus District CouncU of Catholic
Women Evening of recollection, Our Lady
of Good Counsel, Washington Township, 8 p.m.;
■ Rev. Edward D. Hennessy, chaplain Jersey
City Medical Center, speaker.
THURSDAY, OCT. 11
Catholic Women’s College Club Meeting, 8:15,
East Orange Women’s Club; John Almquist,
Montclair State College faculty, speaking on
modern music.
Seton Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry
Woman’s Guild Meeting, dormitory build-
ing, Seton Hall University, South Orange,
12:30; Rev. William N. Field, moderator, will
review a book.
St. Vincent’s Hospital Auxiliary, Montclair
Volunteers tea, home of Mrs. John J. Harris,
president, Upper Montclair, 3-5 p.m.; Mrs.
Thomas C. Butler, Mrs. Eric M. Butler, chair-
men.
FRIDAY, OCT. 12
St. Catherine’s Rosary, Glen Rock Dessert-
bridge, fashion show, 8 p.m., auditorium.
SATURDAY. OCT. 13
St. Mary’s College (Notre Dame), North Jersey
Alumnae Founder’s day dinner, home of
Mra. Charles Wulfhurst, Glen Rock, 8 p.m.;
Mrs. Richard Heaney, West Orange, Mrs.
George Harig, Madison, chairmen.
.SUNDAY, OCT. 14
St. Mary’s Hospital, School of Nursing Alumnae,
Passaic Mass, 9 a.m., hospital chapel;
breakfast, Itobin Hood Inn, Clifton. Rev.
Richard G. Rento, chaplain, celebrant; Leon-
arda Mazza, chairman.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17
Marylawn Mothers’ Club, South Orange
Luncheon-bridge-fashion show,/Chanticler,
Millburn, noon.
Our Lady of Mercy Rosary, Whippany White
elephant add clothing sale, (Oct. 17, 7-9 p.m.
p<Oct.'lB, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.), auditorium; Mrs.Michael Burger, chairman.
PATERSON REVIEW-Mrs. Thomas W. Reilly, reelected president of the Paterson Dio-
cesan Council of Catholic Women at the convention Sept. 25, acted as exhibit guidefor Bishop McNulty and Msgr. John J. Shanley, moderator. The exhibit above is of work
for the Holy Father’s Store Room.
'God Decided to Leave
Me Here' for 100 Years
NEWARK Anna Theresa
Moore, now staying at the
Little Sisters of the Poor Home
here, spoke of a State St. home
that sounded better placed in
Galway, a family of six broth-
ers and three sisters, and a
life like a "wood-violet” as she
approached her 100th birthday.
Messages had been arriving
from dignatarics, the old folks
were making surprise gifts
and Mayor Hugh Addonizlo of
Newark had promised to be on
hand Oct. 3 for the occasion.
"I don’t know why everyone
is going to all of-this fuss,"
she said. "Other have been
here so much longer and de-
serve so much more attention.
After all, I didn’t have any-
thing to do with it, God just
decided to leave me here."
ANNA'S PARENTS came
from Ireland in 1849 A carpen-
ter and cabinet maker, Mi-
chael built the family home
where Anna was born as the
eighth child and where she
lived for 88 years.
Anna moved to a home in
East Orange until Januarv
when she came to the Little
Sisters "because they thought
I was starting to get old.”
ANNA MOORE is so keen
that she can recall her teacher
warning her to "mortify your-
self” when she asked for a
drink as a child. She also re-
members Bishop James Bay-
ley, first Bishop of Newark,
giving her First Holy Com-
munion at St. Patrick’* here.
Anna is well watched out for
by her many nieces and neph-
ews and has a special spot in
her heart for William Meliio, a
seminarian who visited the
Little Sisters this summer.
“I pray for him every day,”
she said, "and he promised
that he will pray for me."
CELEBRITY Sister Mary Rose of the Little Sitter* of the
Poor Home, Newark, takes special care of Anna Theresa
Moore who celebrated her 100th birthday Oct. 3. Con-
gratulatory mail included messages from President Ken-
nedy and Governor Hughes and a Papal Blessing.
Paterson Officers
PATERSON Our deadline
was too early last week to
give the new officers of the
Paterson Diocesan Council of
Catholic Women elected at
the Sept. 25 convention.
Reelected to office were:
Mrs. Thomas W. Reilly, But-
ler, president; Mrs. Cornelius
Murphy,Hawthorne, recording
Secretary, and Mrs. Henry
Shanley, Clifton, treasurer.
Anne Glennon, Paterson, will
continue as the appointed cor-
responding secretary.
Directors at large are: Mrs.
Alex Mastrobatlsta, Morris-
town District; Mrs. George
Fisher, Mrs. Frank Satis,
Boonton-Dover; Mrs. Arthur
Moore, Mrs. Murphy, Pater-
son-Hawthorae; Mrs. Reilly
and Mrs. Howard Burck, But-
ler.
Sisters Who Sang Along
With Mitch Due Here
PASSAIC - Mitch Miller’s
Singing Sisters are coming to
New Jersey Oct. 7. They will
be at Pope Pius High School
at 2:30.
Sixty-five Dominican Sisters
of Newburgh, N. Y., formed a
chorus with the professional
and financial aupport of tho
famed conductor. The idea
was to make a record which
would help finance the new
Mt. St. Mary College (New-
burgh) and the novitiate build-
ings also under construction
there.
THE SISTERS cut their rec-
ord In New York Aug. 12. The
concert in Passaic will be the
first of four intended for the
friends of the community.
The record will be available
for the first time at the Pas-
saic concert.
AMONG THE songs included
in both the recording and the
concert are: “Seventy-Six
Trombones,” "La Mcr,” “I
Believe,” “One World,”
"You’ll Never Walk Alone,”
and an original written for the
group by Leo Tellep, compos-
er.
Sister Jeanne d’Arc, former
choral director of Pope Piu*
High School, directs the Sis-
ters.
Elizabeth Retreat Day
For Benedictine Graders
ELIZABETH Vocation
clubs, from schools staffed
by the Benedictine Sisters of
Elizabeth, will participate in
a day of recollection at Bene-
dictine Academy here Oct. 6.
The clubs are comprised of
seventh and eighth grade
girls, who will be accom-
panied by moderators.
The morning session at 9
a.m. will feature Rev. Colum-
ba Rafferty, 0.5.8., St. Eliz-
abelh’s, Linden, and Sister
Germaine, 0.5.8., of Bene-
dictine.
ALSO SCHEDULED are a
holy hour, a visit to Mother
Cornelia, superior general, at
the motherhoiise across from
the academy; and return talks
by the speakers. The pro-
gram will end about 3:30.
Sister Jacinta, St. Bene-
dict's, Newark, and Sister
Theresa Rene, St. Henry’s,
Bayonne, are chairmen.
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GoldenKnights
Split 2 Events
Over Weekend
NEWARK After splitting a
pair of contests last weekend,
the Blessed Sacrament CYO
Golden Knights will spend the
next couple of weeks prepar-
ing for a drum and bugle corps
contest Oct. 21 at Kearny.
The Golden Knights were
runners-up to the Garfield
Cadets by an 88.53 to 87.55
score Sept. 29 at Randalls Is-
land Stadium, New York. But,
they rebounded the following
afternoon to defeat Garfield,
88.50 to 87.46, at Roosevelt
Stadium, Union City.
In the Sept. 30 event, St.
Patrick’s Cadets (Jersey City)
and St. Lucy’s (Newark) were
seventh and ninth, respective-
DEPARTURE GIFT-Sister M. Martha and Immaculate Heart Academy students last week
presented a spiritual bouquet to Archbishop Boland prior to his departure for Rome.Left to right are Mary Ethel Harvey, Archbishop Boland, Carol Torsello and Regina Habb.
Youth
Calendar
News of events of interest
to young people will be print-
ed in the column if received
by noon Monday the week of
Publication. A 10-day period
will be covered by the listing.
THURSDAY, OCT. 4
Marylawn of the Oranges
(South Orange) Mission ba-
zaar in auditorium, 5 to 10
p.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 5
Lacordaire (Montclair)
First social in new school
building with students from St.
Benedict’s Prep 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, OCT. 7
St. Rose of Lima Imperial
Lancers (Newark) drum and
bugle corps, Pulaski Day par-
ade, New York City.
Vocation Notes
More About
That Medal
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
For a long time reports have been telling us that, out of
15 boys who enter first high in a minor seminary, only one
will become a priest. More recent reports show that, of every
class entering a major seminary third year college
only half will be ordained to the priesthood.
A mother-general of a large community reported recently
that only 42 were professed as Sisters from a class of 75
which entered only two years before. And always raising its
ugly head is the report, with foundation in fact, that 99% of
all vocations to the priesthood and religious life are lost
With figures like that to contend with it would seem thatfor a boy with a vocation to the priesthood or Brotherhood
to become a priest or Brother, and for a girl with a vocation
to the Sisterhood to become a Sister, something like a miraclewould be necessary.
• • O
SOUTHING LIKE a MIRACLE is in order, perhaps
we should keep stressing the use of the Miraculous Medal.
When Mary gave it to St. Catherine Labourc, she did not give
it a name. People gave it the name “Miraculous Medal’’
because so many miracles were worked through it. We know
it was mstrumcntal in making a priest out of the Jewish in-
fidel, Alphonse Ratisbonne.
0 0 0
WE REMEMBER TOO THAT WHEN the design was firstshown to Sister Catherine Laboure, Mary said: “Have amedal struck according to this model. All who wear it, whenindulgenced, will receive great graces, especially if they
nrar'J f/T/ “S Deek - Thcre W,U be “ abundance ofgrace* for those who wear it with confidence/* "There will
of
e thLabUn « anC £ ? £, graCCS • • •”> Graccs - •" abundance
Godfo cMllna TnVh
* by boy * ,nd Kiris whom
Uod Js calling to the priesthood or to religious life
.o o m
SISTER CATHERINE LABOURE, to whom Mary gavethe Miraculous Medal, was a Sister of Charity. A lew years
ago a survey showed that the Sisters of Charity had moremembers than any other religious community in the world
Jfh th
6 25 of . them throughout the world. Could oneof t e reasons have been the Miraculous Medal?
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong StMary s, Elizabeth, N. J. Telephone: EL 2-5154.
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John P. McHugh DePaul hioK
School, Wayne. N. J. Telephone: OX 4 5759
Sh
Exiled Religious
Professes Vows
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(NC) A Cuban Sister of the
Sisters of St. Philip Neri,
exiled from her communist
controlled homeland, professed
her final vows in St. Jerome
Church here.
She made her vows before
Rev. Raymond Scully, pastor
of the parish where she has
been a member of the paro-
chial school faculty since last
year.
Sister Caridad is the eldest
of four children in her family,
all of whom arc in Cuba. For-
merly a teacher at the Good
Shepherd School and Our Lady
of Lourdes High School in
Havana, she joined the Sister-
hood seven years ago.
In Marylawn Program
Latin Amenta Takes Priority
SOUTH ORANGE Awareness of the
importance of Latin America as a mission
field is continuing to grow and students at
Marylawn of the Oranges have decided to
contribute to that growth.
In a departure from its usual program,
the school’s Mother Seton Mission Unit will
devote all its energies to Latin America dur-
ing the school year. In previous years, a dif-
ferent mission field was studied each month.
THE STARTING point for this plan will
be a mission bazaar Oct. 4 from 5 to 10 p.m.
in the school auditorium.
The group has also placed all of its work
under the patronage of Our Lady of Guada-
lupe. A statue-plaque of Our Lady of Guada-
lupe was presented to Sister Mary Cecilia,
the.principal, by Rosemarie Bresnahan, presi-
dent of the unit, to provide public honor for
their patroness.
“After the executive board agreed upon
this plan last month, a great spirit of enthu-
siasm caught the:students and the faculty,"
reports Sister Elizabeth Jose, moderator.
SO GREAT has been this enthusiasm that
the annual bazaar, which is normally a small
afternoon event, has been enlarged to the
evening program with a number of new fea-
tures. Highlights will include a spaghetti sup-
per, several sale booths and skill games.
Proceeds will be given to the Sisters of
Charity who will leave for Bolivia next year,
the three priests of the Newark Archdiocese
who will leave for Honduras and Rev. T. J.
Daily, a cousin of Rev. Edwin Sullivan, Mary-
lawn chaplain. Father Daily is in Lima, Peru.
THE GERM of this idea was planted dur-
ing the summer when members of the execu-
tive board attended the national convention
of the Catholic Students Mission Crusade at
Notre Dame University.
Latin America was stressed and the girls
returned with a desire to do their part in
alerting their classmates to the problems
there.
Weekly study clubs will be held in addi-
tion to a regular monthly meeting to which
guest speakers will be invited.
"The way that everyone has seemed to
catch the spark," Sister Elizabeth Jose com-
mented, "it appears that Our Lady of Guada-
lupe is pleased with our efforts.”
PRESENTATION—Miss Bresnahan
presents the plaque to Sitter Mary
Cecilia, principal.
Youth Corner
Revision Plan
For Youth Page
By ED WOODWARD
One warm summer morning
members of The Advocate
staff sat around a conference
table for their regular meet-
ing. Special topic revamp-
ing the youth page to make it
more interesting for teens.
There was no disagreement
on the need for a revision so
our discussion centered on
what should be offered.
“THE CALENDAR on the
women’s page has always
been a big favorite,” remarked
June Dwyer, the keeper of that
page, “why don't we start
something like that?”
“I think more frequent fea-
ture stories, highlighting some
outstanding youngster or a
program initiated by youth
would be appreciated,” chimed
in Anne Mae Buckley, our
feature editor.
News editor Ed Grant put
in a plug for Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine news, per-
taining to the students on high
school level.
OUR MANAGING editor, Jo-
seph R. Thomas, suggested a
column for teens only.
"It could feature notes on
interesting doings and new de-
velopments of interest to
young people," he pointed out,
“as well as quotes from school
and CYO papers, persona!
items on youngsters, the au-
thor's opinions on items of in-
terest to youth, recommended
books or movies, occasional
replies by youngsters to ques-
tions submitted by other young
people."
Now our theories on what
will interest you are being put
into practice with this issue.
We hope that our aim for our
new target will be true. You’re
the ones who’ll decide that.
You’ll also be the ones who’ll
make the new plan progress
by keeping us aware of what
is happening at your school.
We have compiled a list of
student representatives to give
us closer contact with each of
the schools. Through this im-
portant channel of information
we expect to receive much of
our news. , ,
HOW IS YOUR “all-media
literacy?"
One authority believes it
needs t 6 be developed and lie’s
ready with a plan to accom-
plish just that.
Rev. John Culkin, S. J., con-
sultant on films and television
to the National Catholic Edu-
cational Association, has urged
that the same product you see
on television or In your neigh-
borhood movie theater be
brought into the classroom.
No, he isn’t trying to have
the Late Show replace history
or French. He wants to see
developed the critical faculties
required for making intelligent
judgments about the creations
of the “image industries" that
occupy so large a part in
everyday life.
IF SCHOOLS are concerned
with their students being liter-
ate as regards printed materi-
al, he reasons, why not expand
the student's literacy to make
him or her “literate across the
board."
Father Culkin i>oints out
that the idea didn’t originate
with him, but with l’ope Pius
XII. The late Pontiff, in his
1957 encyclical Miranda
Prorsus on motion pictures,
radio and talcvision, com-
mended programs of film
study and said: “Wc desire
them to he Introduced into
every type of school, Catholic
action group and parish so-
ciety.”
Campus film festivals
such as the one in progress
at Seton Hall University
scattered programs of film
study at seminaries ahd the
prodding from Father Culkin
may be the wedges which will
eventually lead to film study
becoming integral parts of the
curriculum.
“All-media literacy," any-
one?
• • •
SPEAKING OF better un-
derstanding, students at Arch-
bishop Walsh High School wil)
have an opportunity to learn
more about social problems
Oct. 16. An all-day symposium,
entitled “Pursuit of Under-
standing: Social Problems in
American Democracy," will
be sponsored by the Irvington
Human Relations Council at
the school.
In the morning, the students
will hear two speakers. Fol-
lowing lunch, they will be div-
ided into groups for discus-
sions under special consul-
tants.
• • •
OCTOBER ANNUALLY
brings to mind the Rosary and
this year it also signals the
start of the Second Vatican
Council. Union County Catho-
lic High School —with its
doors open less than a month
has already started special
observance of both events.
Volunteers from the girls de-
partment will lead a daily
recitation of the Rosary for the
success of the council. Be-
sides prayer, the girls arc
planning other activities to
promote interest in tho coun-
cil.
A series of four lectures,
sponsored by the language arts
club, will be given by students
and daily reports will be made
by students serving as report-
ers.
Biddy Basketball
JERSEY CITY - The Hud-
son County CYO will begin
its second annual Outdoor Bid-
dy Basketball League Oct. 8
at the Montgomery St. courts.
Games will follow National
Biddy Basketball rules.
Catholics
Share Merit
Test Honors
NEWARK-A total of 22 stu-
dents from 13 North Jersey
Catholic high schools are
among those named semi-final-
ists in the 1962-63 National
Merit Scholarship competition.
Seton Hall topped five
schools with more than one
representative on the list of
344 New Jersey students an-
nounced last week. The South
Orange school has four sen-
iors, Thomas A. Durkin, An-
thony W. Novitsky, Stephen D.
Pett and Dale F. Swidek,
among the semi-finalists.
PLACING THREE apiece
among the semi-finalists were
St. Peter’s Prep with John 0.
Crowley, Bryan J. DuLaney
and Joseph J. Yuska and Ber-
gen Catholic with Louis C. Bal-
danza, Robert F. Cushman and
Gregory J. Szal.
Those with two semi-finalists
were DePaul, Rosemary Cam-
pagna and John F. Harvey,
and St. Benedict’s, John C.
Ogoralz and John W. Sasses.
The schools which had one
semi-finalist each arc listed
with the student as follows:
Marist, William F. Wilber; ML
St. Dominic Academy, Carol
A. Zusi; St. Luke’s, Elizabeth
G. Goetz; St. Aloysius Acad-
emy, Eileen M. Toomey; Don
Bosco, Timothy J. Coyle; Oak
Knoll, Jane E. Doblmaier;
St. Joseph’s (WNY), Robert J.
Cappa, and Holy Trinity, Wil-
liam J. Zaino.
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Big Seven
Surprise Elevens to Clash
ORANGE—The two biggest
surprises of the Big Seven
Conference, St. Luke’i (2-0)
and Our Lady of the Valley
(2-0), will collide here Oct. 5
at 8 p.m. in one of the fea-
ture games in that circuit this
weekend.
In the other games, DePaul
(2-0) will visit St. Mary’s
(0-2) and Immaculate Con-
ception (1-1) will be at Bay-
ley-EUard (0-2), both Oct. 1.
Oratory (0-2) will play an in-
dependent game at Morris-
town School Oct. 5 at 3:30
p.m.
EVEN THOUGH its ranks
were depleted by graduation
and other losaes, Our Lady of
the Valley has started the
season with back-to-back vic-
tories. The latest was a 12-0
triumph against St. Mary's
Sept. 30.
Since both wins came
against Big Seven foes, Val-
ley is alone on top of the con-
ference standings with St.
Luke’s, DePaul and Immacu-
late Conception deadlocked for
the next position with 1-0
each. A victory Friday would
keep Valley in front even if
DePaul and Immaculate tri-
umph.
But before the locals can
count anything in the win
column they’ll have to find
out just how strong the Lu-
cans have become. St. Luke’s
debuted in the league with a
26-0 rout of newcomer Ora-
tory Sept. 30.
VINCE BUCCELATO, the
St. Luke’s quarterback, is
both a passing and a running
threat, but it’s his passing
ability which will have Val-
ley on the alert. Tie Lucans
also outweigh Valley, another
factor in their favor.
St. Luke’s will be looking to
stop Bill Lanfrank, the Valley
speedster who has scored four
touchdowns in two games and
ranks as one of the outstand-
ing backs in the conference.
WHEN DEPAUL goes to
Rutherford Sunday, it will be
thinking first of keeping its
record unsullied and second
of avenging its lone 1961 loss.
The Gaels nipped the Wayne
school, 7-0, last year to deny
the Spartans an undefeated
season and the conference
crown.
Things appear different now,
however, with Jim Mulvihill
back in the DePaul lineup.
He scored once and set up
another TD as DePaul trim-
med Bayley-Ellard, 26-7, Sept.
30. Doug Schroeder, another
Spartan standout, will g|ve
St. Mary’s something else to
think about in the backfield.
St. Mary’s, which is minus
just about everyone from ita
fine 1961 squad, haa yet to
score in two conference
games, but Coach Nick Cutro
is bound to have his club up
for this big dash.
IMMACULATE Conception
•stepped into Parochial A com-
petition and found it a little
tough Sept. 30. The Lions
bowed, 21-6, to Queen of
Peace. Pat Quarto continued
to score for Immaculate, run-
ning across his team’a lone
tally and he’ll be the big
threat 'against Bayley-Ellard.
Although it lost by a three-
touchdown margin Bayley-El-
lard can’t be regarded lightly.
The Golden Bishops have a
fine fullback in Bob Devenzla.
Oratory will be trying to
snap a losing streak which
has now stretched to 13
games. Morristown School will
be after its second win of this
season. It also has a tie.
TNI STANOINOS
W L
O. L. Vallay S 0
DePaul 1 O
Immaculate 1 o
Bt. Luke’s 1 0
Bayley-Ellard 0 1
Oratory 0 3
St. Mary's 0 3
T-CCC
Final Warm-Up Contests Set
BAYONNE - In the final
warm-ups before they start
Tri-County Conference com-
petition, member teams will
play a variety of opposition
this weekend. Those games
will be launched Oct. 5 when
Pope Plus (1-1) visits City
Park Stadium here to meet
Marist (0-2) in a night con-
test.
Bergen Catholic (1-1) will
test neighborhood rival Para-
mus the following afternoon.
Don Bosco (1-0-1) will visit
Brooklyn Prep and Queen of
Peace (2-0) will entertain
Xavier Oct. 7.
RESULTS FOR the first two
weeks have strengthened the
opinions of those who expect
a possible four-way fight for
the championship, which has
been vacated by St. Cecilia’s.
Pope Pius took advantage of
a second chance to nip St.
Michael's, 7-6, for the Eagles’
initial victory Sept. 30. After
a point-after-touchdown at-
tempt was blocked, a penalty
gave Pope Plus another op-
portunity and it converted on
a run by Gerry Waller, who
also passed to Mike Boryczew-
ski for the TD.
Marist was blanked by Har-
rison, 38-0, in a game post-
poned until Oct. 1 by a rain-
storm last week.
In Paramus, Bergen Catho-
lic will be running up against
a strong Group IV team. The
Crusaders sparked by the
running and scoring of Dan
Fongaro broke into the win
column with a 20-0 triumph
against Essex Catholic Sept.
30.
DON BOSCO took its posi-
tion in the title picture with a
32-0 rout of Paterson Central.
The game was highlighted by
the play of Mickey Vaughn,
who had two touchdowns and
two extra-point kicks. One of
his TDs came on a 78-yard
punt return.
In Brooklyn Prep, the Dons
will be going against one of
the stronger New York teams.
Brooklyn, however, lost its
opening game to end a long
winning streak.
Filling in the gap caused by
the loss of St. Cecilia’s as a
foe, Queen of Peace selected
Xavier. The Queensmen have
shown a balanced attack thus
far in scoring two wins. They
stopped Immaculate Concep-
tion, 21-6, Sept. 30. The New
Yorkers bowed to always-pow-
erful Cardinal Hayes, 24-12, in
their most recent game.
Berra Honored
NEW YORK Yogi Berra,
the Montclair resident and
New York, Yankee star, was
one of three men honored re-
cently by the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews
for their contributions to
brotherhood and sports.
In Cross-Country
Bergen Catholic Aims for CYO Title
By ED GRANT
JERSEY CITY Bergen Catholic showed that it was ready
-to defend its Hudson County CYO invitation cross-country title
n)ct. 6 at Lincoln Park when its star harriers, Art Birkmeyer
and Dave Faherty, finished one-two in the second weekly
NJCTC development meet Sept. 29 at Warinanco Park.
The Crusaders will be up against a tough 30-team field in
the CYO meet, with the top challenges due to come from Seton
Hall, Essex Catholic, Newark South Side, East Orange, Rancocas
Valley, Kearny and Mountain Lakes. But Jim Sokoloski’s boys
appear equal to the test.
BERGEN WAS not even at full strength in its first ap-
pearance at an NJCTC meet this season, yet placed four boys
among the first 19 finishers in a strong field.
Among the runners led home by Birkmeyer and Faherty—-
wbo placed sixth and seventh at last year's CYO meet—were
both winners of last spring's major Catholic mile races in New
Jersey—Don Snyder of St. Peter's, the NJSIAA champ, and John
Bonder of Seton Hall, the NJCTC titlist.
Snyder led the pack Saturday until the last 200 yards when
Birkmeyer and Faherty swept past, the former hitting the finish
line in 13:06.4. Vadim Schaldenko of Seton Hall and Bill Blanch-
field of St. Luke’s also passed Snyder before the finish.
In 12th place for Bergen was A1 Roeich, while In 19th port-
tion was A1 Hall. Among the Cruaaders wbo misled this meet
was Gerry Mahle, the achool’a top half miler last apring, who ia
nursing an injury which will probably keep him out of action
until much later in the season.
SETON HALL, which was the class of the atate laat year,
is rebuilding this term, but the Pony Pirates aren't that far away
from championship class. Bill Persichetty had three boya in the
top 10 Saturday and another who placed aecond in the junior
varsity race.
The Individual winner of the CYO race will probably be
Steve Harris of Scotch Plains, who looks like the state's top
harrier for this year and for next year ai well, being only a
junior. Harris seems to outclass the field, which will also include
the two Bergen boys, Snyder, Schaldenko and Bonder, Blanch-
field and such public school standouts as Tom Leonard of
Kearny, Rod Lasher of Newark South Side, Milt Matthews of
Lakewood, Jack Pinckerton of Pascack Valley and Walt Beb of
Mountain Lakes.
Also on tap this Saturday is the annual N.Y.U. interscholas-
tic chase at Van Cortlandt Park, New York. This may draw
one or two of the NJCTC members, particularly for the junior
varsity races, but 13 are already committed to the CYO affair.
Among Independents
St. Benedict's, Essex to Inaugurate Series
NEWARK—The first in what
could develop into one of the
best series of games among
North Jersey Catholic school-
boy football teams will be
played here Oct. 7 when Es-
sex Catholic (0-1) visits St.
Benedict’s (1-1) at Benedict
Field.
While it may not offer the
promise of the keenest com-
petition of the year because
Essex Catholic is still green at
the sport, this game Is bound
to draw interest. When two
large boys schools in the
same city face each other,
sparks are bound to fly.
ST. MICHAEL’S (M) will
face Emerson under the
Roosevelt Stadium lights in
Union City Oct. 5 to open the
weekend for the independents.
St. Peter’s (0-2) will entertain
Snyder and Seton Hall (1-0-1)
will travel to the shore to face
Red Bank Catholic Oct. 7.
The remaining independents,
Delbarton (0-1) and Our Lady
of the Lake, will be idle. Del-
barton opened with a tough
13-7 loss to Peddle Sept. 29.
After putting on an offensive
show in its first outing, "St.
Benedict's was victimized by
Lawrenceville, 43-14, Sept. 29.
Collegiate rules regarding ex-
tra points were used, making
the score 40-13 under high
school rules.
It wouldn’t dc surprising to
see the Gray Bees return to
their high-scoring ways
led by scatback Ralph Lilore—-
against Essex Catholic. The
Falcons were blanked, 20-0, by
Bergen Catholic in their debut
Sept. 30.
ST. MICHAEL’S shouldn’t
have much trouble recovering
from its 7-6 loss to Pope Pius
when it tangles with Emerson,
which has split two games.
The Irish have a speedy team
which could run up another big
score.
For the second straight
week, Seton Hall employed
come-from-bchind tactics. TTiat
method produced a 14-7 win
against East Side Sept. 29 and
prepares the Pony Pirates for
a shot at their second win this
week.
Red Bank Catholic was
shut out, 19-0, by Red Bank in
its only game this season.
St. Peter’s will be trying to
shake loose from its poorest
start sinco 1954 when it also
dropped its first two games.
St. Joseph's (2-0), which will
be idle this weekend, posted an
impressive 28-0 triumph
against the Petreans for their
latest setback.
Mike Weinbrecht, the Blue
Jays' star end, hauled in three
touchdown passes to set the
pace in the first meeting be-
tween the two schools.
school
grid
slate
(Advocate stlcctiont In boldface)
•St. Luke's at O. L. Vsllav, S p m.
Oratory at Morriitown School. .1 p m.
Pope Plus at Mariat. 8 pm
St. Michael's at Kmorson. 8 p.m.
' Saturday, Oct. 8
Bergen Catholic at Paramut
Satan Hall at Rad Bank Catholic
Sunday, Oct. 7
•DaPaul at St. Mary's
•Immaculate at Bayley-Ellard
Don Botco at Brooklyn Prep
Eases Cathollo at St. Benedict's
Synder at St. Peter's
Xavier at Queen of Peace
•—Bl* Seven Conference
Results Last Week
Berien Catholic 20. Essex Catholic 0
Carteret 8chool 23. O. I,. Lake 7
DaPaul 28. Bayley-EUard 1
Don Boaco 32. Central 0
Harrison 38, Mariat 0
Lawrencevllle 43, St. Benedict's 14
O. L, Valley 12. St. Mary's 0
Peddle 13. Delbarton 7
Pope Plus 7. St. Michael's 8
Queen of Peace 21. Immaculate 8
St. Joseph's 28. St. Peter's 0
St. Luke's 28. Oratory 0
Baton Hall 14. East Ride 0
On the Mark
After selecting 11 winners
in 13 games last weekend.
The Advocate’s crystal ball
is anxiously awaiting an-
other shot at the football
predicting business. There
are 12 games coming up
this weekend.
Coupled with the first at-
tempt, the latest totals
give a season mark of 20
correct calls in 25 games—-
including ties as losses—-
for a respectable .800 av-
erage.
Jersey Harriers
PROVIDENCE, R. I.- Stan
Blejwas of Clark, a former
Holy Trinity High School star,
and Tom Zimmerman of Cran-
ford are among the boys wbo
will be running for Providence
College's cross-country team
Oct. 5 here against Holy Cross
College.
sports spot
The Question
by ed woodward
What was the first thought
which came to your mind
when you read that Mahwah
High School was placed on a
one-year probation by the
New Jersey State Interacbol-
astlc Athletic Association?
Did you ask yourself: "How
come St. Cecilia's gets suspen-
sion and Mahwah gets proba-
tion for what is apparently the
same violation?" That’s what
I wondered, too..
IS THERE AN explanation?
I decided to put the question
to James Growney, executive-
secretary of the NJSIAA.
"This (Mahwah's infraction)
is an entirely different situa-
tion,” Growney replied. "The
boys were doing the practic-
ing on their own. The coaches
denied knowing anything about
it. In the St. Cecilia’s case, the
coach was planning the (pre-
season) practice in June."
In imposing the penalty on
Mahwah, the NJSIAA execu-
tive committee said football
players had held two-hour
drills for a month before Sept.
1, the earliest practice date
under the by-laws, and the
school's athletic director had
given shoes to football players.
TAKING THESE facts at
face value, the only logical
conclusion is that the school of-
ficial distributed the shoes,
but he didn’t know to what
use they would be put.
If the NJSIAA accepts the
fact that there was no knowl-
edge on the part of the coach-
ing staff, then the only infrac-
tion committed by the school
was the issuance of shoes be-
fore Aug. 25.
REGARDING THE pre-sea-
son practice, the NJSIAA can
say that the boya practiced on
their own initiative or that
they were directed or encour-
aged by the coaches.
If the first position is taken
docs this mean that the boys
don’t have freedom of choice
during the summer? Isn’t it
their right to work themselves
into shape if they ao choose?
If a track man run* ■around
a track or if a iwimmer works
out in a pool in the summer,
schould the school be put on
probation? (
On the other hand, if the
state group believes that the
coachca were in some way in-
volved, Mahwah is placed
squarely in the same category
with St. Cecilia’s. In the latter
instance, the NJSIAA would
be doing St. Cecilia's an injus-
tice because of the disparity
of penalty.
IN ANY EVENT, the
NJSIAA should go out of its
way to explain the distinction
if one resily exists be-
tween the violations of Mah-
wah and St. Cecilia’s.
Most people will take the
main facts St. Ceciijs’s was
suspended for pre-season prac-
tice and Mahwah was put on
probation for pre-season prac-
tice —and ask themselves Our
question above.
Nothing can clear a hazy
icene like a breath of freah
air. The NJSIAA might be able
to clear thli scene with its own
breath of freah air in the form
of an explanation.
Lanfrank
Gains Tie
NEWARK - BUI Lanfrank!
scored a pair of touchdowns '
for Our Lady of the Valleyr;
last week and jumped into *•
deadlock for the individual
■coring race among North Jer- \
aey Catholic gridderi. He drew «
even with St. Benedict’s Ralph'
Lilore, each with 25 point*.
Dan Fongaro of Bergen Cath-
olic and Mike Weinbrecht of.
St. Joseph’i each entered the’
scoring column for the first ,
time and did it with a flare,'
scoring three TDs. Their ef-|
forts put them in e four-way»
tie for fifth place.
seosiNa LtAD.as
pAT
Lanfrank, Valley 4 1 *9'
LUora. It Benedlct'a 4 l 35
Vaulhn, Don Bono 33 21 :
PetterutU. at Luka'a S 1 if i
Ponsaro, Barf an Catholic 3 0 18 .
Quarto, Immacnlato 3 0 in
Schroeder, DePaul 3 O if,
Weinbrecht. St. Joetph’a 3 0 It'
DeMarco St Benedict'! SI 1]!
Crooks. St. Michael’* 2 O 12
I.libona. Q. F, 3 O 12
Man-one. Q. P. 3 0 12
Kisser,loaoph’a \ 0 |;
Profuko, St Luka'a 2 0 12
Sabbere, St. Michael's SOM!
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Make forready
that witharrivalnew
CASH WHEN
YOU NEED
JOIN
NIB’S
BABY CLUB
The Baby Club Is only one of
six convenient, new All Pur-
pose Clubs offered by New
Jersey Bank. Itworks just like
• Christmas Club, except that
the goal ia different. You save
any amount from $1 to $2O
weekly; have the cash you need
when you went it most, for
that expected baby. And you
receive a free gift with each
Club you open. One mors rea-
son to do all your banking; at
New Jersey Bank - where
bankinr Is a family affair.
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY
Where bankingis a familyaffair
NIIOHBORHOOD OFMCISi
Clifton • Holed on • little Folk
North Holedon * Pouolc
Paterton • West Pate non
nn man iamnnB<><nia
NEW YORK
Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
OUt 1803)
Delicious Luncheons and Dinners
served tn Homelike Atmosphere
DsJlr and SUNDAY, Air Cond.
Convenient to Coliseum A Theaters
Choice Wines and Liquors. Musak
BPICIAL FACILITIES FOR
PRIVATS PARTUS
ACCOMMODATING II to M
m llehth Ave., St 44tti St.
NEW YORK CITY
THE REST mmm i>m
YOU’LL SEE JLii |\\\
IN v|lf| * Mm*l V\Ji
5-DAY SHOW OPENS TUES., OCT. 9
SEE NEW JERSEY'S BIGGEST DISPLAY OF
1963 AUTO MAKES AND MODELS!
★ SPECIAL EXHIBITS I. EVENTS
★ GAIA ENTERTAINMENT
★ OVER 100 VALUABLE DOOR PRIZES
. ★ PUNTY OF FREE PARKING
W, WW„ Tkari.—fcM PJI. t. ».M f.J».
Milt Mist Now Jersey
Queenof the Auto Show
t(L (Cahiahet ML I* 10:30 ML
W.-IJO ML H 10:30 ML
FOLLOW THE
SEARCHLIGHTS TO
• FREE Shettb Bmsat freai BarthflaM Arraua
to Armory*
• Brlag year aM eynleiiee to My aaadyl
WEST ORANGE ARMORY
- PLEASANT VALLEY WAY, WEST ORANGE
DONATION 75* FREE
H yta can't att.ad, ml mHhtlw la tpamar of tbaarr
Wtil Estix lioni (Ink, P.O. Bex Ul, Cddwall, RJ.
"COME SEE . . . COME SERVE ... FOR THOSE
WHO CAHHOT SEE!"
FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
SHRINES OF OUR LADY
BALTIMORE WASHINGTON: Weekend$43
Prk* includes 4 meals, transportation, first class hotel accommodations,
gratuities and all taxes.
Leave: November 16 Return: November 18
VISIT: In Baltimore: the magnificent Cathedral of Mory Our Queen, the
out right gift of a poor Irish Immigrant who became a multi-millionaire
merchant.
IN WASHINGTON: The National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception,
Famous Franciscan Holy Land Monastery and Catacombs.
Fridays at 6:30 P.M. Return
WASHINGTON:
Price include. 3 meal., fir.) clan hotel accommodation., tran.portatlon,
gratultle. and all taxei.
The.e pilgrimage, leave New York
Sunday, at about 9 P.M.
Return:
October 21
October 28 . 4
Novembor 4 '
November 11
leave:
October 19
October 26
November 2
November 9
VISIT. The Notional Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, Pamou. Fran-
ctecar. Holy land Mona.lary and Catacomb., The Capitol, White Home,
Tomb of Unknown Soldier, Ml. Vernon and other light, of National
intere.t.
A Franci.can Prle.l I. Chaplain on all pilgrimage..
Write or telephone for our complete folder
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 West 31*t Street New York 1, N.Y.
PENNSYLVANIA 6-4685
RENTAL TRAILERS
FOR LOCAL USE
Rack Trailer* Van Trailer*
■oat Trailer* Hart* Trailer*
Office Trailer* Car Carrier
Trailer*
NIMROD CAMP TRAILIRI for lalt
or Rant Travel Trailer* for Vaca-
tion* and Huntlno.
(Make your reaervatlona oarlyl
Tow Bar* Appliance Hand Truck*
Itova* Lantern* Ico Chain
For Camplnt
Traitor Hltcha* Inttallad on
All Typo Car*
ORANGE TRAILER
RENTAL SERVICE INC.
Rout* £23 Wayno, NJ. CL 4 0070
100 Yds. north of Rout* £44
Comport Ould* to th* laitorn
Unitod lt*t*i on lol* Horo
compute
AIR RENTAL PACKAGE
NOW
YOU CAN
GET
• top-quality Ingorioll-land air cora-
proitor, (uol, hoio, air tool and twe
•tool* lor only t35/day Ihrougk oar
Comp Ute Air Rental Plan
m pay you to itop In and got ftio
complolo itory at
DALERANKIN
■nnwor. N. 1.-Mita 10-plh TU T-|]l|
locaucut, N. J.-IUI PiUrm
EM M-m. UN 4-MM
*. Nyack, N. Y.-liuti M-Mn IL MMT
SAUS • WtNIAI ■ StUVICI
VOLVO
nowin *62
New B-18 Power Serlee
Test Drive A Volvo This Week!
New engine ... lots more
economy... stNI the same
fabulous Swedish qualityl
A product of wporfe
Swtdlih M(ln*«rln|
PAUL'S
MOTOR SALES
Rt. 208 & Gofflo Road
Hawthorne HA 7-2530
New Jersey's
Headquarters
CORVETTES
l/lokfa
/(met
CMSVROIf T
Amerlco's #1 Corvette Dealer
ROUTE 17 (NORTH of ROUTE 4)
PARAMUS • CO 1-7100
473 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
CALDWELL • CAfi-6666
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
/grAV!Kfffr
MXTAL BODIES MOM s2*l
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVE.
■AST ORANGE
IST. I*ll
HIGHER Dividend
at BARTON
New
Now you can reap a bigger bumper crop of lavingi at BARTON
plus 15 EXTRA dividend days froo. Monoy deposited on or boforo
tho 15tb of any month oami dividend* from the first of that month.
Savo by MAIL Ws pay postage both ways.
I
0
Pl* ANNUM ANTICIPATID
DIVIDIND BIGINNINO OCT I**3
COMPOUNDID QU ARTULY
S** one-third exact scale mqdel of
TELSTAR on display at both offices.
VmSoi/imQmurcilo SIQ000
BARTON
A LEADING SAVINGS INSTITUTION
1166 RAYMOND BLVD. •MA 2-3360
660 BROAD ST., NEWARK
BOTH QUICK OP IN WIDNISDAY TO 8 P. M.
Sunday Law Vote Is Due
BELVIDERE - A referen-
dum on the New Jersey Sun-
day sales law will be on the
ballot in Warren County Nov.
6, the necessary number of
signatures having been filed on
a petition with the county
clerk last week.
In nearby Hunterdon Coun-
ty, a challenge to the petition
circulated there wsb filed with
the county clerk, who will now
have to examine 200 signa-
tures In dispute. If all 200 are
thrown out, the petition will
lack the 2,500 signatures nec-
essary for a referendum. A
decision was to be reached on
the challenge by Oct. 3.
Opponents of the Sunday law
in Warren decided against a
similar challenge to any of
the 2,980 signatures obtained
there.
Both counties are located in
the Trenton Diocese and have
not yet voted on the state’s
county option law..
PLAN PAR ADE-Plans for the Essex-West Hudson Holy Name Federation parades arethe topic as committees from the Newark and Suburban parodes meet at St. Michael's
parish, Newark. Seated, left to right, are Andrew J. Kearney, chairman of the Newark
parish,Rev.Philip T. McCabe, spiritual director of the federation, and Rev. Edward
McGrath, spiritual director of the Suburban parade; standing, John T. Milmoe, chair-
man of the Suburban parade, Alfred F. Hacker, religious chairman of the Newark pa-
rade; Hugh X. Connell, publicity chairman, and Francis T. Walsh, secretary of the Newark
parade committee.
Prayers Asked for Council
Following is the text of Archbishop Roland’s letter ashing
Catholics to pray for the success of the Second Vatican Council.
In their annual statement
for this year the Bishops of
the United States, among
many pertinent instructions,
made the following exhortation
for the entire
Church in
America to
play an inti-
mate part in
the Impend-
ing ecumeni-
cal council.
"Ever since
the day when
Our Holy Fa-
ther first an-
nounced his intention of calling
an ecumenical council, the
faithful of the whole Church,
have poured forth their pray-
ersi begging God’s blessing on
his' arduous and supremely im-
portant project.
‘‘Now as these three years of
preparation draw tb a close
years that remind us of the
time Christ gave to the prep-
aration of the Twelve for their
apostolic mission and for the
infusion of the Holy Spirit
and as the successors to the
Apostles await in prayerful re-
flection the opening of the
council, longing for a similar
infusion of Pentecostal grace.
we unite with the successor of
St. Peter in urging upon all
an intensification of prayer
and acts of penance in a spirit
of daily sacrifice.
"We ask in particular that
during the days immediately
preceding the council, all the
faithful join in a novena of
prayer and penance, to be
carried out in all the parishes,
institutions and religious
houses of .this country, that
God may pour forth His
abounding grace on Our Holy
Father, on all the Fathers of
the council, and particularly
on the Bishops of this country,
that none may fail in the coun-
cil’s great work of full evan-
gelical renewal within the
Church.”
Besides the novena requested
before the opening of the coun-
cil I earnestly direct that all
the faithful of the Archdiocese
attend regularly the daily Oc-
tober devotions prescribed for
our parish churches, and offer
their prayers and sacrifices
for the Intentions of the Holy
Father, the success of the
council and the welfare of all
assembled around His Holiness
during these momentous days
in the history of the Church.
The prayers for the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, the inter-
cession of Our Blessed Lady
and the protection of St. Jo-
seph will be most efficacious.
Carmelites
Take Vows
NEW BALTIMORE, Pa. —
Four Carmelite novices from
North Jersey professed their
vows this summer at the Car-
melite novitiate here for the
province of the Most Pure
Heart of Mary, which services
the Newark Archdiocese.
Frater Titus (William) Web-
er of Englewood, Frater Cul-
ler (Paul) Cyr of Tcnafly,
Frater Nicholas Peter (Ter-
rence) Curtin of Union City
and Frater Iranaeus (Thomas)
Kelly of Tcnafly have return-
ed to Mt. Carmel College, Ni-
agara Falls, Ontario, to con-
tinue their studies for the
priesthood.
Fatcrs Cyr and Curtin
studied at the Carmelite Jun-
ior Seminary, Hamilton, Mass.,
before entering the novitiate.
Frater Kelly is a graduate of
Tenafly High School and Frat-
er Weber is a graduate of St.
Cecilia’s High School.
Peters Honored
NEW YORK - John L.
Peters of South Orange was
honored by the Catholic In-
stitute of the Food Industry at
its quarterly meeting Sept. 26
on the occasion of his retire-
ment after 50 years of service
to the industry.
Panel to Discuss
Indecent Literature
JERSEY CITY - Rev. Paul
J. Hayes, assistant director of
the archdiocesan Legion of
Decency office, and Hudson
County prosecutor Lawrence
A. Whipple will present a
panel discussion on indecent
literature Oct. 21 at the Jersey
City CYO Center.
The panel is being sponsored
by the Hudson County Holy
Name Federation, whose vice
president, Harold J. Ruvoldt,
will be moderator. Father
Hayes and Whipple will dis-
cuss "Law Enforcement and
Public Cooperation to Elimin-
ate Obscene Literature in New
Jersey.”
In Paterson
Plan CCD
Courses
PATERSON Courses for
lnymen preparing to teach
Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine classes in the Paterson
Diocese will be held at Pope
Pius High School, Passaic, and
St. Elizabeth’s College, Con-
vent.
The classes at St. Eliza-
beth’s begin Oct. 15 and will
be held each Monday from 8 to
10 p.m. for a total of 30 hours.
Rev. William King, chaplain at
St. Elizabeth’s, will teach doc-
trine and Sister Winifred Mary
will teach methods.
At Pope Pius, the classes
begin Oct. 18 and continue
each Thursday night. Rev.
Francis Bischoff, director of
Pope Pius, will teach doctrine
and Sister Mary Aloise, 0.P.,
will teach methods. Teacher's
certificates will be awarded to
those who successfully com-
plete the courses.
To Hear Talks
On Psychiatry
SOUTH ORANGE - The
second annual conference on
contemporary problems for
priests and religious will be
held Nov. 4 at Scton Hall Uni-
versity on the theme, "Psy-
chiatry and the Parish Priest.’*
Rev. William J. Bier, S.J.,
of Fordham University will
discuss “The Manner and
Methods of Psychiatry” at
3:30 p.m. and Dr. John R.
Cavanagh of Washington, D.C.,
will speak on “Discerning and
Assisting the Emotionally Dis-
turbed” at 7 p.m.
There will be an hour’s dis-
cussion period following each
lecture. A buffet supper will
be served at 5:30 p.m. At-
tendance will be limited to
250.
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HOME REPAIRS
1/ HOME OWNERS DEAL DIRECTLY WITH PIORE BROTHERS
ON ANY JOE MOM CELLAR TO ROOP AND SAVE ON
THE SALESMEN'S COMMISSION.
HO MONEY DOWN, UP TO 7 YEARS TO PAY
• ALTERATIONS • OARAOES • MASONRY
• ATTIC ROOMS • HEATING • KITCHENS
• EASEMENTS • IRON WORKS • SIDING
• BATHROOMS • DORMERS • PAINTING
FOR FREE
ESTIMATE CAU SO 3-0040
• PATIOS
• TILE WORK
• ROOFING
• STONE FRONTS
DAY, NIGHT
OR SUNDAY
FIORE BROS., INC. IS VOSE AVE., SO. ORANGE
THE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
For Rotat * Oonoral Information Writ* or Call MArkot 40700. Doadlino Monday, 4 P.M.
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WE RAVE OPENINGS FOE
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE • SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
“MANY OTHERS"
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
AIRLINE training ana placement M
Hoetesa and (round poeiUona. Mutt
b* 18-39 rr*. H. S. Grada. For Intar-
new aand addreaa and phone No. to
Bon 484. E. Oranfo, N. J. or call
ORanne 4-1443.
TYPIST
NEEDED FOR BOOKKEEPING DE-
PARTMENT OF LARGE CATHOLIC
AGENCY. WOMAN. SINGLE. GOOD
SALARY. ADVANCEMENT. FRINGE
BENEFITS PLEASANT WORKING
CONDITIONS. SEND RESUME AND
REFERENCES TO BOX 183. c/o THE
ADVOCATE. 31 CLINTON ST.. NEW-
ARK 3. N. J.
NEED EXTRA MONEY!
Houaowlvea A mother* of achool a**
children earn 819 to 839 a week
Ahowtnn our beautiful line of Chrlat-
maa lift*. For interriew call 393-8399
or 939-9983 7 to 9 PJL any avanlm.
Mature woman daalrea poalUon a*
achool librarian or teacher'* aaaiatant.
Elizabeth vicinity. Excellent pereonal
reference*. Call 394-7787.
Cook for convent In Garwood, not
lira In. hour*: 11 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
Prepare lunch and dinner and earn for
kitchen. Call for appointment. Slater
M. Paulette. SU 9-1090 or 9-9883. Bring
reference*. .
HELP WANTED MALE
GUARDS
Besldants Vicinity of
Dover. Whlppany.
P>tenon. Bergen
end surrounding tree*
Full end Part Time
Ages 30-W. minimum 9"6"\
Uniforms furnished.
Paid vsesOoneT’compsny bensflts^jraust
■ .WB.Bare clear record. E WILL TRAIN
TOU. STEADY WORK. Telephone
MA iurn far sppointmont. »
time salesman for old established
ness, earn Social Security maximum,
still have plenty of free time. Write:
Box 163. The Advocate. 31 Clinton St.
Newark 1 N. J.
NATIONAL SALES ORGANIZATION
Looking for young man 31 to 39. Goar,
an teed promotion after 3 months train-
ing. 6900 per month salary and
MEN
Part Time Full Time
CATHOIIC CONTACT WORK
to show works edited by the Bene-
dictine Hooks no eanvaafag. Week
on leads only. Reply Box lad. The
Advocate. 61 Clinton St. Newark a.
N. J.
Home located in
round position. Duties condat In watch-
Inf over and cartn* (or tsenafa bora
durinf all out of school activities.
Salary plus room, board and laundry*
Must llvs In Flvs day week. Expert-
snee helpful but not necessary. Give
complete details In first lsttsr. Box
7787 Philadelphia 1.
POSITION WANTED MALI
TEACHER
Blolonr. History, English sod Physiol
Education. 20 ysara of experience
N. J. Socondarr Cortifleato. Willing to
travel no to 20 miles from Newark.
Phone PI 00032.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
BUICK
Authorised Dealer
■ALES SERVICE PARTS
rine Selection of Used Can
BEIFUS BUICK INC.
US] Springfield Are.. Irvins ton N. J.
ES 5-6600
BUICK
West Hudson Buick Cos.
One of Hudson County's Oldest
Buick Dealers ■ Est. ISIS
ELMER A. LINDBLOM
IBS Kearny Are. Kearny, N. J.
WY 1-3800
CADILLAC
SALES 4 SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Pine Selection of Used Can
MO Central Ave. Newark
Phone MA 4-2255
CHEVROLET
The Only Authorised Dealer
In Linden
WALLACE CHEVROLET
■ALES SERVICE PARTS
Serving The Automobile Public
Since IBIS
.....
0K USED CARS
XJ. S. Highway No. 1, at SVlnsns Ave.
Linden
HUnter 6-4900
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR • CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"One of America's Larfsat
Chevrolet Dealers"
ST3 Bloomfield Ave.
CA 6-6666
CHAPP CHEVROLET CORP.
Authorised Sales 4 Service
CHEVROLET CHEVY II
CORVAIR CORVETTE
•00 Valley St. So. Grand
SO 3-4000
FETTE FORD
Authorised Sales Service - Parts
Palcon - Thunderblrd . ford Trucks
"Famous for Penny Plnchln' Deals
W 7 Bloomfield Ave. Clifton, N. J.
at Allwood Circle
PRascott 9-7000
FORD
NAPPA FORD
New and used rslcona. Fords Thun-
■erblrds and Trucks.
,«8S Newark Ave.. Elisabeth. N. J.
EL 4-8030
AUTO DEALERS ■ NEW CARS
FORD
FALCON - THUNDERBIRD
FORD TRUCKS
Guaranteed U«ed Carl
FOREST MOTORS INC.
VI9 Central Av*. Oranze, N. J.
OR 3-2917
FORD
SHERIDAN FORD. INC.
SALES SERVICE PARTS
FORD CARS and TRUCKS
I*o BELQROVE DR.. KEARNY
WY 1-5060
Uaad Car Dept. ««« Kearny Ave
PLYMOUTH
- VALIANT
SIMCA
REZZA MOTORS INC.
Authorized Salaa Service Part*
Complete. Ewart Body Work In our
own Shop
514 River Drive Garfield. N. J.
Phone: GR a-MOO
PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
VALIANT
- IMPERIAL'
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
SALES 4i SERVICE
100% Guaranteed Ueed Cara
ELizabeth 5-5600
805 N. Broad St. Elizabeth. N. J.
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Authorized Dealer
PLYMOUTH * VALIANT
SALES * SERVICE
3SOS Hudaon Rlvd.. Union City, N. J.
UNion 6-6300
PETRO
"Sine* 1903'*
so yetre oI Leadership In Oil Heetlnf
FINEST QUALITY FUEL OIL
OIL BURNER SERVICE
Petroleum Heat and Power Company
#72 Broad St., Newark Ml 28130
FLOOR WAXINO
* inA * B MAINTAIN ANCK SUPPLY
Home end Commercial cleaning and
waxing. Church kneelera recovered or
repaired. CH 8-7053 TV 8-8048.
FLOOR COVERING
DUFFY'S
Serving Catholic Famlllee and
Inatitutlona for Ovar 40 Yeara
Carpets Linoleum Vinyl A
Rubber Tile Rug Cleaning
Repairs and Alterations
New Retail Store:
2 Foye PI.. Jersey City
Cleaning Plant: 141 Logan Ave.
Phone: HE 5*6600
MONUMENTS
john f. a. McGovern
Mabel L. McGovern. Prop.
Authorised Dealer for
ROCK OF AGES GUARDIAN
Monuments 'Mausoleums
Office A Display: 307 Ridge Rd„
N. Arlington
(Opposite Holy Cross Cemetery)
WYmon 8-2473
488 Branhall Ave., J. City DE 3-8320
MOVING ft STORAGE
CHARLES FEAR CO., INC.
MOVING AND STORAGE
82 Years of Reliable Service
Local * Long Distance
Coll PI 4-1167
122 Glen Ridge Ave. Montclair
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS -
NUNZIO MUSIC CENTER
Franchised Dealer for
BALDWIN PIANOS A ORGAN*
Musical Instruction on Accordion
Plano Organ Band Instruments
Personal Instruction by
CHARLES NUNZIO
401 Franklin Ave.. Nutley, N.J. 887-2488
NURSING HOMES
UAUML MANOR - A CEHTIKTEd
HOME for elderly men and women;
doae attention and care; ratea reason-
able; ELmwood t-tlOfl. P. O. Bos 198.
Spring Valley New York,
In Newark, NJ.
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
aged. convaleecent. chronically 111
86 VAN NESS PLACE
(Off Clinton Ava.)
Bigelow 3-0303
PHOTOGRAPHS
YNE CHILDRENS
>• Portrait* taken in
ITIE CHAPKO. OX
WA
ERS
NETTIE
PLUMBING ft HEATING
photograph:
your homo by
ton
MICHAEL T. BAUDERMANN
I*l WILLIAM ST . NEWARK £ N. J.
MARKET 2-7407
TELEVISION SERVICE
VAILSBURG
RADIO A TELEVISION
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
RCA Television . Radio - Appliance*
WM. J. SCHNEIDER. PROP.
B 1 Mt. Vernon PI. Newark
Essex 2-0949
FERRARO'S
TELEVISION SERVICE
On* of "THE BEST IN SERVICE"
Serving All of Easex County
Honest. Dependable. Fast 24. Hr. Service
Phone: PLymouth 9-6300
318 Greylock Parkway. Belleville
TRAVEL AGENCIES
~
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
Serving the Public Since 1888
Steamship A Air Reaervationa
Tour* Cruises Honeymoon Trtpi
828 Broad St.. Newark MA 3-174 C
UPHOLSTERERS'
KJtc.ien chain recovered In leatherette
better and atronger than new. Guaran
teed not to apllt $6.50. In plaatic *4.30
Parlor Set« reupholatered. For honeai
eatlmatea on all upholstery work cal
OLdfiald 9-7113
ACE UPHOLSTERY SHOP
888 Vi Newark Ave. at S Corners
Jersey City. N. J.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL, INC.
Eetabllshed Since 1800
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
227 Ridgewood Ave. Glen Ridge, N.
PI 3-5600
ELIZABETH
HALL AGENCY
HANNAH M. HALL
Real Estate Insurance
Member Union County Multiple Llatln
£i',on «V: EL 3-3034 Eve*.: FU 8-04:281 N. Broad 8L Elizabeth, N. ,
IRVINGTON
. URSEN & FISH INC.
REALTORS
INSURANCE . APPRAISALS
-Phonß: ES 3-1122
1343 Springfield Ave.. Irvington, N. J.
MONTCLAIR
SALES RENTALS
MANAGEMENT
Complete Insurance Service
JOS. A. KELLEHER, JR.
Realtora
Phone Anytime 746-6626
I. Fullerton Ava.. Montclair. N.
MOUNTAIN LAKES
EASY-IIVING
Colonial Cap* Cod. immediate poaai
alon. living room, dining room kite
en. 2 bedroom*, ceramic Ule bath
first floor, large paneled bedroom hi
bath on accond floor. Full baaemei
attached garage, aecluded bark yai
FHA mortgage available at 118.800 f
for
y
119*800 buyer. Clulrk «i
ROBERT H. STEELE, Broker
East Bound Lana Hwy, 46 DE 4-14
Ask for Mrs. Kelly
MOUNTAIN LAKES
MULLINS
- RASMUSSIN INC
Ml. l.akea DE 4-0'
Sanders & Brackln, Realtor
One Boulevard Mountain Lai
DEERFIELD 4-1318
NORTH ARUNOTON
O'HARA AGENCY
JOHN O'HARA. 8 n A
REALTORS
Inauranre Appralalng
Property Management
WY 8-2916
l-73 Ridge Rd.i N. Arlington
SHORT HILLS
RITA COLE'S SUBURBAN ItEAI
Serving Short Hill., Mlllburn.
Springfield and Vicinity.
HIUJ AVE, SHORT fill
REALTORS DREXEL 84
NUTLEY
BUY NOW SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR TRADE-IN PU
We will Hat your home for ule,
consider buying It If you purchase
other house through our office.
,our requirement*. Evanl
and Holidays call Mra. Kelly \VE 8-3
STANLEY JOHNSON
M High St., Nutley NO T-l
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
RIDGEWOOD
REAL OPPORTUNITY
Graydon pool area. Only a few yaara
old. Spacloua entrance hall, lane fam-
ily room, oversize llvinc room with
picture window, aeparated dining
room, beautiful kitchen with wall
oven dishwasher and dlnlna area. 3
very lane bedrooms with exceptional
closet space and 2W baths. All this
topped with a mahosany paneled reo-
reatlon room with bar. Garase.
Grounds beautifully landscaped.
s:i 1.000
JOSLAH A. GIBSON. Realtor
88 No. Maple Ave.. Rldaewood
Gilbert 5-1350
GILSENAN & COMPANY
"OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR
GUARANTEE OP SATISFACTION'
1.000 Ustlnxs of the Finest
Properties <n Bergen County
219 E. Rldsewood Ave, 01 5-1fSRldsewood • Business h ßestden!
properties for sale. Call the Murray
Agency realtors. «S North Broad Street,
Ridgewood. N. J. OL 2-2181.
RIDGEWOOD * VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT OP TOWNERS
OVER 800 MULTIPLE LUTINGS
SITHENS REAL ESTATE Cl 5-8000
37 West Ridgewood Ave. Ridgewood
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
It's Kurgan In So.
Realtor
41 Park Avenue
WE 8 8200
UNION
In Union County It surrounding area.
Let us help you to select a home for
your comfort and happiness.
Our experlsnce Is your protection to
buy or sell, call on
JOHN P. McMAHON
IM3 Morrtt Av., Union MU 8*3434
WEST MILFORD
Year Round 8 Summer Homes
at Ptneellffe Lake
Sales * Rentals
EDWARD A. CASEY,
Realtor
13 Union Vales Road PA 8-88!
WAYNE
JOHN WEISS CO.. Realtor
LAKE PROPERTIES
VATfONLAKEFOREST RESERVA'
At Upper Hopatcong v,
Largest Lake in New Jersey -
Water Frontage 850. per toot
Half It H acre IoU 81.6.10 up
Ranch homes .V 818.900 up
Shawnee Lakefront Cottage* JWAOOup
For best buys and reasonable ' terms
stop at the Lakeforest Reservation
Office Club Plan.
THE ARTHUR D. CRANE,
REALTORS
miles north of Dover on Route 13
LAKE NEEPAUUN
At various convenient lakes tn North-
ern New Jersey. Summer cottages from
83.900. Year-round home* from 810.300
Buckley A. Wheeler. Bkr. Route 13
Newfoundland. N. J. OX 7-7100 -
eves. OX 7-4102.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HASKELL
Before you buy or sell around North
Jersey contact Joseph MendUlo, Brok-
otSm TErople 8-3887. Eves, PR 2-2278.
HACKENSACK
HACKENSACK
This home cost $lOO,OOO
Now offered at $65,000
to settle an estate.
Here Is • superlative home In
Hackensack's estate area —a
once-ln-a-llfetlme find? Deluxe cus-
tom crafted French Normandy res
Idence constructed to exacting spe-
cifications by a builder for his
family. Set among beautifully land-
acaped grounds with exotic shrubs
and rare trees. The Interior Is
sheer magnificence center hall
foyer entry with domed ceiling,
sunken living room, wood-burning
fireplace with hand-carved mantel.
This level has 2 bedrooms and
bath plus tiled kitchen with its
own circular dining bay facing the
terrace with enchanting view of
New York skyline. The elegant din-
ing room has fabric-covered walls:
access to terrace. 2 luxurious bed-
rooms and bath upstairs: 2 addi-
tional bedrooms and ba|h are
ready for finishing. A crowning
highlight Is the complete recrea-
tion room at ground level in rear
with bar and lavatory. Separate
laundry and 2-car garage.
You can see it by appointment
Call
lAYNE ASSOC., INC.
SSO Market St.. Saddle Brook. N. J
HUbbard 9-3630
MADISON
Attractive Colonial —3bedrooms, gas
heat fireplace, garage. Wall oven, near
schools and transportation. *19,800.
FRontler 7-3308.
RIVER VALE
3 bedroom colonial with den. fireplace,
wooded acre lot on Hackensick River,
near schools. transportation. golf
courses. Asking 130,900. Call owner
NOrth 0-1773.
SPARTA
HOME TOO SMALL?
Trade In your present home on this
spacious ft room Ranch at Fox Hollow
Farms. 73' wide and 30* deep. De-
signed with every convenience for the
"Lady of the House." This 4 bedroom.
2 bath home (children’s playroom
could be a sth bedroom). Has a deluxe
GE kitchen. 2 car garage and a full,
dr.v basement. One acre lot has unus-
ual privacy.
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Charter Member Sussex County
Multiple Listing Service
Rt. 13 opp, Sparta Theater PA 9-6161
FOR SALE
HOUSE In Sparta. N. J. Centrally
•ocated 3 bediooms, large living room
with fireplace, kitchen with dining
area, large porch, full cellar, garase
In basement, hot air heat, town water,
excellent location for professional use.
Price 316.300.
For appointment write or call W, J.
McNulty. Sr 186 Kprlngbrook Trail.
Sparta. N. J. Phone: PA 96303 or
ST 6-5300
SEASIDE PARK
LOOKING FOR
AN INVESTMENT?
Here Is a minimum 10% return each
season, plus your own vacation as
sured. Two bungalows, each with 2
bedrooms, kitchen and living room and
complete Inside bathroom, furnished,
f »cated within the Ocean block Auk-
Ins *16,000. Call 7030361 or MA 4 0333,
10 A.M. to 4 P.M. Mon, thru Frl.
TENAFLY
6 room house, early American, mod’
ern kitchen many extras, available
Immediately, *lB,OOO. Call owner,
LOwcll 8 8023
SPARTA - OFFICES FOR RENT
FOR RENT
OFFICES In Sparta, N. J., One i
three offices, second floor. Immedia
/crupancy, centrally located Just o
Route 15. nent includes heat, wat<
and electricity. Excellent location fi
lawyer, accountant, dentist or cener
business. For appointment write or ca
W. J. McNulty Sr. 186 Sprlngbroc
frail. Sparta. N. J. Phone PA 9-63<
or 8T 6-5300.
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
EOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders & Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
MS NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH. Nj.
ESTABLISHED 1913
Joseph H. Browne
Company
1904 OUR SBlh YfAR' I*6l
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
• ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
• POLISH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
• WAX • SPONGES • PAILS
• TOILET PAPER
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPER • PAPER TOWELS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
HEndtnon 7-1671
new ULTRA-MODERN CAonr,
Gardens,
South Irldia ft.
Somerville. HJ.
IMMEDIATE
4 and 5 ROOMS
OCCUPANCYI
5 105
(Nit)
fruit PIR MO.
Cl in ti everythin! . ~
•cheili . . . shopping
. . . houses of worship
. . . toil * train trans-
portitlon . . . ixpriaa
hlihways.
CATHouc*M?nMN N,w
ONLYII
Rintlm Aaants
Brounell A Kramer
MU 6-1800
FURNISHID MODIL ART. OPSN
DAILY A SUNDAYS. Til RA MtH
DIRECTIONS: Witt on Rt. 21 to Som-
• rvllle slant turn rliht around iui
Handle aerou Rt. 21 Into North Iridic
proceed acroao Main St. Into South
Rrldoa St. to South Irldio Oardona on
rliht.
AnotherHand-Sum Home* Communlt
GREAT
VALUE-
PACKED
MODELS
IMI
2 STORY COLONIAL
M-LEVEL-RANCH
"BARCELONA" —2-Sfory Colonial. 3
or 4 bedrooms— 2/i boths—spacious
living room—separate dining room—-
deluxe kitchen with all applionces—-
fomily room—basement—one-cor go-
roge with workshop area—loaded with
dozens of extra features.
EXTRA BONUS!
APPLIANCES INCLUDED
• Ntrg. RetrigeralO'
WosNerj
• Norg- Ho ■ o'. • ■•
Attorhir i?nt
• Bu.'t- - Over,
• Count. * *cp Roncic
3 MINUTES TO DOWNTOWN TOMS RIVER
SCHOOLS - SHOPPING . CHURCHIS - SWIMMING - lOATING . FISHING
PICNICKING
Irem
ij
0500
PAVED STREETS • SIDEWALKS
URGE LANDSCAPED LOTS
$350 MOVES YOU IN
NO CLOSING COSTS
30 & 35-YEAR FHA MORT.
CITY WATER, GAS, ELECTRIC
DIRtCTIONS:
Prom North Jersey take
Garden State Parkway
•outh to lilt 12, turn
loft on Route 37, two
miles to model homes
•n right.
mm\m
ROUTE 37, TOMS RIVER, N. J
OPENDAILYt SUNDAYTill OARK DlinonJ 1-77)1
nr
tr
The AdvocateMap Spots New Homes
(A) Summit Ext, Toms Ri-
ver, two-story Colonial, three
or four bedrooms from $ll,-
500. St. Joseph’s Church and
School.
(B) U.S. at Wynnefleld, Free-
hold, nine-room split, four
bedrooms, from $18,290. St.
Rose of Lima Church and
School
(C) Hidden Valley, Lincroft,
three-aqd-four bedroom split-
levels priced from $21,990.
St. Leo the Great Church and
School, also Christian Broth-
ers Academy <
(D) Fox Run at Middletown,
Custom built homes from
$29,900 in St. Mary's parish
(E) Summit Gardens, Hack-
ensack, four models, three
and four bedrooms from $32,-
950. Holy Trinity Church and
School
(F) Florence Gardens, South
Orange, Studio one and two
bedroom apartments $9B per
month. Our Lady of Sorrows
Church and School, Seton
Hsll Prep and University,
Marylawn(girls)
(G) Upper Salem Ridge,
Washington Township, three
and four bedrooms priced
from $32,900. Our Lady of
Good Counsel Church and
School, Immaculate Heart
Academy H. S. for girls,
(H) Packanack Village,
Wayne, three and four bed-
rooms priced from $35,000.
Immaculate Heart of Mary
Church and School.
(I) lllllcrcst in Montvale,
Montvale, three , bedrooms
priced from $24,990 adjacent
to St. Joseph’s High opening
in September, 1963
(J) White Birch Estates,
Mahwah,three and four bed-
rooms, four, models from
$23,700. Immaculate Heart of
Mary Church and School
(K) Middlewood in Old
Bridge, Old Bridge, three
and four bedrooms, from
$16,490. St. Thomas the Apos-
tle Church and School
(M) Nansen Homes (Ronald
Pagano Realtors) Paramus,
three and four bedrooms
priced from $26,990. Annunci-
ation Church and School
(N) Chestnut Ridge Acres,
Montvale, five bedrooms,
priced from $30,990, St. Gabri-
el Parish St. Joseph’s High
jSchool opening Sept. 1963
(O) Cedar Grove, 3-bcdroom
ranch, $24,900, St. Catherine
Siena Church and School.
(P) Bridge Gardena, 4 &
5 room apartments from $105.
per month. Immaculate Con-
ception Church and School.,
(R) Lake Intervale Manor,
Lake Intervale,' four bed-
St. Peter the Apoatle Church
and School
V
(S) Designed for Living, Han-
over, Custom home builders
on ownera lot. Build summer
or year 'round homes in
N;J. Various prices ranges to
suit requirements of buyer.
New Ranch at Rivercrest Manor
A Creative Release
TOMS RIVER (PFS) — A
new "expandable” ranch home
has been opened to public in-
spection at Rivercrest Manor
at Toms River by 8amuel
Fromkin and Saul Leighton,
builders of the 130-home com-
munity located on Lakewood
Dr., off Rt. 37 here.
The new model is being of-
fered for $13,MO, and will in-
elude a formal living room
with picture window, "L”-
shaped dining room, science
kitchen with all built-lns, sep-
arate breakfast room, three
full-sized bedrooms, tile bath
and garage.
For expansion at a later
date, the lower floor, which
has been built above grade
level, may easily be finished
to provide for three additional
rooms including a family
room, den, and fourth bed-
room, plus another bath.
Financing terms include no
down payments for veterans,
$440 down for non-veterans,
and no closing costs.
Average monthly payments
with minimum down payments
are $9B.
Also displayed at Rivercrest
Manor at Toms River, where
sales have already passed the
one-third mark, are models of
ranch, two-story, and bi-level
design priced through $17,390.
New Building
In Hackensack
A Keyes-Martin Release
HACKENSACK (PFS) -
Summit Gardens, new 40-home
community on Beech St. and
Summit Ave. here will be in-
augurated this weekend. Fea-
tured are four basic models
in split-level, bi-level and two-
story colonial design, priced
from $32,350.
All improvements are in, in-
cluding sanitary sewers, curbs,
streets and sidewalks. The
biulders are Glenview Devel-
opment Co., Hackensack, who
have built many hundreds of
homes in the Bergen County
area.
Model homes include the
completely decorated and furn-
ished Winchester, an eight-
room split-level.
Middlewood
Is 80% Sold
A Kaylon Release
OLD BRIDGE (PFS) — The
194-houso Middlewood-st-Old
Bridge community on Bentley
Ave. oil Rt. 18 is now 80% sold
with only 40 homes left at the
tract which offers Cape Cod,
ranch, split-level and bl-level
homes priced from $15,490 to
$18,490,
Value Realty, Inc. of Clifton,
sales agent, has registered 154
sales and 130 familios are now
living at the tract. Homes
built by Hedy Heights Con-
struction Co. of Clifton are set
on fully-landscaped plots 85 by
100 feet and larger fa. an area
serviced by city sewers.
Featured Is a seven-room,
1-1/2-bath bl-level ranch model
Srlced at $18,490.
The house
as a partial brick exterior
and entry is through a double
. door into a mezzanine foyer.
A few steps up off the foyer
Is a living room with picture
window, dining room, and a
kitchen with breakfast area,
built-in wall oven and counter-
top range, oakra cabinets,
and Formica counter top.
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LAKE INTERVALE MANOR
on WILDWOOD TRAIL
4 Mostor-Sizo Bodrooms • 2Va Baths
22-Ft. Family Room • 22*Ft. Living Room
Privato Lako • All Privilogos
FROM
LAKE INTERVALE MANOR
on Wildwood Troll
DIRECTIONS; Tok* tout* 10 to Now Rout* JIT (Rartlpponyloonton).
Turn right lxpr*ttway to Rout* 44. At J*ri*y City R*trv*lr, turn
|*ft on Rout* 44; p«n old Rout* 203 ot Town Holt. N*»t right tum
to Intarvol* Rood. A ihort dlttonc* to Wildwood Troll or, loll* Drlv*.
Turn right to la It* InMrrol* and out mod*lt.
Exclusive Agont*: VUOLO,
Rout# 46, Panlppany-Troy Hill*
DEerfield 5-0500
TITLE INSURANCE
\■ . '
THROUGHOUT NIW JERSEY
H^V
NewJerseyRealty
TITLE INSURANCE CO.
NEWARK
TRENTON • HACKENSACK
NEW BRUNSWICK • FREEHOLD
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
t
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
-
TREES
ADJACENT TO ST. JOSEPH'S HIGH SCHOOL FOR ROTS
N1MU,
•V-P
ft beautifulMOHTVALE. N. J.
lCUE PLOTS',
90 ft Colonial RANCH
3 BEDROOMS<.. 2 FULL BATHS...
FULL BASEMENT... 2 OAR QARAQI
All roads load to HILLCREST
...
imi . , T” • 1 1
wim w...nn. iq inivvi
lW.,hl„,„ a An>M)| kit on Dnrnait A.inn. In ingj.lt
MODELS OPEN
Dolly 12 Noon loBP.M.
Wi.k.nd. 10 A.M.n 8 P.M.
PHONE
391-4211
f.cfu.lv. Still Ag.nl
EUQENE F. Dl PAOLA
146 f«rU Avtnwt, North volt, NJ.
PO 8-4848 .
★ FEATURING *
NO EXTRAS! • LARGE C0N0RITI PATIO
« IRIOK AND WOOD IHINOLI
EXTERIOR
• SOVERIO BREEZEWAY
. EPAOIOUt LIVINQ ROOM WITH
COLONIAL CEILING
• IRIOK PUNTER
• OAK PL00RI THROUGHOUT
• FORMAL OININN ROOM WITH
SLIDINI NLAtt DOOR
• IERAMI0 TILE BATHE
. F0RMI0A VANITIES
• DINE-IN KITCHEN
• FURNITURE-LIKE CABINET!
• BUILT-IN DELUXE WALL OVEN
AND RANGE
> KITCHEN EXHAUST FAN!
. EIQHT OLOSETS
• TWO LINEN CLOSET!
• QUIET ELEOTRIOAL IWITOHEI
• FULLY INSULATED THROUGHOUT
• TREES • TREES . TREES • TREES • TREES . TREES # TREES • TREES • TREES • TREES
TREES
.
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
•
TREES
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Exhibit homo open every day
Clifford 7-6680
DIRECTIONS: From Newark area: South on N. J. Turnpike
to Exit • (New Brunswick), bear left to Rt. 18 eastbouml and
continue to property. Watch for algns, OR; South on Carden
State Parkway into Turnpike to Exit » (New Brumwlck) and
erit on Rt. 18 as above.
THE 3-BEDROOM RANCH at *16.490
ALSO ATTRACTIVE 81-LEVELS and
SPLIT-LEVELS AVAILABLE.
Middlewood stands out on today's resi-
dential scene! It’s the one community
where you can beat soaring prices, benefit
from a location within quick, easy reach
ob business centers, enjoy complete, estab-
lished facilities. There is no longer any
community in the metropolitan /one offer-
ing Middlewood's advantages. You’ll havo
to pay more and travel greater distances
unless you
ACT NOW/
Eighty per cent of our homes have been
sold; 132 families live here; only a small
group of homes remains. Act promptly
before It's too late!
(Incidental note: Facilities Immediately adjacent
to proporty include a beautiful now Roman Cath-
olic church and school. Now superhighway Routo
18 gives you quicker access to the funspot at the
shore, and to Newark and New York.)
VALUE REALTY, INC. •* Aqt'nl, Hiolu i • II 22 Clifton Avc • Chiton, N. Jdlhd - I » , |)Q 1 /itu•r rtnsYv* > MM() «»f vico
Two-Way Radio Proves Effective
A Town Release
HANOVER (PFS) —Com-
munication by radio has in-
vaded the home-building field
in this area, and its user re-
ports highly advantageous
money and time-saving re-
sults.
The innovator is Designed
for Living, Inc., builder of
custom homes in the North
Jersey area. Headquarters of
the firm is Rt. 10, Hanover,
1-1/4 miles west of the Liv-
ingston traffic pircle.
Robert Terwilligor, president
of the firm, reports that high
efficiency, important econo-
mics and speedier completion
of homes have been effected
since the installation of two-
way radio equipment at the
main office, in company con-
struction vehicles and in the
executive station wagon as
well.
Terwilliger pointed out that
his firm's operations cover an
area of approximately 200
square miles. Homes arc cur-
rently being built in communi-
ties as wide apart as Madison
Township in Middlesex County
and in Andover in Sussex
County.
"Installation of the radio
equipment,” Terwilliger point-
ed out, "gives us control of
widely-separated jobs. Any
number of problems can be
ironed out instantly, deliveries
of needed materials speeded
up, important messages re-
layed from the field to our
headquarters or from head-
quarters to the job.
In addition, personnel in
the construction truck and
in the station wagon can also
communicate with each other.
Strictly speaking, the set-up
imparts military precision to
our construction program that
enables us to build a house
better and faster than ever be-
fore.”
Urban Farms Unveils
New Colonial Model
A Kaylon Release
FRANKLIN LAKES (PFS)-
A two-story American Colonial
home featuring two master
bedrooms and three fireplaces
goes on display this weekend
on Scioto and Navaho Trial
Drives just off High Mountain
Rd. in the South Gate Section
of the 1,100-acre Urban Farms
custom community here. It is
priced at $64,900.
Built by Paul Swcetman of
Midland Park from plans by
architect John McMastcr of
Fair Lawn, the two-story
dwelling joins custom-treated
and true custom homes of-
fered at Urban Farms in a
variety of designs. Custom-
treated homes are priced from
$38,500 to $75,000, true custom
homes from $60,000 through
$lOO,OOO.
Approved builders offer
homes on wooded, fully-land-
scaped plots a full acre and
larger. Sales are under the di-
rection of Eugene Hartnett
representing Urban Farms,
Inc., the developer.
Featuring a slate roof and
three baths, the two-story has
a covered entry into a flag-
stone foyer. Off the entry is a
powder room with marble van-
ity top and an adjoining guest
closet. The 16-foot long foyer
area also has a door leading
to the yabd.
Off the foyer is a 21 by 15
living room with brick fire-
place, two front windows and a
rear picture window. A 23-1/2
by 15-1/2 family room with
brick fireplace features a
pegged floor and exposed ceil-
ing beams.
Like the living room, the 15
by 15 dining room also offers
a picture window and two
smaller windows.
Adjacent to the dining room
is the 15 by 10 U-shaped kitch-
en with built-in wall oven,
countertop range with hood,
dishwasher, wood cabinets,,
Formica counter top, and a
Hidden Valley Delivers 9 Homes
A Kaylon Release
LINCROFT (PFS) Nine
of the 28 homes sold have
now been delivered at the 40-
housc Hidden Valley at Lin-
croft .community on Swiming
River Rd., off the Garden
State Parkway and Newman
Springs Rd. Additional buyers
will be moving in through
October.
Builders David Shane and
Marvin Stoloff of Lincroft have
completed all improvements
except the hard topping of
roads. The builders also have
construction of homes well un-
der way at the community.
A few homes are available
for immediate occupancies at
Hidden Valley.
Featured at the tract is tho
eight-room Georgian
‘
split-
ranch and five split-level de-
signs designated as the Story-
book, Robin Hood, Notting-
ham, King Richard and the
Williamsburg. The homes,
priced from $21,990, are being
built on landscaped plots a
half-acre and larger.
The Georgian split-ranch
model has more than
2,200 square feet of living
area and features an exterior
of brick veneer and codar
shakes plus a covered entry
into a foyer.
Reach Half-Way MarkatHighlands
A Cherenson-Carroll Release
HOPATCONG (PFS) With
the purchase of a dozen homes
to date this month, sales have
passed the half-way mark at
The Highlands of Sussex
County, the 80-home communi-
ty rising on Hopatcong Rd., off
Lakeside Blvd. (West Shore)
here, report builders William
Richards and Leonard Rob-
bins.
Featured at the Highlands
of Sussex County, where 42
homes have been purchased to
date, is a bi-level ranch home
available in a number of ex-
terior stylings priced from
$16,490, with terms including
down payments as low as $590
and no closing fees.
The entry foyer in this
model leads to a formal living
room with picture window "L"-
shaped dining room, science
kitchen with Modern Maid
built-in oven and counter-top
range, three full-sized bed-
rooms, tile family bath with
Formica vanitory, and a mas-
ter tile bath—all on the upper
level.
The lower level, also served
by the entry foyer, shows a
19-foot finished recreation
room with picture window, “L”
leading to the patio, fourth
bedroom or den with an en-
try wall of sliding windows,
finished laqndry-lavatory, sep-
arate utility room, and stor-
age alcove.
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WHITE BIRCH ESTATES
MAHWAH, Bergen County, N. J.
4 outstanding models from $23,700
Split Level, Cape Cod, Ranch & Bi-Levcl
Country Club setting with everything
for a happier, more rewarding way of
life
. . . charming country landscaping,
serenity, estate-like privacy, and in the
way of convenience, it offers excellent
nearby schools, churches, and shopping
facilities.
Convenient to Immaculate Heart of Con-
ception Church & School.
DIRECTIONS: Rout* 4 to Route IT north to
R*m*ey trafflo lilht (App. la mUe>): left on
Lake St to Main St.i follow main St. acros*
railroad track* to Wycoff Av«. (App. 3 mUes);
left to Wycoff Av*. -to White Birch Ealalct
(App. 3 mile*). '
Beir-Higgins Realty Associates, Inc.
47 ALLINDALI AVI., SADDLI RIVER, N. J.
Model Hem*: DAvl* 7-Jll7 Office DAvl* 7-s*oo
Waldwlck
$•00. Down
will buy this four bedroom bunga-
low for o qualified buyer. House
la in excellent condition. Walkina
distance to New York buses, and
ahopplnv. Home la in St. Luke's
Parish. living your children the
advantage of completing their edu-
cation right through High School.
BelrHlgglnt Realty Association, Inc.
GRAND OPENING! GRAND OPENING!
Montvale-Upper Saddle River...
To residents of Northern New Jersey
thevery names of these “pedigree” communities
calls forth images of rolling woodlands,
grand estates, privacy, social distinction...
the very best of western Bergen County
inevery sense of theword. Yet the Shangra-la
that is CHESTNUT RIDGE ACRES is only a scenic,
uncrowded 30 minutes from the double-decker
George Washington Bridge, just a few minutes
from the Garden State Parkway and the
New York Thruway. And the "cousin” communities of
Montvale and Upper Saddle River are unexcelled
anywhere in the metropolitan area for modern
educational and recreational facilities,
smart Fifth Avenue shopping, stable government
and houses of worship for all faiths.
It may truly be said that CHESTNUT RIDGE ACRES is
The Best
West!
•T- -sm
9 rooms/5 bedrooms/2 Vi baths
full basement/covered side porch
2,400 sq. ft. of luxurious living space
Plus elegant entry foyer, full dining room, Caloric wall oven,
countertop range and plentiful wood cabinets in kitchen,
finished den and cedar shake shingles. $33,990.
.■SSL *30,990
CHESTNUT RIDGE
CHESTNUT RIDGE ROAD, MONTVALE, N. J.
Directions: Garden State Parkway North to Exit 172 (Grand Avenue)
Montvale. Turn left on Grand Avenue to Chestnut Ridge Road. Right
on Chestnut Ridge Road for V* mile to furnished exhibit home.
Sales Agent: S. Hekemlan & Cos., Inc., 477 Main St, Hackensack, N. J.,HU 7-1500
Builder: Star Homes, Inc.
WAYNE TOWNSHIP
PACKANACK LAKE
ENJOY COUNTRY CLUB LIVING
MILE LONG LAKE
ALL CITY CONVENIENCES
*37.900
a room Colonial typo homo on
lane wooded plot. Occupancy on
Utla iloalna 30 dan. Built with
a center hall foyer entrance. Larae
livlnf room, full dlnlnf room, blc
kitchen with dlahwaaher. oven,
rame. Family room, laundry and
powder room. 1 car aaraae. «
larae bedrooma and It tile hatha on
aecond floor. Cellar HW heat.
landecaped. hardtop driveway.
Many extraal
I ROOM 81-LIVIL $33,906
« ROOM RANCH 134.300
Packonack Village
OX6-1418
Alton H. Bollinger Cos.
Reeltera
Packonack LakeP.O. Building
SOUTH ORANGE
I?ftM/VtffMnt.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
New DafuxV
Garden Apartments
3 lIMOOM
*165
STUDIOS
from $9B
FREE AIR CONDITIONING,
PARKING, GAS A HEAT
22 COTTAGE ST.
Stm tttv tt totk Cram. Tn
Mub trm to. Inift Cnttr.
i Hull In* Stitt Mill Uni-
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
'HIDDEN ME'
8 ROOM “STORYBOOK”
?
3 OS 4 SIDSOOM SPLIT LSVtIS . AM CONDITION(D*
4 SL«VATIONS TO CHOOSI lIOM
f Formal Somi-
Grcwlar Stair-
. Complete
with Wrought
Iron Rollings.
INCLUDES THESE
FABULOUS FEATURES:
..RCA
Automatic
CJethos Dryer.
Room
with Sliding
Door Patio Area
1Center Hall 10*
ill* with Guest
e U 4 iMnfiw
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BERGEN'S BEST BUY
The House You’ll Never Outgrow!
20 years of professional home building experience created this
fine house. It’s perfect for the larger, or expanding family,
e 5 big bedrooms • 3 full baths
e Paneled reercatlon room • Separate laundry room
• 2 car garage • Large closet space In all rooms
• Large plot with sewers In and paid for
• No crossing street to nearby public school
• Electric, hot water, or warm air heat available
only $34.990
($2OOO under market value)
OTHER MODELS FROM $28,500
10% down, 30 year financing to qualified buyers
Just 6 more homesites left out of original 30 In Paramus
3 MONTHS DELIVERYI
RONALD R. PAGANO & CO.
DIRECTIONS: Rt. 4 to Rt. 17/
north on Rt. 17 to Midland
Avo. (at Darutn Bluaatona Cos.)
right on Midland Avo.* undar
Cardan Stata Parkway ovar-
paia to NANSRN MODEL
HCHOME on tho right.
Phone COlfax 1-5200
CEDAR GROVE
New Ranch Homes
Model At 192 Myrtle Ave.
High and dry with pUnly at tract.
Cantar hall entrance, larga tcianca
kitchen with picture window 4 built-
in avtn. 3 btdroomt IVi bathi; Rec.
roam, additional badroom 4 bath
on lower level. 3 car garage, fully
leaded 4 thrubbed, but tram. »o ft.
Catherine of Siena School. Noar
all traniportation 4 Shopping.
$34,900 financing thru Cartorot
Saving! 4 Loan. Attociallen. City
Sowort 4 Water.
A. BREITMAN, Builder Rl 1-311)
-IBE T 0 LO~ OWNERS!
If you now pay $9O por month ront, you can oton this homo, built
board-by-boayl (not pro-fab) on your lot and movo in boforo Fob. Istl
►<
[GOLDEN HORIZON:
Built by tho most experienced and trusted
homo builders in America todayl Lowest
paymentsl Highest quality) If you are tired
of renting—don't want to live lit crowded
conditions, and you own your own lot or
can acquire one, call or Write us todayl And
with no red tape you start owning and liv-
ing in your own home this Christmasl
{ We build home* neil-by-neil from $5454 to $35,000-YOUR PLANS OR OURS
CHOOSE A BUILDING METHOD TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET
YOUR FLOOR RAN OR OUM
e Anwrkue StoMjr* MW part pleMSp
e Caramlp tile MM
• IM MM. MrviM, MfM Sn>» MW
e d.iui. Kuttiwi
• Pull Mpw InwKtM
• CawalaM hm datallad wsatwWeSS
Wall build .omplrt.
boma Including faue
datian uadar 1 can.1
w.-n kwid tea fauna*.
Wa'll canatruct tha
faundotien end ahatl
and supply tba intariar
trim.
ply all flnlakiag m
rtat* laaludlng pla
■a*, baatlny, Wi
» COME OUT—OR MAIL THIS COUPON
Kivwoiß
Isfd Naan Spaa Dally 'to » f.«.
tatarfan 'III JP. laaday IM Sf. S.
CHOICE LOTS
AVAILABLE
Llcanted Reel Eatefe Broker
At Our Office
HANOVER, N. J.
U S. Rt. *lO
1 Vt Milea Wear ef Uvingcton Circle
Tal. TUckar 7-1250
DfSIONSO FOR UVINO
U 1 soun #lO, HANOVER, N. i. TA IM
LOT OWHIES: FOR YOUR P||| VAUJAtLI 11 • »»
VrflT MOBIL HOMI OR bENO SDa WITH COUPON
AMD WI'LL MAIL IT TO YOU.
Tba baaklat yau raaafra eaacyfbaa la dafMf «b# nu-
*.ll * ottierrio pox livitro
7°*' , *il '***V'* r *'
,w ' ">*"y auffaatlena ana Itfaaa
yau will fiadiy valaama. fane ila artlh ttala
aaupaa.
PL I API PILL m THR FOLLOW NM
Naaw pane baaklat an M bum, plaaa QMa
l*t M ia
eitr
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Our Vk Millionth
ELECTRIC METER
brings All-ElectricLiving
toMr.&Mrs.Pagano
Mr. and Mra. Ronald R. Pagano'e allwlactrlc Gold
Medallion Home In Paramue.
Architect: C. J. Kordya. A. lA. - BulMen Nanaan Hornet
• (lactrlcal Contractor. Harry Tirgrath end Gone.
CONGRATULATIONS to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald K. Pagano, Paramus!
Into their sparkling new all-electric Gold Medallion Homo went the IV*
millionth electric meter in our servico area. Thanks to electricity the
Pagano’s Gold Medallion Homo is modem in every way. Everything
from electric heating to their kitchen of .tomorrow will help make the
Pagnno family’s life lighter, brighter, happier.
Providing tho electricity demanded by our customers for modern living
requires careful planningand expansion by Public Sendee Electric, tmds
Gas Company. This planning and expansion will continue so that we
will always stay aheadof tho demand to bo sure we sen’o you dependably
« . . economically!
SSBHSM
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
TAXPAYING SERVANT OF A GREAT STATE
•11. M
MarianMeeting for Colleges
ALBANY Representatives
of three North Jersey colleges
will attend the 16th annual
Marian Congress of the Na-
tional Federation of Catholic
College Students Oct. 7 at the
College of St. Rose here.
St. Elizabeth’s College,
Caldwell College and Seton
Hall University will be among
the 14 members of the New
York-New Jersey area at the
affair. There will be 23 col-
leges represented in all.
Rev. Denis B. Sughrue,
C.S.C., director of postulants
for the Holy Cross Fathers,
eastern province, will deliver
the keynote address on the
main theme, "The Family Ro-
sary Crusade."
PATRON SAINT of seamen
is St. Francis of Paolo.
CONVENT CROSSES-Archbishop Boland blesses the crucifixes which will hang in the
rooms of the convent at Our Lady of Lourdes parish. West Orange, during a dedication
held Sept. 26. Looking on is Rev. John T. Lcrwlor, pastor.
Seton Hall Plans
Computer Center
SOUTH ORANGE—Dr. Rich-
ard F. Gabriel of Edison has
been appointed director of the
new computer center at Seton
Hall University, it has been
announced by Msgr. John J.
Dougherty, president.
The center will be housed in
a $250,000 addition to Bayley
Hall now under construction.
Partial costs of the equipment
and operation of the facility
will be provided by a four-
yea r grant of $243,806 from
the National Institutes of
Health.
:—2 ? -
MSGR. DOUGHERTY said
the center will aid research
programs now under way on
the campus in the areaa of
biology and biochemistry In
addition to contributing to in-
structional functions in all
schools of the university. It
will also service instruction
and research for the Seton
Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry. .
The primary unit, an IBM
16-20 computer with peripheral
equipment, will be initially
serviced by a staff of five in-
cluding; -the director. There
will be a program analyst, a
key punch operator and two
programmers.
Dr. Gabriel comes to Seton
Hall from Rutgers where he
was an assistant director of
the computation center and an
associate member of the
statistics center. The past two
years he also served as direc-
tor of National Science Foun-
dation summer conferences on
computer programming and
related mathematics. He is a
graduate of Fordham, received
his master's degree in mathe-
matics from Columbia and his
doctorate in the same area
from Rutgers.
Family Life
CANA CONFIRINCIS
. Srldsv, Oct. I
Livingston, St. Phllomens's. Psycho-
logical Aspects of Man-lag*. Dr.
Ann Luca*. 8:30
WaatfloM. Holy Trinity. Husband-
Wife. Rev. Joseph Doric. 8 p.m.
Pla nflatd. St. Barnard’s. Husband-
Wife. R*v. Donald McConnell. 8
P.m.
t Sunday, Ocl. 7
North Arlington. Queen of Peace.
Psychological Development of the
Child Rev. James McHugh. Dr.
Ann Lucai. 7:30 p.m.
Scotch Plain*. St. Bartholomew’s.
Husband-Wife. Rev. John Caulfield.
7:30 p.m.
FrW«r. Oct. 11
PlMnfleld. 81. Mcry't. Husband-Wife,
ilov Gerard Murphy. SJ., 815
PRE-CANA FOR THI ENOAGID
-- Aatumptidn. Rosalia
°cVii??s*#r: M ‘ch ” l ', •
"wood3 * WH-Mis',, C * C,U *'*’ *“ u
° ct - Joseph'., West Or-
ange. OR 3-1283
HUSBAND-WIFI BKTRB ATS
*PL 3-1541 or OL 2-3372)
Oct. J«-2n ~- st. Joseph’s Retreat
House. Middletown. N Y. (children
cenmmodated)
Nov 2*4 Queen of Peace Retreat
Mouse. Newton.
No . 18-18 St Joseph's Retrest
Mouse, Middletown, N. Y.
Town to Vote
On Sunday Law
GLEN ROCK—This Bergen
County community will vote
Nov. 6 on a proposed ordinance
to further limit Sunday busi.
ness activities beyond the re-
strictions of the New JerSey
state law.
A resolution unanimously
passed by the Borough Council
would forbid all Sunday sales
in these categories: perish-
able food, newspapers, restau-
rant services, beverages, gaso-
line and lubricants and tobac-
co products. It would be sim-
ilar to an ordinance now ini
force in Paramus.
There will be a public henfr
ing on the resolution prior tp
Nov. 6, according to Mayor
Allan B. Murray. The council
had received a petition bear-
ing the signatures of 282 per-
sons, asking for a law like
Paramus, before acting.
Inquiry Class
In Verona
VERONA
— A mass mail-
ing to ail residents of this
town and a scries of block
meetings arc being tiled to
promote the first Inquiry Class
at Our Lady of the Lake par-
ish.
The 28-lccturo scries is
timed to open with the Second
Vatican Council Oct. 11. Rev.
John A. Meyer. Rev. John F.
McDermott and Rev. John J.
Morris, curates at the parish,
will take turns giving the lec-
tures every Thursday at 8
p.m.
Francis J. Conklin is chair-
man.
Priest, Layman Join
University Faculty
ST. HONAVENTURE — Two
teachers from North Jersey
have been added to the faculty
of St. Bonaventure University
for the 1902-63 school year.
Rev. George Flanugan,
O.F.M., a native of Bloomfield,
Joins tile psychology depart-
ment Frank K. McGowan of
Elizabeth will teach business
administration.
Summit Pilgrimage
SUMMIT _ Very Rev.
James J. McLarney, O.P.,
chaplain of the monastery of
Our Lady of the Rosary, will
preach at the 43rd annual
October pilgrimage Oct. 7.
The chief pilgrimage intention
will be the success of the
ecumenical council.
Urges New Methods for Schools
BT. PAUL, Minn. (NC) -
A Catholic educational spokes-
man said here that Catholic
schools court disaster if they
fall behind the times In meth-
ods or facilities.
Rev. C. Albert Koob, X).
Praem., associate secretary
of the secondary school depart-
ment, National Catholic Edu-
cational Association, said that
"in today’s educational crisis
we do not dare to settle for
a school system which is ob-
solete in its techniques."
FATHER KOOB, addressing
more than 1,100 Catholic edu-
cators attending the ninth an-
nual Minnesota Catholic Edu-
cational Association meeting
at St. Thomas College, said
Catholic educators seem to
have a “penchant" for tradi-
tional procedures. "There is
no good reason to equate this
approach with good pedagogic-
al procedure," he said.
He urged Catholic schools to
make use of such new develop-
ments as educational tele-
vision, including closed circuit
installations, programed learn-
ing and teaching machines,
team teaching and other new
techniques.
He also deplored what he
called a "lack of planning"
apparent in many new Catho-
lic high schools. When future
changes and the need for flex-
ibility are not taken into ac-
count in putting up new
schools, he said, the result
may be "buildings that are
obsolete before they are even
completed."
Father Koob described edu-
cational television as “a ne-
cessity long out of the cate-
gory of just a novelty."
He said it is a "tragedy" for
Catholic educators to fail to
make use of educational tele-
vision. “Each day that we lag
behind we delay the progresa
of the very instrument that
may prove to be the salvation
of Catholic education," be
said.
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PEOPLES TRUST
HOME MORTGAGE LOAN
>ViwMi«ar<«ir i»»wi
TO BUY, BUILD, OR REFINANCE
~fWm
People* Trust ha* helped thouund* of Bergen
County homeowner* finance their homes with mort-
gage loan*. Be *ure to get the mortgage that suits
your needy beat. Contact your nearest Peoples Tru*t
office...there I* no obligation for the professional
advice you will receive.
PEOPEES TRUST COMPANY
OF BBHGKN COUNTY
SlO MAIN STREET, HACKENSACK • HUUard 7-6000
ELEVEN CONVENIENT OFFICES TO SERVE YOU
Utmttr TUrJ faiwl I ymm Mtmhm lUtrd DifuM lwmtu Ct,
p *1 UPPER 1
salem Ridge
a Gracious Community of Custom Built Homes
inTthe
Washington Township
CENTER OF PAROCHIAL EDUCATION
Upper Salem Ridge offers
"TREES GALORE"
"CITY SEWERS"
"MIN. Vi ACRE PLOTS"
We are developing a cuatom built “Martin
' Homes” Community. Plans available for 3
and 4 bedroom ranches: 3-4 or 6 bedroom
2 story Colonials; 4 bedroom Colonial Salt-
box; 3 and 4 bedroom BiLevels and Split-
i levels.
All homes designed to compliment existing
terrain to preserve trees and the (beautiful
natural setting.
Me* Ran|«i ’32,900-540,000
A visit. to see our location and exhibit
homes furnished It decorated by Green-
baum Bros, of Paterson in a Colonial motif
will prove a day well spent.
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MARTIN
HOMES
Sj/n Agent: GABRIEL-JOHNSON REALTY
334 Rt. 17, Paramus, N. J. Colfax 2*5303
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Ask the old timers about the "Summit Avenue section”
of Hackensack. Even in a town known for its lovely homes,
this exclusive address says the home is truly deluxe.
In fact, most local people believe that every bit of land
in this section has been snapped up. But now, SUMMIT
GARDENS opens with land enough for 40 custom-crafted
homes, in the very heart of the choicest spot.
Yet with all this "top hat" privacy, you are close to
downtown Hackensack’s fine department stores and shops
and just 7 driving minutes from either the Bergen Mall
Shopping Center or the Garden State Plaza. A grammar
school and high school stand within walking distance.
The Orchard Hill Country Club for golfing and the Oritani
Field Club for tennis and swimming-(both public facilities)
are within 12 minutes of home. The New York City bus and
train get there in 30 honest minutes —andthe stops are
Just a block away! But this entire page would not hold the
extraordinary virtues of Hackensack.,,more specifically,
the Summit Avenue section of town.
You may select from 4 basic models and make custom
changes to suit your particular taste. All are situated
on lots of at least 75* x 110’, fully landscaped. All community improvements
including CITY SEWERS, are in and paid for. All models feature Caloric
oven and range, Westinghouse-Lenox gas-fired heating system, American-
Standard 40-gallon water heater, 2Vi baths and 2-car garage
-
Ihe WINCHESTER - 8 rooms, 4 bed-
rooms, center hall entry, 2 Vi baths, large
kitchen with dining area, 2-car garage.
COMPLETE—NO EXTRAS!
SPLIT-LEVELS, 81-LEVELS, ind 2-STORY COLONIAL MODELS from $32,95C
*33,950
SUMMIT GARDENS
Summit Av«, and laaeh St. • Hacktnaack, New Jersey
Qlin Vlaw Development Cos., Builders • Sales Aganti S. Hekemian It Cos, Inc. • HU 7-1500
rleht t» Summl?o^*rd , •n ,^* , * *' rkw * y "• r ' h *• •*'* *«rn rliht on Paitalc St. tor approx. 1 mllaa to Summit Avo.i
fox nun
"THE ONLY end ORIOINAL"
•l-lete Noum..
Indian Summer bringi o crispness In the air, beautiful golden leaves
and anew concept in home building at FOX RUN, Middletown's most
exclusive new community. Carefully thought out and planned to per-
fection, every single one of the 65 homes reflects the Individual tostes
and particular needs of its owner and will be set on a minimum Vi
acre lot landscaped with rolling hills and majestic trees. Only minutes
oway from shopping, schools ond houses of worship.
it
Built to Order from
—
tti iiifi tea
*29,900
lull* flu lihhHi Is
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9 ROOM SPLIT LEVEL
4 BEDROOMS -IV2 BATHS - RECREATION ROOM
Brick front/Oversize goroge/Beoutiful Science kitchen with built-in oven, counter
top range and exhaust fan/spacious living room with Bow window/larae
dining room.
MCWDE3 FEDDE vS CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
NO CLOSING COSTS - LOW DOWN PAYMENT
CITY SEWERS - CITY WATER & GAS - PAVED
STREETS • SIDEWALKS
- CURBS - 75x150 FT.
LANDSCAPED LOTS - IDEAL FOR COM-
MUTING ONLY 62 MIN. TO NEW YORK
VIA FREQUENT EXPRESS AIR CONDITIONED
BUSES.
30 OTHER MODELS (
RANCH - J STORY _ 81-IEVII •
$f«V/ MONTHLY
ILI PAYS ALL
indudsi principle,
lnl*r#»|, toand
Insurance
FREE COLOR BROCHURE, Call MArket 4 5573 (N. J.)
Dolly ond Sundoy, 8 A M lo 8 P M. or Writ. Wynny.fl.ld,
Dopl. AICM, 32 Ntll Avenut, Lakswood, Now Jonty.
OIRJCCTInNH: ni()M NOIITJI JEIISKY: T.kr. (i. S
r ‘l*l. 'S™ l "k» Houto u ,I.oth 18 inllu, 1..noul* 33 at E reehold lUcelrat-k. wo e«at on floutr :*;i <|>«ik
Av«.) 1 mile to llnutv 70 (South St i. turn right mo 1 mile to
k.
A Vllc .f lWllk,w ,lln »k ltd '■ Ud on Willow ItrookHomci to Model llomea.
KAI.KS OKKICE Phone llOpkina 3 0111*1
Open Dally A Sunday II A M 0 I’M
3 atWynnefu
%/ ./ Fan
Another Quality Community by U. S. Horn. A D.v.lopm.nl Corp.
►lt »
<P
REEHOLD. N. J.
32 Ntll Ay*., Ink.wood, N.J.
Juniorate, Science Building
Dedicated at St. Elizabeth’s
CONVENT An open house
will be held Oct. 13-14 for the
latest additions to the physical
plant of the Sisters of Charity
of St.' Elizabeth: Mother Xav-
ier Juniorate, the house of
studies for Sisters who have
completed their novitiate, and
Henderson Hall, the new sci-
ence and academic building of
St. Elizabeth’s College.
Mother Joanna Marie, moth-
er general of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth, has
invited all priests, Sisters,
friends, benefactors and rela-
tives of the Sisters to visit
the two buildings between
2 and 5 p.m. each day.
THE DEDICATION of Hen-
derson Hall on Sept. 29 (tho
juniorate was dedicated pri-
vately during the summer) by
Bishop McNulty completed a
two-building project undertak-
en by the Sisters of Charity
in their centennial campaign
of 1939. Total cost of the con-
struction was $3.5 million.
In the Mother Xavier
Juniorate, 100 junior professed
Sisters are now in training.
Half of this number have com-
pleted their first year, the oth-
er half began training Sept. 8.
THE JUNIORATE schedule
includes spiritual, academic
and professional training.
A chapel with a capacity of
over 300 is attached to the
juniorate by a large lobby.
The chapel altar is of import-
ed black and white Botticino
marble, with the altar rail
made of bronze and wrought
iron with a marble top. Rift
oak paneling covers the walls
of the nave and sanctuary.
The wall behind the altar i]_
covered with one-inch thick
walnut in beveled rectangular
sections with gold leaf in the
recesses.
IN ADDITION to the 155
bedrooms in the juniorate,
there is a completely equipped
library and community room
which has a combined capa-
city of 192, a refectory seating
over 200, a large kitchen with
stainless steel units and walk-
in refrigerator and freezer,
classrooms, arts and crafts
rooms and all-purpose room.
The outside construction is
of reinforced concrete with
smooth buff-face brick high-
lighted by warm tones of tan
and brown. Aluminum win-
dows are used throughout.
HENDERSON HALL is de-
signed as a memorial to
Charles F. and Mary F. Hen-
derson by their children.
On the first floor are the bi-
ology laboratories and lecture
rooms, the main lobby given
by Seton Hall University in
memory of Msgr. John L. Mc-
Nulty, the Ann Meehan Cole-
man Library and the Gyland
Lecture Hall with a seating
capacity of over 200.
Above the main entrance
hangs a symbolic representa-
tion of the Triune God in
wrought iron and bronze. A
statue of Our Lady, Queen of
the Universe, dominates the
lobby. The statue of St. Vin-
cent de Paul sculptured in
aluminum by Sister Marie
Imelda of the college faculty
stands on the second floor.
ON THE SECOND floor are
classrooms, lecture rooms and
laboratories for the study of
chemistry, physical-chemistry
and physics.
The basement floor contains
the office of the assistant dean
of studjes, faculty departmen-
tal offices, classrooms equip-
ped for the teaching of mathe-
matics and of academic sub-
jects and a faculty room.
NEW AT CONVENT-Above is the chapel of the new juniorate dedicated by Bishop Mc-
Nulty in August at the motherhouse of the Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth in Convent.
At left the Bishop lays the cornerstone for Henderson Hall, the new College of St. Eliz-
abeth science building. Looking on is Mother Joanna Marie, mother general of the
Sisters of Charity.
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK
31 MULBERRY STREET
NEWARK 2, N.J.
Clergy
Appointments
ARCHDIOCESAN CONSULTORS
Rt, Rev. Magr. John 0. Buchmann
Rt. Rev. Magr. Julian F. Szpllman
Rt. Rev. Magr. Joseph A. Shovlin
PARISH PRIEST CONSULTORS
Rev. John A. Karolewaki
Rev. Michael A. Magnier
Rev. John P. Wiegand
DEPUTY FOR SEMINARY DISCIPLINE
Very Rev. Magr. William F. Furlong
Efftctivt Sept. 26
Otflca tl Ait Archbishop
Fr. Field Added
To Society Board
IMMACULATA, Pa. - Rev.
William Noe Field of Seton
Hall University has been added
to the board of directors of the
Catholic Renascence Society.
Society officials, meeting
here, scheduled the 1963 sym-
posium for April 15-16 at St.
Thomas College, St. Paul,
Minn.
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the place
for year "round vacations
8 Day-7 Night
Package Tours
Available
PLAN IT NOW!
Thinking about going to Ber-
muda? Then by aH means get
a free copy of *'A Key to
Bermuda. ,r
This colorful and informative
folder contains an excellent
map of the Islands,and over-
flows with helpful hints on
ctotWnft shopping, customs,
duly, transportation, thingsto
see anddo.
send you one of
'folders or, if you
in, pick one up,
‘
you plan your 1
We'll
these
prefer,
and us
trip.
■wawiutyam *Kmy"
la Proa, sand Hr It today.
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
“
Travel Service
828 Broad St Market3-1740 Newark 2, N.J.
“Serving the Public Since 1886""
ANNOUNCES
NEW
HIGHER DIVIDENDS
m
.
0
Per
Annum
COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
For Period Starting October 1, 1962
Bated on Continued Favorable Earnings
MONEY RECEIVED BY
15th of EACH MONTH
EARNS DIVIDENDS FROM THE Ist
MIDTOWN
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
1030 Broad St., Newark (at Clinton Ave.)
MA 2-3366
• Drive-in Window
• Free Parking
on Premises I
Open Daily 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Monday to 6 P.M.
ST. JOSEPH'S GUEST HOUSES
In the rich, healthy and restful atmosphere of the beautiful Catskills,
less than 100 miles from New York City, SAINT JOSEPHS offers relax-
ation, peace and contentment on its 1500 acres of forest woodland -
natural trolls for hiking and walking - the 100-ocr. private lake St.
Dorn nle - excellent for boating, fishing and Ice-skating In the winter-
families welcomed.
Comfortable Rooms Good Food Exceptional
Climate Convent Chapel on Grounds
Resident Chaplain
OPEN AIL YEAR - NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS
FOR FALL, WINTER AND SPRING
- MODERATE RATES
WRITS FOR BOOKLET
ST. JOSEPH'S GUEST HOUSES
ST. JOSEPH'S,
SULUVAN COUNTY, N.Y.
TEL MONTICELLO 770
(Conducted by the Sisters of St. Dominic of Amityville)
HOLLYWOOD i
*
COMES * ]
★ TO**- ]
*
NEWARK
* |
Starring:
One of Now Jor toy's Mott J
Gorgoout Photo Studios j
Featuring:
Theatrical Stylo Oil Portarltt on.-<;
Breathtaking Color Photography;
at th* lowest Pottlbl* Prices; 1
such at
FOR YOUR WEDDINO j
Custom Color Albums ]
As Low at $l9
HOLLYWOOD STYLE j
ZOOMATIC MOVIES j
ONLY $129
Carlan Studio i
574 CLINTON AVENUE j
Newark, Now Jersey )
Bigelow 8-500 \
<'m. m
W ;-••
::tmn
m
■
■
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LADDER
NO DEALERS!!!
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 13. 1962
YOU MUST BRING
THIS AD
WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY 2 GALLONS OR MORE
OF ANY PAINT
AT ANY BRESLOW PAINT CENTER
Only Breslow can make this offer because theyknow once you shop at a Breslow Paint Center
you'll be a repeat customer.
CHOOSE FROM THESE FAMOUS BRANDS
DUTCH BOY RUST-OLEUM
DUPONT
BRESLOW
KEMTONE
CABOT'S
O'BRIEN
LUCITE
VALSPAR
COLORIZER
GOLD BAND
GLIDDEN
LUMINAL
EGAN-HAUSMAN
NOT ALL STORES HAVE ALL BRANDS
THIS ITEM CASH & CARRY - NO CHARGES
9 GREATSTORES BRESLOW
PAINT CENTERS
HACKENSACK
209 MAIN STREET
MORRISTOWN
15 SPEEDWELL AVI.
PASSAIC
147 PASSAIC ST.
BLOOMFIELD CALDWELL DENVILLE DOVER
588 BLOOMFIELD AVE. 455 BLOOMFIELD AVE. O, O nJ Url™, Shopping c.nl.r 15 N. SUSSEX SI.
WESTWOOD
244 WESTWOOD AVE.
FAIR LAWN
13-32 RIVER RD.
